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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
 
GENOMIC SELECTION STRATEGIES TO PREDICT GRAIN YIELD AND 
DISEASE RESISTANCE TRAITS IN A WHEAT BREEDING PROGRAM 
 
Genomic selection (GS) is a form of marker-assisted selection (MAS) that simultaneously 
estimates all locus, haplotype or marker effects across the entire genome to calculate 
genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs). Since its inception, it has had the attention 
of breeders keen on finding tools to accelerate genetic gain and reduce phenotyping costs 
in the breeding program. A first objective of this study was to evaluate strategies to design 
the training population (TP) and validating population (VP) to estimate GEBVs for grain 
yield and agronomic traits for wheat breeding lines. Our results demonstrate that, despite 
the small family size, an approach that includes lines from the same family in both the TP 
and VP, together with half sibs and more distant lines, and only phenotyping the lines 
included in the TP, could be a useful, efficient design for establishing a GS scheme to 
predict grain yield in lines entering first year yield trials. A second objective was to 
investigate the design of the training population (TP) to predict Fusarium head blight 
(FHB) traits, and in particular the usefulness of regional FHB nurseries as a sources of lines 
for the training population. Our results confirmed the usefulness of regional nurseries as a 
source of lines to predict GEBVs for local breeding programs, and showed that an index 
that includes deoxynivalenol (DON), together with Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) and 
FHB rating could be an excellent choice to identify lines with low DON content and an 
overall improved FHB resistance. A third objective was to investigate the effect of reducing 
the marker set size used to run the GS model. Marker sets with different marker numbers 
were obtained performing Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) on the Uniform 
Northern (NUS) and Uniform Southern (SUS) soft red winter wheat scab nurseries to select 
significant SNPs for FHB resistance traits at different P-value levels. Our results confirmed 
that GWAS offers an excellent tool to select significant markers reducing significantly the 
number of markers used to predict FHB resistance traits, moving a step forward in selecting 
lines with good resistance to DON accumulation and other FHB traits before evaluating 
them in the field. Overall, these findings have the potential impact of reducing phenotyping 
and genotyping costs and accelerate the breeding process. 
 
KEYWORDS: genomic selection (GS), training population (TP), validating population 
(VP),    fusarium head blight (FHB), grain yield, deoxynivalenol (DON), 
fusarium damaged kernels (FDK).    
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
1.1  Wheat Breeding and modern technologies 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the most important cereal crops and has 
been part of human civilization since its domestication around 10,000 years ago (Eckardt, 
2010). Wheat plays a very important role feeding the world population, providing 19% of 
calories and 21% of proteins (Tadesse et al., 2019). With the Green Revolution, wheat 
breeding started a phase of developing high yielding and widely adapted semidwarf 
cultivars and together with improving fertilization management, use of pesticides, 
irrigation and mechanization this contributed to doubling wheat production worldwide. 
Despite this, world population keeps increasing and is estimated to increase to about 10 
million by 2050 with the consequent need to double the rate of genetic improvement to 
meet the future demands (Voss-Fels et al., 2019). 
Wheat breeding was left behind for years in terms of investment by the seed 
industry. The small revenue obtained by farmers, together with the inbreeding biology of 
the cultivars and the lack of transgenic technologies, have been pitfalls for the use of 
modern technologies. Lately, the reduction in costs and easier access to genotyping have 
convinced breeders to evaluate the success of applying genomic selection (GS) strategies 
to their breeding programs. Another aspect of consideration by breeders is the polygenic 
nature of the traits of interest, like yield and many disease resistance traits, which become 
the main goals in breeding programs.  
The most promising innovations for increasing the rate of genetic gain appear 




parent selection, rapid generation advance and genomic selection (Cobb et al., 2019). 
Genomic selection (GS) was first described by Meuwissen et al. (2001) as a form of 
marker-assisted selection (MAS) that simultaneously estimates all locus, haplotype, or 
marker effects across the entire genome to calculate genomic estimated breeding values 
(GEBVs). Contrary to MAS, GS does not define a subset of significant markers associated 
with major genes for selection. Instead, GS analyzes jointly all markers on a population 
attempting to explain the total genetic variance with dense genome-wide marker coverage 
through summing marker effects to predict breeding values of individuals (Meuwissen et 
al., 2001). To implement GS, a training population is first established of individuals with 
phenotypes for the target trait and genome-wide DNA marker genotypes (Meuwissen et 
al., 2001). The genotype and phenotype information for the training population is used to 
“train the model” through a prediction equation, which predicts the effect of each marker 
on the trait, and finally sums all the marker effects. If the markers are in sufficient linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) with the causal mutations affecting the trait, they will capture a large 
proportion of the genetic variance for the trait. Selection candidates, that become the 
validating population (VP), are also genotyped and they are assigned GEBVs for each trait 
using the model “trained” from individuals in the training population.  
 
1.2  Design of the Training Population 
The training population design is critical in achieving success with GS, and because 
of this, has been investigated in numerous studies. Isidro et al. (2015) described the most 
important factors that affect prediction accuracy are the training population size, the 




and validating populations.  
 
1.2.1 Training population size 
The size of the training populations has been investigated by many researchers and 
there is a general agreement than larger training populations increase the prediction 
accuracy (PA) until a plateau is reached and further increases in size do not affect 
prediction accuracy. In oats (Avena sativa L.), Asoro et al. (2011) evaluated a maximum 
of 300 individuals and found for five different traits that PA increased with increases in TP 
size. In maize, Lehermeier et al. (2014) evaluated multiparental populations and predicted 
dry matter with training populations of different size, from 25 to 675 individuals. They 
found that 375 half sib lines in the TP were sufficient to reach the same predictive 
performance as a TP with 50 full sib lines. In wheat, Isidro et al. (2015) evaluated TP size 
from 25 to 300 individuals and calculated PA for five different traits. Maximum PA was 
reached with the larger TP (300) and for some traits a plateau was reached at this TP size. 
Similar results were found by Sarinelli et al. (2019) and Michel et al. (2017). Sarinelli et 
al. (2019) evaluated TP sizes from 50-350 individuals and found that between 300-350 
individuals the highest PA was achieved for five different traits. Similarly, Michel et al. 
(2017) evaluated TP size from 100 to 300 individuals for grain yield and protein content in 
wheat, reaching maximum PA  with the larger TP size (300). 
 
1.2.2 Number of molecular markers 
The number of molecular markers (usually single nucleotide polymorphisms 




accuracy. Asoro et al. (2011) evaluated PA at different marker set sizes in a study 
performed in oats. They evaluated three marker numbers (300-600-900) and found the 
maximum PA obtained with 900 markers, for all five traits. In barley, Heffner et al. (2011) 
and Lorenz et al. (2012) found an effective number of markers around 250-400 to predict 
quality traits and FHB traits. In wheat, Arruda et al. (2015) evaluated four marker set sizes 
(500-1500-3000-4500) to predict Fusarium head blight (FHB) resistance traits, and they 
reached maximum PA with around 1500 markers. At this number, a plateau was reached 
and no further PA increases were observed. In a simulation study, with biparental 
populations in maize, Hickey et al. (2014) combined various marker numbers and 
population sizes and found that if the TP and VP were closely related, a small number of 
markers (200-500) were enough to achieve effective GEBVs. They also found that if TP 
and VP were not closely related, around 10,000 were needed for the same to maintain the 
same PA.  
 
1.2.3 Relationship between Training and Validating populations 
This topic was first discussed deeply in animal breeding, with consistent results 
suggesting that higher PAs were obtained when closely related individuals were found in 
TP and VP (Habier et al., 2007; Habier et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2012). Later, as GS came 
to be applied to plant breeding, investigators reported similar results (Lorenz et al., 2012; 
Windhausen et al., 2012; Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Herter et al., 2019). In a simulation study, 
Hickey et al. (2014) calculated PA with a range of TP sizes, marker sets sizes and families 
with different degree of relatedness among them. When families had a parent in common, 




within TP and VP were unrelated, was necessary 2,000 genotypes and 10,000 markers to 
reach PA=0.4 
 
1.2.4 Training population optimization  
The design of the training population has attracted much interest in plant breeding 
since it is critical to the accuracy of the prediction models. The design of an accurate TP 
underscores the need to allocate resources to phenotyping in an efficient way, 
contemplating which data will be used later as the phenotyping data that will train the 
prediction model. Studies mentioned previously agreed that larger TPs tend to increase 
accuracy and that a closer relationship between individuals in the TP and VP also have a 
positive effect increasing PA. From the mixed model framework, given the trait 
heritability, marker data and a TP, it is possible to derive a measure of the quality of 
prediction for a set of genotypes (Isidro et al., 2015). One way to achieve this is to calculate 
the prediction error variance (PEV). This method chooses for inclusion in the TP, 
individuals that minimize the prediction error variance of the genetic values. Akdemir et 
al. (2015) developed an algorithm for efficient TP selection based on the minimization of 
PEVmean of individuals included in the test set and demonstrated that this method 
outperformed random TP selection for Arabidopsis thaliana L., wheat, rice (Oryza sativa 
L.) and maize (Zea mays L.). With this algorithm, they were able to find an optimized 
training set from a larger set of candidate individuals. Another method to choose 
individuals for the TP is the coefficient of determination (CD; Laloe, 1993) that maximizes 
the expected reliabilities of contrasts between each selection candidate and the population 




diversity panels of maize and they found CDmean superior to PEVmean for a range of trait 
heritabilities and different traits. Isidro et al. (2015) evaluated different TP optimization 
methods (random, PEVmean, CDmean, strat CDmean and stratified sampling) in wheat 
and rice under different population structure, and they found that in general, CDmean 
minimized the relationship between genotypes in the TP, maximizing the relationship 
between TP and VP, making it suitable as an optimization criterion for long-term selection. 
On the other hand, Sarinelli et al. (2019) evaluating four methods to select TP individuals 
(random, cluster, PEVmean and PEVmean1), and they found that PEVmean and 
PEVmean1 outperformed random and clustering for all TP sizes and traits.  
 
1.3  Use of Genomic Selection to Predict Grain Yield  
Breeding for increased grain yield is a first goal for breeders, and since its inception, 
genomic selection has been seen as a tool for increasing genetic gain, due to the reduction 
of breeding cycle time and reduction of costs with the consequent possibility to allocate 
resources in a more efficient way. Grain yield is a very complex trait in wheat, where 
genetic gains seem stagnant worldwide. Research to apply GS to estimate breeding values 
(GEBVs) has been done with good results. Isidro et al. (2015) predicted grain yield, plant 
height, and heading date by applying cross validation on a population of 1127 soft winter 
wheat varieties and breeding lines. They found, under different optimization TP schemes, 
prediction accuracies reaching 0.5-0.6 for grain yield, plant height and heading date. In 
another study, He et al. (2016) evaluated via fivefold cross-validation four genomic 
selection models to predict grain yield for 2325 European elite winter wheat genotypes and 




using grain yield data from just 2012 to predict the performance of genotypes tested in the 
year 2013. Michel et al. (2016) investigated the application of GS across multiple breeding 
cycles and estimated PA for grain yield of 659 wheat breeding lines evaluated during five 
years. They found a maximum PA of 0.51 for within cycle cross validation, and when they 
predict one year with another year they found PA ranging from 0.14 to 0.59. In another 
study, Michel et al., (2017) compared PA for grain yield between a phenotypic scheme, 
GS and genomic assisted GS, for 861 wheat breeding lines evaluated in subpopulations of 
64-192 lines in multiple environments from 2010 to 2015. They found that genomic 
assisted selection, with markers preselected before fitting the predictions models, 
outperformed GS and phenotypic selection with a PA=0.48, what meant a 20% increase in 
PA. On the other hand, Sarinelli et al. (2019) evaluated different TP sizes and optimization 
methods to select the TP with cross validation in a set of 483 soft red winter wheat lines 
belonging to different breeding programs. They found a maximum PA for grain yield of 
0.64, with optimization methods PEV and PEV mean, and the larger TP size (350). In 
another study, Lozada et al. (2019) predicted grain yield in two scenarios, cross validation 
and forward GS. With cross validation they found a maximum PA of 0.4, when evaluating 
different TP sizes and different subpopulations as TPs. With forward GS, they found PA 
ranging from -0.14 to 0.43, depending on the grouping of site-year data for TP and VP. 
They found under cross validation, that using subsets of significant markers for grain yield, 
the PA increased by a 64-70 % compared to using the whole marker data.  
 
1.4 Use of Genomic selection to predict Fusarium head blight resistance 




Fusarium head blight (FHB) is a destructive fungal disease that negatively affects 
wheat production worldwide, resulting in heavy losses in grain yield and quality. In the 
United States, the most common causal pathogen is Fusarium graminearum, which is part 
of the phylum Ascomycota (Xu and Nicholson, 2009). The fungal colonies overwinter on 
crop residues, with maize being a principal host, therefore reduced tillage may increase 
residue retention and the level of overwintering inoculum. Fusarium graminearum is 
dispersed via ascospores that are produced on previous crop debris in the field and they are 
discharged by perithecia. They generally initiates infection after travelling short distances. 
Asexual spores (conidia) also produce infection when they are blown or splashed. The 
environmental factors that influence infection for this pathogen are temperature and 
humidity: wet or moist conditions during flowering and early seed development favors the 
disease, together with moderate temperatures (18-26C)(De Wolf et al., 2003; Xu and 
Nicholson, 2009). Symptoms on infected plants include premature bleaching of individual 
spikelets shortly after flowering, eventually progressing through the entire spike, resulting 
in a fully bleached spike. As symptoms progress, the fungal mycelium colonizes the wheat 
kernels, resulting in shriveled grain with a pink to white discoloration. The damaged 
kernels are known as “tombstones” or “Fusarium damaged kernels” (McMullen et al., 
1997). The pathogen F. graminearum produces a mycotoxin known as deoxynivalenol 
(DON; Wegulo, 2012); DON accumulation in grain is a risk for health of human and 
animals, contaminating food and feed. DON (also known as “vomitoxin”) disrupts the 
digestive function of humans and animals that consume infected grain, resulting in nausea, 
headaches and vomiting. DON levels in human food should not exceed 1 ppm (Sobrova et 




and increases costs for farmers (Wegulo, 2012). The authors mentioned that direct losses 
are manifested as reduced yield due to Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) or spikelet 
sterility; low test weight of harvested grain increases grain cleaning costs to remove FDK; 
and price discounts imposed at grain elevators due to DON contamination. In addition, 
indirect losses result from poor quality food products (e.g., bread and beer) made from 
Fusarium damaged and DON contaminated grain; reduced productivity of livestock due to 
toxicosis or feed refusal; costs due to the toxicosis in animals; costs associated with 
fungicide seed treatment to control seedling diseases; and loss of profits of businesses 
related to grain production (Wegulo, 2012). An important aspect of the production of this 
mycotoxin, is that the amount of DON produced is positively correlated with fungal 
biomass, and many field studies have demonstrated a positive, linear relationship between 
FHB intensity and DON (Bai and Shaner, 2004; Buerstmayr and Lemmens, 2015; 
Lemmens et al., 2016), even though, some studies showed that even healthy grain could 
contain the mycotoxin (Argyris et al., 2003; Del Ponte et al., 2007). 
1.4.2 Breeding for FHB resistance 
Increasing levels of resistance in wheat cultivars is one of the most important ways 
to manage or reduce the effects of FHB. FHB resistance in wheat is quantitatively inherited 
with many quantitative trait loci (QTLs) involved and the genetic variation is 
predominantly additive (Snijders, 2004; Liu et al., 2005). Because FHB resistance is a 
quantitative trait, breeding requires multiples cycles of breeding, leading to a gradual 
improvement in resistance over time. Mesterházy et al. (1999) summarized five types of 
host resistance against FHB: i) resistance to initial infection (Type I); ii) resistance to 




(Type III); resistance to kernel infection (Type IV) and tolerance (Type V). The Chinese 
cultivar “Sumai-3” is probably one of the most used sources of FHB resistance, where QTL 
Fhb1 (chromosome 3BS), Fhb2 (Chromosome 5A), and Qfhs.ifa-5A (Chromosome 6BS) 
were found and incorporated in the local germplasm via backcrossing and molecular 
breeding ( Buerstmayr et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 2007; Buerstmayr et al., 2009; 
Buerstmayr et al., 2020). The use of molecular markers to track QTLs of interest in 
conjunction with phenotypic selection opened a new area, marker-assisted selection 
(MAS), that has been widely used since the early 2000s (Waldron et al., 1999; Van Sanford 
et al., 2001; Buerstmayr et al., 2003; Buerstmayr, et al., 2009). The value of MAS for 
improving FHB resistance has been confirmed by many research studies (Miedaner et al., 
2006; Buerstmayr et al., 2009; Agostinelli et al., 2012; Miedaner and Korzun, 2012; Balut 
et al., 2013). Even though significant advances have been made, the complexity of this 
disease requires intensive phenotyping, reproducing good levels of the disease in the field, 
genotyping for major QTLs that have been identified and can be pyramiding in different 
backgrounds. New advancements in genomics allowed the creation of high density 
genotyping maps covered with SNPs detected with genotyping by sequencing (GBS) 
which have made it possible to detect minor QTLs which are also used to explain FHB 
resistance to a great extent (Kollers et al., 2013; Cai et al., 2016).  
1.4.3 Application of GS to increase FHB resistance 
The combination of quantitatively inherited resistance and a challenging, complex 
phenotype makes resistance to FHB an excellent target for GS approaches (Poland and 
Rutkoski, 2016). Early reports evaluating GS models for FHB resistance in wheat showed 




lines belonging to different public and private breeding programs, different GS models for 
several FHB resistance traits under cross validation, and found with rrBLUP (Ridge 
Regression BLUP) low to moderate PA for all traits. To predict DON content with a 
genome-wide marker, they obtained a PA =0.24 and with QTL-targeted markers a PA= 
0.5. In another study, Arruda et al. (2015) evaluated three different GS models with four 
different marker sizes. They predicted several FHB traits, like DON contamination in grain, 
FDK and FHB severity. With rrBLUP, under cross validation, they obtained moderate 
(~0.6) PA for DON, strong PA (~0.8) for FDK and a lower PA was found for severity 
(~0.4) suggesting that GS was a very promising strategy for FHB resistance in wheat. In 
another study, Mirdita et al. (2015) applied four different GS models to a total of 2325 
European winter wheat lines, to evaluate PA for FHB rating. They found moderate (0.5-
0.6) PA with the different GS models under cross validation and suggested that when there 
is no or only little population structure, cross validation is not biased and affected by 
stratification effects. For a different set of European wheat cultivars, Jiang et al. (2015) 
also found moderate-strong PA (~0.7) for FHB rating under cross validation with three 
different markers arrays (9k SNP, 90k SNP and microsatellites (SSRs)) and they pointed 
out based on their results that GS can be implemented most cost-efficiently based on low 
to medium density arrays. Only a few studies could be found applying forward GS to 
predict FHB traits. The main difference between cross validation and forward GS is that 
with forward GS, different populations are used as training and validating populations. This 
is especially interesting to breeders wanting to train the GS model with lines that have been 
phenotyped so they can estimate GEBVs for lines that have not been phenotyped yet for a 




seed quality and therefore commerce, forward GS could be a tool for selecting lines with 
FHB resistance based on predicted values, accelerating the breeding process. In wheat, 
Hoffstetter et al. (2016) evaluated forward GS having a training population formed by 470 
soft wheat lines and they set up two different VPs. One formed by the parents of those lines 
(22 lines) and another VP formed by 94 lines, where 85 of the 94 shared some pedigree 
relationship to the TP. They found PA for FHB rating of 0.14 and 0.47 when predicting the 
parent population, and a PA =0.22 when predicting the VP with 94 lines. Under cross 
validation within the training population lines, they obtained PA ranging from 0.35-0.6, 
consistently higher that with a forward GS approach, which is expected because with a 
cross validation scheme the same population is sampled several times, splitting the lines in 
TP and VP, and after a number of cycles that could range from 100 to 1000 a PA is 
achieved. In another study, Herter et al, (2019) applied GS for FHB rating on six bi-parental 
wheat populations ( a total of 438 lines) . They evaluated both a cross validation approach 
within each population, and with all the populations together and a forward GS approach 
where each bi-parental population predicts becomes a TP to predict all other bi-parental 
populations. Higher PA was obtained under cross validation with the total set of 438 lines 
with PA= 0.8. Cross validation by biparental population, PA values ranged from 0.38 to 
0.63. When each population predicted all other populations, PA ranged from negative 
values to 0.5. The authors concluded that the TP composition is of critical importance, and 
relatedness between TP and VP a critical factor to obtain acceptable PA when predicting 
FHB traits.  
 





Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have become an important tool to 
investigate the genetics of traits in large mapping panels. This approach allows one to 
evaluate the association between each marker and a trait in large set of lines that are related 
to varying degrees (Korte and Ashley, 2013; George and Cavanagh, 2015). GWAS, 
through the use of high-density SNPs maps, have been successful at detecting a high 
number of significant marker-trait associations for FHB resistance traits (Arruda et al., 
2016; Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Tessmann and Van 
Sanford, 2018; Hu et al., 2020).  Another strategy to apply GWAS is to connect the 
association study and posterior genomic selection to calculate GEBVs. This would mean a 
strategy that begins with a GWAS to find significant marker-trait associations, followed 
by genomic prediction to calculate GEBVs. Some studies have taken this approach and 
evaluated it in rice (Zhang et al., 2014; Spindel et al., 2016), maize (Bian and Holland, 
2017) and wheat (Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Lozada et al., 2019; Larkin et al., 2020), with 
mixed results. Spindel et al. (2016) analyzed different GS scenarios on 369 rice elite 
breeding lines. They ran cycles of cross validation on six GS statistical methods: GS + de 
novo GWAS, GS + historical GWAS, RR BLUP, Bayesian LASSO (BL), Reproducing 
Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) and random forest (RF). Markers selected from a GWAS 
output using the genotype and phenotype data on the individuals in the training population 
constituted “GS + de novo GWAS”. Results showed that GS + de novo GWAS had a 
significant effect on prediction accuracy in all environments for 2 of the 3 traits evaluated, 
plant height and grain yield. Hoffstetter et al. (2016), found positive results predicting FHB 




finding increases in PA of 50% as an average. Conversely, Larkin et al. (2020), found a 
reduction in PA compared to a GS model when GWAS-derived significant markers were 
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Genomic selection (GS) is being applied routinely in wheat breeding programs. For the 
evaluation of preliminary lines, this tool is becoming important because preliminary lines 
are generally evaluated in few environments with no replications due to the minimal 
amount of seed available to the breeder. A total of 816 breeding lines belonging to 
advanced or preliminary yield trials were included in the study. We designed different 
training populations (TP) to predict lines in preliminary yield trials (PYT) consisting of: (i) 
advanced lines of the breeding program; (ii) 50% of the preliminary lines set belonging to 
many families; (iii) only full sibs, consisting of 50% of lines of each family. Results showed 
that the strategy of splitting the preliminary set in half, phenotyping only half of the lines 
to serve as the TP showed the most consistent results for the different traits. For a subset 
of the population of lines, we observed accuracies ranging from 0.49–0.65 for yield, 0.59–
0.61 for test weight, 0.70–0.72 for heading date, and 0.49–0.50 for height. Accuracies 
decreased with the other training population designs, and were inconsistent across 
preliminary line sets and traits. From a breeder’s perspective, a prediction accuracy of 0.65 
meant, at 0.2 selection intensity, 75% of the best yielding lines based on phenotypic 
information were correctly selected by the GS model. Our results demonstrate that, despite 
the small family size, an approach that includes lines from the same family in both the TP 
and VP, together with half sibs and more distant lines, and only phenotyping the lines 
included in the TP, could be a useful, efficient design for establishing a GS scheme to 
predict lines entering first year yield trials. 
 
Keywords: genomic selection; preliminary yield trials; prediction accuracy; grain yield; 






Genomic selection (GS) has been adopted by many breeders as a tool to make the 
breeding process more efficient, increasing the genetic gain per unit time and cost (Heffner 
et al., 2010; Bassi et al., 2015). One of the most pressing questions is what is the optimal 
stage in the breeding process at which GS should be implemented? This question has been 
investigated and some strategies discussed (Bassi et al., 2015; Heslot et al., 2015; Gaynor 
et al., 2017). A logical stage to implement GS in a wheat breeding program is the 
preliminary yield trials (PYT) stage, because the lines constitute the first year of yield 
testing, becoming a filter for genotypes that will be evaluated extensively over the 
following years in many environments in replicated yield trials. Two distinctive 
characteristics of PYT lines is that they are early generation lines with a limited amount of 
seed, enough for 1–2 plots, and generally preliminary trials consist of many families with 
small numbers of lines per family. The optimal design of a PYT was studied by Endelman 
et al. (2014); they suggested that a higher accuracy may be achieved with an unbalanced 
design spread across multiple locations as opposed to testing all entries in one location.  
Another key consideration of genomic selection is the design of the training population 
(TP). How to design the TP has been extensively discussed in the literature, with a primary 
focus on size of the TP (Asoro et al., 2011; Lorenz et al., 2012; Windhausen et al., 2012; 
Zhao et al., 2012; Michel et al., 2017); and how to optimize and update the training 
population (Akdemir et al., 2015; Isidro et al., 2015; Neyhart et al., 2017; Sarinelli et al., 
2019). Another factor that influences the accuracy of genomic predictions is the relatedness 
between the TP and the validating population (VP)(Hickey et al., 2012; Isidro et al., 2015; 




There are few studies in the literature investigating how to optimize the TP design to 
predict PYT lines. Ward et al. (2019) used cross validation to predict different traits for 
early generation lines coming from regional wheat breeding programs. However, a cross 
validation approach does not allow one to generate genomic estimated breeding values 
(GEBV) for untested lines, a major goal pursued by breeders when applying GS (Heffner 
et al., 2010). On the other hand, Michel et al. (2017) investigated the use of advanced lines 
from the breeding program as the TP and they proposed integrating the phenotypic 
information from PYT lines into the genomic selection framework consisting of 
multilocation and multiyear data. 
As mentioned previously, many wheat breeding programs have PYTs that consist of 
many families with 10–25 lines each family, though this will vary among programs. 
Therefore, when designing the training population, many questions arise as to whether 
wheat panels with related and unrelated material, advanced lines from the breeding 
programs or full sibs of the same families may be the best choice. Some authors have based 
GS studies on wheat panels, regional trials involving hundreds of lines, or sets of advanced 
lines in the breeding program (Heffner et al., 2010; Isidro et al., 2015; Rutkoski et al., 2016; 
Michel et al., 2017; Sarinelli et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019). All of these studies in wheat 
obtain GEBVs for the different traits by applying a cross validation approach.  
In this study, we proposed to investigate different scenarios a breeder faces when 
designing a training population to predict PYT line performance in a wheat breeding 
program. These scenarios include training populations formed by advanced lines of the 
program evaluated in many environments, training population formed by half of the lines 




more distant related lines) and finally designing a TP which includes only full sibs with the 
lines in the VP. This last approach has been discussed extensively in the maize breeding 
literature (Bernardo and Yu, 2007; Windhausen et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012). Moreover, 
we examine the use of small size training populations and analyze the relatedness between 
TP and VP needed to obtain accurate predictions. Small size TPs are appreciated by 
breeders as they have the advantage of reducing the phenotyping costs and allow allocation 
of resources for a better quality phenotyping in the required lines. Hickey et al. (2014), in 
a simulation study, showed for small training populations, with less than 100 genotypes, 
prediction accuracies ranging from 0.2–0.4 with different degrees of relatedness in the TP. 
The same range of prediction accuracies were obtained by Isidro et al. (2015), with TPs 
ranging from 25 to 100 individuals for different traits in wheat.  
The main objective of this study was to design different training populations to apply 
GS to preliminary lines that have not been tested yet in yield trials, making the evaluation 
at the PYT level more efficient, saving time and costs of phenotyping. The different 
training populations were designed based on approaches that could be readily implemented 
by breeders: a first approach using advanced lines from their breeding program; a second 
approach was tested using a 50% of the PYT lines to predict the other 50% and finally we 
wanted to evaluate a family approach in which some PYT lines were allocated to the TP 
and their corresponding full sibs were put in the VP. We were also interested in evaluating 
the impact of low and high prediction accuracies on the success in identifying the best and 
worst performing lines based on genome-wide marker information vs. phenotypic 




the relationship with breeding goals and breeding decisions when allocating resources to 
different stages in a wheat breeding program.  
2.3 Materials and Methods  
The soft red winter wheat breeding program at the University of Kentucky generates 
approximately 400–500 new populations per year. Modified bulk selection is carried out 
in early generations with line derivation beginning in the F3 or F4 generation. Preliminary 
unreplicated yield trials most often comprise F4:6 lines; subsequent generations are tested 
in replicated trials at multiple locations within the state. Elite lines are also tested in multi-
state collaborative nurseries and in the statewide variety trial. Breeding objectives in 
addition to grain yield potential include Fusarium head blight resistance, Septoria 
resistance, early maturity, high test weight, and lodging resistance, among others. 
The plant material in this study comprised a population of 816 breeding lines from the 
University of Kentucky soft red winter wheat breeding program. Lines were derived from 
multiple F4:5 and F4:6 families and were tested at different locations in Kentucky during the 
harvest years 2017 and 2018. Henceforth, only the harvest year will be used to signify the 
year of a trial. The datasets described below were used as the training populations (TP) and 
validation populations (VP) for the different analyses. Major QTL were not tracked during 
the course of this study, but the crosses generated in our breeding program typically 
segregate at photoperiod and reduced height loci. 
2.3.1 Datasets 
Set 1 consisted of 361 lines evaluated at four Kentucky locations (Franklin; Princeton; 




different check cultivars were planted with the breeding lines. This set consisted of 99 
families; 98 with a range of 1 to 26 lines each, and one family with 80 lines. The model 
from which Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE) were derived was 
Yijklm = Li + Bj(i) + Rk(ij) + Cl(ij) + Gm + Li * Gm + Eijklm (1)
where 
Y = yield of the mth genotype at the ith location in the jth block in the kth row in 
the lth column 
(2)
Li = effect of the ith location (3)
Bj(i) = effect of the jth block within the ith location (4)
Rk(ij) = effect of the kth row within the jth block within the ith location (5)
Cl(ij) = effect of the lth column within jth block within the the ith location (5)
Gm = effect of the mth genotype (6)
LiGm = effect of the interaction of the mth genotype and the ith location (7)
Eijklm = residual (8)
in which Genotypes were considered fixed effects and all other effects were considered 
random. Variance among locations was homogeneous. Furthermore, the 
variance/covariance matrix from the analysis of least squares means (lsmeans; BLUES), 
was examined to see if covariances among the ls means or heterogeneity across the 
diagonal of the matrix was of a magnitude that would warrant weighting the ls means. The 
absence of either significant covariance or significant heterogeneity of variance indicated 




From these lines, 71 were phenotypically selected by the breeder and advanced to the 
next year’s yield trials which were evaluated at the same four locations during the 2018 
season; these 71 lines constitute set 2. The trials had three replications and four different 
check cultivars were planted with the breeding lines. The set consisted of 24 families with 
a range from one to five lines in 23 families, and one family with 20 lines. Set 3 consisted 
of set 2 (71 selected lines) plus the full sibs of lines from set 1, yielding a total of 226 lines. 
Sets 1 and 3 had unbalanced data in terms of year of evaluation, having the selected 71 
lines with two years of data, and the other lines with 2017 data only. Set 2 had all 71 lines 
with two years’ data (2017 and 2018). 
Preliminary lines were grouped by putting together families with common parents, 
making sure that each family has at least one half sib family in the same set. Therefore, 
sets 4, 5, and 6 have full sibs, half sibs, and lines with no common parents. Sets 4 and 5 
comprised PYT lines that were tested in an unreplicated, augmented design at Lexington 
and Princeton, KY in 2018; set 6 was grown in Princeton and Midway, KY in 2018. Set 4 
consisted of 141 PYT lines consisted in nine families ranging from 7 to 37 lines each. Set 
5 consisted of 163 PYT lines comprising eleven families ranging from 9 to 24 lines in each 
family. Set 6 consisted of 146 PYT lines; there were ten families with a range of 10 to 20 
lines per family. A complete chart of the data sets is shown in Figure 2.1. 
2.3.2 Phenotyping 
The experimental design for all replicated trials at each location and in both years was 
a resolvable cyclic row × column with three replications. Plots consisted of six (6) rows 19 
cm apart, and a length of 4 m. The total plot area was harvested (4.6 m2) with a 




(days after January 1) and height from the ground to the tip of the spike (cm) were recorded 
for each plot during the growing season. 
The 451 lines (sets 4, 5, and 6) planted in unreplicated trials were evaluated during the 
2018 season at two locations in Kentucky. Set 4 (141 lines) and set 5 (163 lines) in 
Lexington and Princeton, and set 6 (147 lines) in Midway and Princeton. Yield trials were 
planted as an augmented design, with check cultivars every five (5) plots. Two SRW 
cultivars, Truman (late, tall, photoperiod sensitive, excellent scab resistance) and 
Pembroke 2016 (early, short, photoperiod insensitive, good scab resistance) were allocated 
to experimental units in such a way that each group of 5 experimental lines was flanked by 
these two check cultivars. Experimental lines were randomly allocated to available 
experimental units throughout the experiment. Each range of plots was regarded as a block, 
and an error mean square was generated from the block x check cultivar interaction. Plots 
consisted of six (6) rows 19 cm apart, and a length of 4 m. The total plot area (4.6 m2) was 
harvested to record grain yield and test weight. Heading date and height were recorded for 
each plot during the growing season. 
2.3.3 Genotyping 
DNA was extracted using the sbeadex plant kit from BioSearch Technologies; using 
leaf samples from the F4:5 or F4:6 lines that were collected by sampling a minimum of eight 
7–10 day old seedlings. 
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011) using the protocol described 
by (Poland et al., 2012) was conducted for the 816 lines that were phenotyped. Single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling on raw sequence data was done with Tassel-




frequency and ≤10% of heterozyogus calls per marker locus were retained and imputation 
performed using Beagle v4.0. The final number of SNPs utilized for analysis was 21,643. 
With the genome wide marker information, a kinship matrix including the 816 lines was 
built in Tassel-5GBSv2. Principal components analysis was generated with Tassel-5 and 
the eigenvalues for PC1 and PC2 were plotted, and there was no underlying structure 
identified in the population. 
2.3.4 Genomic Prediction 
GEBVs for grain yield, test weight, heading date, and height were estimated using 
ridge regression best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP) (Meuwissen et al., 2001) with 
the model 
y = Xβ + Zu + e (9)
where y is a vector of BLUEs for one trait for each wheat genotype, β is a vector of fixed 
effects which includes the overall mean and fixed covariates (major QTL and association 
mapping markers), X and Z are the design matrices for fixed and random effects, 
respectively, and u is a vector representing residual terms. The variance–covariance 
structure associated with the random term was u~N (0, Iσu2) and for the residual term was 
e~N (0, Iσe2). The estimates of u were obtained from the mixed.solve function using the 
package RR-BLUP in R (Endelman and Jannink, 2012). Prediction accuracy was defined 
as the Pearson correlation between the phenotypic values (BLUEs) and the GEBVs 
(predicted) values. 




We first investigated the predictive ability of the genomic selection model for each of 
the four traits calculating the Pearson correlation between the phenotypic values (BLUEs) 
and the GEBVs (predicted) values across 100 iterations of cross validation. A random 
sampling cross validation scheme was conducted for all traits, in the six sets described 
previously. The cross validation randomly assigned 80% of the total lines to the TP and the 
other 20% lines to the VP. 
2.3.6  Design of the Training Populations 
To achieve the goal of this study, evaluating different schemes of applying GS at the 
PYT level, three different approaches to designing the training population were 
investigated. The first approach consisted of establishing sets 1, 2, and 3 as the TP. As 
described previously, these lines belong to advanced trials of the UK wheat breeding 
program. Sets 4, 5, and 6 with the unreplicated PYT lines were designated VP. This first 
strategy involved running the GS model with a TP consisting of advanced UK breeding 
lines phenotyped over several locations for two years. The second scheme only included 
sets 4, 5, and 6, the PYT lines, and consisted of building TPs such that 50% of the lines of 
all families within each set became the TP and were used to predict the other 50%. Within 
a set, each family was randomly split in half, therefore every family was represented both 
in the TP and VP. The third scheme consisted of a within family approach. For this 
approach, the same genotypes assigned to the TP or VP in the second approach described 
previously, were used as TP or VP, but GS was run for each family individually, obtaining 
a prediction accuracy for each family. Subsequently, the average prediction accuracies and 




2.3.7 Selection of Best and Worst Performing Lines Based on Ranking and Different 
Selection Intensity 
The assessment of the performance of the lines in the field (phenotypic data) and the 
correlation with GEBVs obtained with GS was performed in this way: for each set 
separately, a ranking of the lines from highest to lowest yield was made based on the field 
grain yield and another ranking was made based on the predicted yields obtained with GS. 
Different selection intensities were chosen, 10, 20, 30, and 40%. With these selection 
intensities we calculated for each data set the proportion of lines selected for high yield 
(top performers), and low yield (poorest performers) based on BLUES and GEBVs. 
Afterwards, we compared both selections and calculate the percentage of lines selected 
based on phenotypic data that would have been also selected using the GEBVs. 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Phenotypic Summary 
Boxplots for grain yield, test weight, heading date, and plant height are shown in 
Figure 2.2. Average grain yield, test weight, and height were greater in sets 1, 2, and 3 than 
in sets 4–6, though differences were not always significant. The average yield ranged from 
5.41 to 5.47 t ha−1, average test weight ranged from 71.23 to 71.95 kg hL−1 and average 
height ranged from 84.32 to 86.19 cm. On the other hand, the sets of preliminary lines (set 
4, 5, 6) that were only evaluated in 2018 showed lower values for these traits. Average 
yield ranged from 3.8 to 4.2 t ha−1, average test weight ranged from 66 to 66.7 kg hL−1 and 
average height ranged from 70.4 to 76.4 cm. Boxplots for heading date showed earlier 




2.4.2 Cross Validation 
To evaluate the ability of the model to estimate the GEBVs for the different traits, 100 
cycles of cross validation were run and prediction accuracy calculated (Table 2.1). 
Prediction accuracies were moderate to strong for the different traits. Prediction accuracy 
for yield ranged from 0.33 in Set 2 to 0.60 in set 5. For test weight, prediction accuracy 
ranged from 0.49 in set 4 to 0.71 in set 1. Prediction accuracy of heading date ranged from 
0.36 in set 3 to 0.76 in set 5, while prediction accuracy for height ranged from 0.35 in set 
2 to 0.71 in set 3.  
2.4.3 Genomic Prediction of Preliminary Lines with Advanced Lines As TP 
Genomic selection has become a tool routinely used by wheat breeding programs, 
where breeding populations generally consist of multiple families of small size; because of 
this aspect it is crucial to determine the most practical and cost-effective way to apply GS 
to predict preliminary lines’ performance. The use of sets 1, 2, and 3 as TPs to calculate 
GEBVs for sets 4, 5, and 6 (VPs) (Table 2.2) generally showed low to moderate prediction 
accuracy. Prediction accuracy for grain yield ranged from −0.26 to 0.33 (set 1 predicting 
set 6), for test weight prediction accuracy ranged from −0.12 to 0.35 (set 3 predicting set 
4). For heading date, prediction accuracies ranged from −0.08 to 0.50 (set 2 predicting set 
6) and for height, prediction accuracy ranged from 0.05 to 0.32 (set 1 predicting set 5).  
All predictions were low to moderate, regardless of the data set used as TP. Regarding 
the VP, the highest prediction accuracy for yield and heading date was found for set 6. Set 
4 had the highest prediction accuracy for test weight and set 5 had the highest prediction 




2.4.4 Genomic Prediction of 50% of Each Preliminary Line Set with the Remaining 50% 
The second approach, including 50% of each family in the TP and the other 50% in 
the VP for each data set of preliminary lines, showed moderate to strong prediction 
accuracies for all traits (Table 2.3). For grain yield, prediction accuracy ranged from 0.13 
to 0.65, for test weight prediction accuracy ranged from 0.47 to 0.61, for heading date 
prediction accuracy ranged from 0.37 to 0.72 and for height, prediction accuracy ranged 
from 0.32 to 0.50. Both sets 5 and 6 showed moderate to strong prediction accuracies for 
all traits. On the other hand, set 4 showed the lowest prediction accuracies ranging from 
0.13 for yield to 0.47 for test weight.  
 
2.4.5 Genomic Prediction Within Families for Each Set of Preliminary Lines: 50% of the 
Family in the TP and 50% of the Family in the VP 
This third approach, where GS was applied to each family individually, showed low 
to moderate prediction accuracies for all traits (Table 2.4). For grain yield, prediction 
accuracy ranged from −0.036 to 0.33, for test weight, prediction accuracy ranged from 0.17 
to 0.38, for heading date prediction accuracy ranged from −0.16 to 0.39 and for height 
prediction accuracy ranged from −0.13 to 0.05. Only test weight presented average positive 
prediction accuracies for all sets. Set 5 and 6 had prediction accuracies low to moderate for 
three out of four traits.  
 





Prediction accuracy for grain yield was 0.13 in set 4, 0.65 in set 5, and 0.49 in set 6 
(Table 2.3) and these values could have serious implications for the big question a breeder 
has to answer: how many lines for a given trait were correctly selected with the GS model? 
Table 2.5 shows the percentage of lines chosen correctly based on the GEBVs for grain 
yield at different selection intensities, when selecting the best yielding lines or identifying 
the worst yielding lines.  
In terms of identifying the best yielding lines, a prediction accuracy of 0.65 (set 5) 
meant a 75–79% of lines were selected correctly when selection intensity was between 20–
40%; at a higher selection intensity, for example 10%, only 50% of lines were correctly 
selected. With a prediction accuracy of 0.49 (set 6) a 57–68% of lines were selected 
correctly when selection intensity was between 20–40% while only 28% of lines were 
selected correctly at a selection intensity of 10%. Finally, with a prediction accuracy of 
0.13 (set 4) between 19–36% or the lines were correctly selected in a selection intensity 
between 30–40%. With a 10% selection intensity, none of the best performing lines were 
correctly selected (Table 2.5).  
To identify the worst performing lines, for the three sets, the proportion of correctly 
selected lines was between 36–50% when selection intensity was 20%, between 46–57% 
of the lines were identified correctly when selection intensity was 30% and the proportion 
of correctly selected lines was between 53–62% with a selection intensity of 40%. At the 
highest selection intensity, 10%, set 4 had almost zero correctly selected lines and both set 
5 and 6 had a total of 35% lines correctly selected as the poorest performers. For set 4, the 
set with lowest prediction accuracy for grain yield (0.13), the identification of the worst 





2.4.7 Analysis of Kinship Based on Within-Family Genetic Relationships 
First, based on the genomic relationship matrix (GRM), a principal components 
analysis (PCA) was done and did not reveal any underlying structure in the data. Next, we 
calculated the kinship for each family and calculated a kinship family mean for each data 
set. Figure 2.3 summarizes kinship for each set. Average kinship was 0.60 for set 4, 0.82 
for set 5, and 1.01 for set 6. Kinship varied for set 4 from 0.24 to 0.88; for set 5 from 0.25 
to 2, and for set 6 kinship varied from 0.54 to 1.29. 
 
2.4.8 Effect of Phenotypic Variation Based on Family Means for Grain Yield 
With the objective to investigate the differences in prediction accuracy for yield 
between the three data sets, we analyzed the phenotypic expression for this trait among 
families within each data set. Average yield based on family means (Figure 2.4) was 3.79 
t/ha for set 4 with a range of 3.61–3.97; set 4 showed the lowest variation between families 
for this trait. Average yield among families in set 5 was 3.84 t/ha showing a higher range 
of 3.56–4.38 t/ha. Average yield in set 6 was the highest, 4.16 t/ha, with the largest variation 
between families ranging from 3.37 to 4.85 t/ha. 
2.5 Discussion 
Applying GS in plant breeding has become a primary technology for breeders looking 
for strategies to accelerate the breeding process. Some of the benefits of GS pursued by 




gain per unit time, reduced phenotyping costs, reducing field testing in early stages, and 
more accurate selection of parents for crosses.  
Commercial and public breeding programs, mainly in small grains, have some 
differences that make them unique and affect the optimal stage of applying genomic 
selection. Many questions arise concerning the design of the TP, including size of the TP 
and the relatedness between TP and VP. Also of great concern is the usefulness of GS at 
different stages of the breeding program and how to allocate the resources, at the field 
testing level, where preliminary trials become a key stage because of the limited amount 
of seed for field plots and the high number of untested lines the breeder must evaluate. 
Therefore, the goal of this study was to evaluate different schemes to apply GS at the 
PYT level in the hope of drawing inferences about the different strategies that could help 
breeders when implementing GS. Overall, results from our study were encouraging 
regarding the prediction of preliminary lines, even for highly polygenic and complex traits 
like yield and test weight. The model’s predictive ability, with cross validation, showed 
moderate to high accuracies for the different traits, in agreement with previous studies on 
wheat (Heffner et al., 2011a; Heffner et al., 2011b; Crossa et al., 2014; Isidro et al., 2015; 
Michel et al., 2017; Sarinelli et al., 2019).  
Prediction accuracy for yield ranged from 0.33 to 0.6 for the six data sets. Different 
authors have reported similar or lower prediction accuracies for grain yield; Heffner et al. 
(2011) using different models under a cross validation scheme reported prediction 
accuracies of around 0.2.  Isidro et al. (2015) applying different strategies to define the TP, 
obtained for wheat populations with a mild population structure, prediction accuracies 




Recently, Sarinelli et al. (2019) obtained prediction accuracies ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 
under different methods of selecting the TP and different TP sizes.  
The other traits under study—test weight, heading date, and height—showed moderate 
to strong prediction accuracies in each of the different sets. In general, we obtained higher 
accuracies compared to yield, as one would expect for heading date and height, because of 
the genetic architecture of these traits based on fewer QTLs than yield. On the other hand, 
for test weight which is also a complex polygenic trait under a high environmental 
influence, we obtained higher prediction accuracies than some previous studies (Heffner et 
al., 2011; Isidro et al., 2015; Sarinelli et al., 2019).  
2.5.1 Applying GS at the PYT Level 
A frequent question for breeders is which is the best strategy to predict the performance 
of untested lines, and how to allocate resources to exploit the maximum genetic diversity 
for each breeding population that reaches the testing stage, despite the need to allocate 
many resources to the testing of lines in replicated trials over different environments. The 
different strategies of designing the TP that we applied could be used routinely by breeders. 
The first of these was to use advanced lines of the same breeding program as the training 
population (Table 2.2). This strategy has the advantage of having lines in the TP 
phenotyped at more than a single environment, which has shown a positive effect on 
prediction accuracy (Daetwyler et al., 2010; Endelman et al., 2014). 
As a pitfall, sets including advanced lines generally are constituted by many families, 
with a small number of lines per family, which can reduce linkage disequilibrium between 
markers and QTLs when running the model. Additionally, close relatives share long 




these can be lost or reduced when advancing only a few lines per family. Predicting 
preliminary lines with advanced material has been investigated by Michel et al. (2017), 
who reported prediction accuracies of 0.39 for yield and 0.5 for protein content. They 
reported higher accuracies for yield, reaching 0.48, when they estimated GEBVs for tested 
preliminary lines in untested years, adding data of the preliminary lines to the model.  
In our study, predicting untested lines with advanced lines from the wheat breeding 
program (set 1, 2 3), showed low prediction accuracies for set 4 and 5, and better prediction 
accuracies ranging from 0.25–0.33 in set 6. For yield, the biggest training population, set 
1 (361 lines) showed better prediction accuracies both for set 4 and 6 higher than smaller 
TPs like sets 2 and 3. Even though set 2 was formed by the selected lines of the breeding 
program, with two years of multi-environment, balanced data it was not successful as a TP 
for different sets of preliminary lines. Set 2 showed also the lowest prediction accuracy 
with cycles of cross validation for all traits. These results do not agree with Tiede and Smith 
(2018), who showed in a barley study that a TP to which selected lines had been added had 
an overall positive effect on prediction accuracy. In our study, set 1 (361 lines) and set 3 
(226 lines) showed for all traits more consistent results than set 2 (70 lines). We conclude 
that at small TP size like set 2, the relatedness between TP and VP is a critical issue and 
despite inclusion of selected genotypes from the breeding program, the TP formed by a 
few lines of multiple families with variable degrees of relatedness does not give consistent 
and accurate results. This is in agreement with Hickey et al. (2014), who show similar 
results in a simulation study in maize. 




Not much information is found in the literature regarding the use of small training 
populations when predicting preliminary lines. The next scheme we investigated was the 
use of preliminary lines themselves as the training populations, splitting each set in half 
where 50% of the lines become the TP to predict the other half that becomes the VP (Table 
2.3). 
We obtained moderate to strong prediction accuracies (0.5–0.7) for all traits in sets 2 
and 3 (Table 2.3), obtaining values similar to the ones obtained with cross validation (Table 
1) showing the success of this approach. In a simulation study, with a TP containing 
genotypes half sibs and grandparents to the selection candidates, Hickey et al. (2014) 
reached prediction accuracies of 0.4 with TP size of 260 genotypes. They obtained 
prediction accuracies of 0.6 when increasing the number of lines per family from 5 to 50, 
with the consequent increase in total TP size (600–2600 genotypes). Our results are very 
encouraging as we obtained prediction accuracies ranging from 0.5–0.7 with TP sizes of 
70–85 genotypes.  
When GS was applied within families, which meant including only full sibs in TP and 
VP (Table 2.4), we observed inconsistent results with high levels of variation among 
families, and low prediction accuracies. In this study we worked with families that had 
from 8 to 25 individuals each, which is a common population size in wheat. This approach 
brings up the discussion of the appropriate family size to apply GS to predict full sib 
performance. Within families, cross validation shows variable prediction accuracies at 
small TP sizes (Heffner et al., 2011; Herter et al., 2019), in agreement with our results (data 
not shown). Hickey et al. (2014) suggested that families with more than 50 individuals are 




fact that our selection strategy illustrated in Table 2.4 is different from cross validation, we 
agree that larger families than the ones we had are more likely give more consistent results. 
Furthermore, with our approach of splitting the family 50:50 among TP and VP, a TP of 
more than 50 genotypes might assure better predictions, though more research should be 
done to investigate this approach. Our results strongly support that pooling together a group 
of families, therefore, having full sibs, half sibs, and more distant material in the TP and 
VP, is essential when using small TPs, rather than having only full sibs, given the size of 
each family (8–25 lines). Smaller families create the need to pay extra attention to the 
relatedness within and among families.  
We also investigated whether levels of kinship based on genome wide markers 
(GWM) could account for the differences in prediction accuracy for the different data sets 
of preliminary lines. The average kinship, based on family means, for each set (Figure 2.4) 
showed that sets 5 and 6, in which we obtained better predictive values, had on average, 
higher mean family kinship compared to set 4, the set with lower prediction accuracies. 
These results do not agree with those found by Marulanda et al. (2015) who found that 
levels of kinship were not associated with the prediction accuracy, at smaller TP sizes. 
More research should be done to confirm whether a breeder working with small sets of 
lines could establish a TP with diverse number of families based on GWM information, or 
if pedigree information is better for making decisions on the TP regarding relatedness 
between families. 
 




The research on GS has increased tremendously in the last few years, where many 
studies approach the question about how well a training model can generate accurate 
GEBVs. The success of GS is always evaluated through the prediction accuracy, the 
Pearson correlation between the GEBVs and the actual phenotypic values, typically 
BLUEs like least squares means. Prediction accuracy overall does a good job in evaluating 
the predictive ability of a model, assessing the value of different training populations, or 
different optimization methodologies of the training populations. Yet what are the 
implications for actual breeding programs, of a 0.3 vs. a 0.7 prediction accuracy? This issue 
is discussed by Bassi et al. (2015) asking the question: “how many of the top 5% 
individuals for a given trait are correctly selected at different levels of prediction accuracy”.  
Our goal was to get a better understanding of this question, and these results provide 
some insights about the outcomes a breeder may expect when establishing a GS scheme in 
their breeding program. Table 2.3 showed encouraging results predicting different traits. 
For grain yield, a complex trait which is generally the first breeding target in almost all 
breeding programs, the three sets showed prediction accuracies ranging from 0.13 to 0.65. 
Using these results, we analyzed the proportion of correctly selected lines at different 
selection intensities (Table 2.5). Our results confirm the suggestion of Bassi et al. (2015) 
and Table 2.5 showed that with a selection intensity of 20%, usually common for breeders 
when selecting at early stages of testing and with a prediction accuracy of 0.49 (set 6) the 
57% of the top performers were correctly selected with GS, greater than the expected 49% 
given by the Pearson’s correlation. With the same selection intensity and with a prediction 
accuracy of 0.65 (set 5) 75% of the highest yielding lines were correctly selected by this 




proportion of correctly discarded lines is lower, with a 20% of selection intensity, up to a 
50% of the lines are correctly discarded, but surprisingly even with a prediction accuracy 
of 0.13 (set 4), at 20% selection intensity around a 40% of the poorest performing lines 
were selected correctly. The caveat here is that the best performing lines are not necessarily 
the lines with the highest true breeding values, but are rather the highest performing based 
on phenotypic results from unreplicated yield trials at two locations in one year. 
These results try to walk over the bridge between the academic results and the actual 
breeding program’s needs, and offer encouragement to breeders in terms of applying GS 
in their breeding programs. Even for polygenic, complex traits like yield, prediction 
accuracies of more than 0.4 could bring about successful results, when using a selection 
intensity of 20%. In scenarios where the breeder applied a lower selection intensity (30%), 
57% and 79% of the top performers were selected with prediction accuracies of 0.49 and 
0.65 respectively (Table 2.5).  
We can conclude that the model had a better ability to predict the extreme values, 
estimating accurate GEBVs for the top performers and in second place the poorest 
performers, but it was not so successful in estimating the average performers. Our results 
do not agree with Ornella et al. (2014) who suggested that Pearson correlation coefficient 
may not be the appropriate measure because it does not evaluate the quality of the 
regression at the tails of the distribution; our results suggest that it does a good job assessing 
and estimating the individuals at the top of the rank, and does a poor job in predicting the 
average performers, or finding the top individuals when selection intensity is 10%. Ornella 
et al. (2014) proposed the use of classification algorithms that construct a decision 




approach to regression methods for GS, and we think that this issue should receive more 
attention considering the implications of the use of prediction accuracy. So far, with these 
results, we suggest that a prediction accuracy of 0.5 should be considered very valuable 
when predicting for complex traits like yield, at a selection intensity of 20%.  
 
2.5.4 Practical Implementation of GS and the Question of Redesigning a Wheat Breeding 
Program 
Our study showed some strategies that may be followed by breeders when trying to 
predict PYT lines with GS, always focusing on predicting untested lines. Our data prompts 
us to suggest that an efficient and successful approach for a breeder with limited resources, 
as an alternative to developing extensive training populations that increase phenotyping 
costs, is to test half of the genotyped PYT lines and use those lines to predict performance 
of the other half of the preliminary lines. Pooling together families with different levels of 
relatedness but always including full sibs and half sibs, will ensure there are related lines 
in the TP and VP, a recommended strategy when designing small training populations of 
early generation material.  
How can we be confident we will not have a set of lines, that will give prediction 
accuracies of 0.13 for yield, as we have for set 4 (Table 2.3), knowing that many factors 
interact and influence the prediction accuracy? There is no correct answer, but some 
decisions the breeder can make will reduce the likelihood of this outcome. Previous studies 
showed low prediction accuracies when the TP had fewer than 50–75 individuals (Heffner 
et al., 2011; Hickey et al., 2014; Lehermeier et al., 2014; Isidro et al., 2015). Additionally, 




We worked with TP size around 70–80 lines for this strategy (Table 2.3), and the effect of 
a low phenotypic variance for yield in set 4 (Table 2.5) could be seen in our results when 
looking at prediction accuracy for grain yield in that set. In a TP simulation study, Hickey 
et al., (2014) showed that with eight families, half sibs to the VP, with 50 lines each family 
(TP = 400 genotypes), they reached a prediction accuracy of 0.6 at different SNP densities. 
We worked with sets with 8–10 families each, but as noted, our family size was 8–25 
individuals, much lower than that used in the simulation study as well as other studies 
working with breeding populations (Windhausen et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012; Lehermeier 
et al., 2014). 
Our work leads us to conclude that a minimum of 25 lines per family is needed to 
stabilize the prediction accuracies, therefore pooling together 8–10 families the breeder 
would have a total of 200–250 lines to split among TP and VP. Under this scheme, only 
lines in the TP will be phenotyped during the field season. In order to ensure there would 
be seed for testing the selection candidates the following year, the lines in the VP could be 
planted in plots, or even in several head rows, to reduce costs and area used for field testing. 
After harvesting the lines in the TP, the GEBVs for yield and other traits will be predicted 
on the VP and the selection candidates will be harvested based on the GEBVs, and other 
information the breeder considers useful.  
Finally, larger families at the preliminary yield trial level generally implies in most 
breeding programs an increase in the size of segregating populations developed by the 
breeder. So here the question about resource allocation arises, and whether bigger 
segregating populations should be made to the detriment of the number of populations 




could be achieved with a wide range of combinations between number and size of breeding 
populations and that again, the issue of parental selection is more important than the issue 
of number versus size of breeding populations. Witcombe et al., (2013) with a simulation 
study also suggests that the probability of success in a breeding program could be achieved 
with fewer crosses more carefully chosen and bigger segregating populations. This topic 
has recently been discussed by Gorjanc et al. (2018), when they simulated the results of 
applying an optimal cross selection scheme to balance selection and maintenance of genetic 
diversity for breeding programs under a recurrent genomic selection scheme. They showed 
the benefits of the optimal cross selection, and the positive implications for maintaining 
genetic diversity and genomic prediction accuracy in the long term. 
Therefore, increasing the size of segregating populations with a reduction in the total 
number of populations evaluated may be a valid alternative to achieve larger family size at 
the PYT stage. Accompanying this would be an increased focus on selecting parents for 
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of the six sets used in the study and relationships among them. 
  






























Figure 2.2 Boxplots for mean grain yield (t ha−1), test weight (kg hL−1), heading date 

















Figure 2.3 Boxplots for average kinship based on family means for each data set of 




















Figure 2.4 Boxplots for mean grain yield (t ha−1) based on family means for each 








Table 2.1 Means and standard errors of prediction accuracy of the different traits for 
the six wheat breeding populations with cross validation. Grain yield (t ha−1), test 
weight (kg hL−1), heading date (days after January 1) and height (cm). 
SET Grain Yield  Test Weight Heading Date Height  
Set 1 0.511 ± 0.01 0.712 ± 0.01 0.416 ± 0.01 0.676 ± 0.01 
Set 2 0.329 ± 0.02 0.497 ± 0.02 0.444 ± 0.02 0.350 ± 0.03 
Set 3 0.513 ± 0.01 0.676 ± 0.01 0.361 ± 0.01 0.708 ± 0.01 
Set 4 0.361 ± 0.01 0.495 ± 0.01 0.469 ± 0.02 0.451 ± 0.01 
Set 5 0.603 ± 0.01 0.683 ± 0.01 0.760 ± 0.01 0.621 ± 0.01 

















Table 2.2 Prediction accuracy for wheat grain yield (t ha−1), test weight (kg hL−1), 
heading date (days after January 1) and height (cm) using advanced line training 
populations to predict preliminary line performance. TP = training population; VP = 
validation population. 
  Grain Yield     Test Weight   
TP VP TP VP 
 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6  Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 
Set 1 0.175 −0.232 0.335 Set 1 0.276 0.246 -0.119 
Set 2 0.075 −0.210 0.307 Set 2 0.293 0.162 0.315 
Set 3 0.060 −0.263 0.258 Set 3 0.353 0.267 0.029 
  Heading Date       Height     
TP VP TP VP 
 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6  Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 
Set 1 −0.041 0.109 0.306 Set 1 0.070 0.325 0.231 
Set 2 0.079 0.198 0.501 Set 2 0.103 0.171 0.046 












Table 2.3. Prediction accuracy for wheat grain yield (t ha−1), test weight (kg hL−1), 
heading date (days after 1 January) and height (cm). TP = training population; VP = 
validation population. TP is formed by 50% of lines of each family; all families are 
part of TP and VP. 
TP VP Grain Yield Test Weight Heading Date Height
Set 4 (50%) Set 4 (50%) 0.130 0.475 0.368 0.325 
Set 5 (50%) Set 5 (50%) 0.646 0.593 0.702 0.492 















Table 2.4. Mean prediction accuracy and standard error of the mean for wheat grain 
yield (t ha−1), test weight (kg hL−1), heading date (days after January 1) and height 
(cm). Genomic selection was applied to each family individually. Values of prediction 
accuracy are the average accuracies among families for each data set. 
SET Grain Yield  Test Weight Heading Date Height  
Set 4 -0.036 ± 0.25 0.385 ± 0.13 −0.159 ± 0.15 0.058 ± 0.14 
Set 5 0.231 ± 0.07 0.363 ± 0.16 0.301 ± 0.16 −0.129 ± 0.14 















Table 2.5. Percentage of correctly selected highest and lowest yielding wheat breeding 
lines at different selection intensities (10–40%), for the different data sets. Prediction 
accuracy for yield when 50% of each set predicted the other 50% was set 4 = 0.13, set 
5 = 0.65 and set 6 = 0.49. 
   Selection Intensity  
    10% 20% 30% 40% 
Highest Yielding Lines 
set 4 0 7 19 36 
set 5 50 75 79 75 
set 6 28 57 57 68 
Lowest Yielding Lines 
set 4 0 36 57 53 
set 5 25 50 46 62 
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Fusarium head blight (FHB) is a devastating disease in cereals around the world. Because 
it is quantitatively inherited and technically difficult to reproduce, breeding to increase 
resistance in wheat germplasm is difficult and slow. Genomic selection (GS) is a form of 
marker-assisted selection (MAS) that simultaneously estimates all locus, haplotype or 
marker effects across the entire genome to calculate genomic estimated breeding values 
(GEBVs). Since its inception, there have been many studies that demonstrate the utility of 
GS approaches to breeding for disease resistance in crops. In this study, the Uniform 
Northern (NUS) and Uniform Southern (SUS) soft red winter wheat scab nurseries (a total 
452 lines) were evaluated as possible training populations (TP) to predict FHB traits in 
breeding lines of the UK (University of Kentucky) wheat breeding program. DON was best 
predicted by the SUS; FDK, FHB rating, and two indices, DSK and DK were best predicted 
by NUS. The highest prediction accuracies were obtained when the NUS and SUS were 
combined, reaching up to 0.5 for almost all traits except FHB rating. Highest prediction 
accuracies were obtained with bigger TP sizes (300-400) and there were not significant 
effects of TP optimization method for all traits, although at small TP size, the PEVmean 
algorithm worked better than other methods. To select for lines with tolerance to DON 
accumulation, a primary breeding target for many breeders, we compared selection based 
on DON BLUES with selection based on DON GEBVs, DSK GEBVs and DK GEBVs. At 
selection intensities (SI) of 30-40%, DSK index showed the best performance with a 4-6% 
increase over direct selection for DON. Our results confirm the usefulness of regional 
nurseries as a source of lines to predict GEBVs for local breeding programs, and shows 
that an index that includes DON, together with FDK and FHB rating could be an excellent 
choice to identify lines with low DON content and an overall improved FHB resistance. 
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Fusarium head blight (FHB) is one of the most devastating diseases of bread wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.) worldwide, which leads to significant losses in grain yield and 
quality. FHB is particularly aggressive in regions with cropping systems in rotation with 
maize and high humidity and moisture through heading and maturity. It is primarily caused 
by Fusarium graminearum Schwabe, which infects spikes of wheat leading to the 
discoloration and deterioration of grain, and the contamination with mycotoxins, mainly 
deoxynivalenol (DON; Parry et al., 1995; Dexter, 1996; Argyris et al., 2003).  
Control of FHB is difficult because of the complexity of the disease and the need 
for use of different management strategies has been proven (Bai and Shaner, 2004). 
Breeding for resistant cultivars should be a major part of an integrated approach to reduce 
the damage from FHB. In this sense, FHB adds complexity to the objective, because 
resistance is quantitatively inherited with many QTLs involved (Liu et al., 2005). Breeding 
for resistance to a quantitative disease is a difficult task that requires multiple cycles of 
breeding, leading to a gradual improvement of resistance over time (Poland and Rutkoski, 
2016). The use of molecular markers to track QTLs of interest in conjunction with 
phenotypic selection opened a new area, marker-assisted selection (MAS), that has been 
widely used since the early 2000s (Waldron et al., 1999; Van Sanford et al., 2001; 
Buerstmayr et al., 2003; Buerstmayr et al., 2009). The value of MAS for improving FHB 
resistance has been confirmed by many research studies (Miedaner et al., 2006; Anderson 
et al., 2007; Buerstmayr et al., 2009; Agostinelli et al., 2012; Miedaner and Korzun, 2012; 
Balut et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013). However, attempts to improve complex quantitative 




difficulty of finding the same QTL across multiple environments (due to QTL x 
environment interactions) or in different genetic backgrounds ( Heffner et al., 2009; 
Bernardo, 2014; Crossa et al., 2017).  
Genomic selection (GS) is a form of MAS that simultaneously estimates all locus, 
haplotype or marker effects across the entire genome to calculate genomic estimated 
breeding values (GEBVs) (Meuwissen et al., 2001). Since its inception, there have been 
many studies that demonstrate the utility of GS approaches in breeding for disease 
resistance in crops (Heffner et al., 2009; Lorenz et al.,  2012;  Rutkoski et al., 2012;  
Rutkoski et al., 2014; Poland and Rutkoski, 2016). In wheat, FHB resistance is a 
challenging breeding target due to the combination of quantitatively inherited resistance 
and a challenging phenotype that is not easy to reproduce artificially.  Thus, GS provides 
a great opportunity to breed FHB-resistant wheat cultivars. Research evaluating the 
performance of GS on the prediction of FHB traits in wheat and barley (Hordeum vulgare 
L.) has produced some interesting results. Some studies have predicted GEBVs under a 
cross validation scheme (Rutkoski et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; 
Mirdita et al., 2015; Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Dong et al,. 2018), while others have 
investigated the application of GS models under a forward selection scheme (Sallam and 
Smith, 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Schulthess et al., 2018; Tiede and Smith, 2018; Herter et 
al., 2019).  
While these studies have contributed information on the implementation of GS in 
a wheat breeding program, little information is found about building the training population 
with lines coming from regional scab nurseries. These nurseries provide multiyear data sets 




Uniform Southern soft wheat scab nurseries 
(https://scabusa.org/publications#pubs_uniform-reports). These nurseries are evaluated in 
multiple locations every year, and several FHB traits are recorded at every location. 
Training the GS model with lines belonging to these data sets would enable breeders to 
rely on multilocation and multiyear data and allow them to predict GEBVs for lines of local 
programs based on a wider range of germplasm evaluated in many locations. Sarinelli et 
al. (2019) evaluated the use of a historical USA winter wheat panel to predict yield and 
agronomic traits under a cross validation scheme, and Dawson et al. (2013) evaluated the 
overall accuracy of genomic predictions for untested genotypes using an unbalanced 
dataset to train a genomic prediction model, but none of them included FHB traits as an 
objective of the research.  
Several FHB traits have been under study and estimated with a GS model. The 
visual evaluation of the disease through FHB rating or FHB index, the product of incidence 
and severity, is the trait most often evaluated in different studies (Rutkoski et al., 2012; 
Arruda et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Mirdita et al., 2015; Hoffstetter et al., 2016; 
Schulthess et al., 2018; Herter et al., 2019) finding moderate to strong prediction 
accuracies. Another very important trait, that significantly affects grain quality and 
commercialization is DON content, a trait that has also received some attention in wheat 
(Rutkoski et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2015)  and barley (Lorenz et al., 2012; Sallam and 
Smith, 2016; Tiede and Smith, 2018). DON accumulation is a critical target for wheat 
breeders, and even though there is a general acceptance that breeding for low DON 
accumulation is improved by selecting lines based on visually scored traits  (Buerstmayr 




has been observed and reported (Argyris et al., 2003). Some research has been also done 
on indirect selection for low DON contamination lines (Rutkoski et al., 2012; Sallam and 
Smith, 2016) but more research should be done to extend the estimation of GEBVs for 
indices including DON as part of the index.  
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the use of two unbalanced data 
sets, the Uniform Northern and Uniform Southern Scab Nurseries, in a forward GS scheme 
to predict GEBVs for FHB traits in lines from the UK wheat breeding program. As a second 
objective, we investigated the design of the training population with the regional scab 
nurseries separated or combined, using different TP sizes and different optimization 
methods to predict several FHB traits and indices. As a third objective, we evaluated the 
use of predicted GEBVs for indices to select for low DON content lines in comparison with 
selecting lines based on GEBVs for DON content.  
3.3 Materials and methods  
The plant material in this study comprised lines from the University of Kentucky 
soft red winter wheat breeding program, and the 2014 -2018 Uniform Northern and 
Uniform Southern soft red winter wheat scab nurseries (NUS and SUS respectively; 
Supplementary Table 3.1). 
We evaluated a population of 306 breeding lines from the University of Kentucky 
soft red winter wheat breeding program. Lines were derived from multiple F4:5 and F4:6 
families and were evaluated in yield trials as part of the testing program. Two hundred 
twenty-nine lines belonging to the NUS that represented elite germplasm from public and 
private breeding programs were evaluated in field environments from 2014 to 2018 




set of genotypes was evaluated across different locations and unbalanced between years. 
Another set of 223 lines was evaluated in field environments from 2014 to 2018; these 
experiments were part of the Uniform Southern scab nursery (SUS) and represented elite 
germplasm from public and private breeding programs. The data was balanced for 
individual years where the same set of genotypes was evaluated across different locations 
and unbalanced between years. A list of locations/year combinations for each regional 
nursery are shown in Supplementary Table 3.1).  
The 306 breeding lines from the University of Kentucky were grown in Lexington, 
KY during the 2016-2017 growing season. Genotypes were planted in 1.2 m rows long, 
spaced 30 cm apart. The soil type at the site is a Maury silt loam (fine, mixed, semiactive, 
mesic typic Paleudalfs). The experiment was planted in a randomized complete block 
design with two blocks. Two checks, a resistant line (KY02C-3005-25) and a susceptible 
cultivar (Pioneer Brand 2555) were planted across the experiment. Sixty-six (66) of the 
total 306 lines that advanced in the breeding program based on grain yield, agronomic and 
disease profile, were also grown in Lexington, KY during the 2017-2018 growing season 
in the FHB nursery, under the same protocol explained before.  
In both seasons, the FHB Nursery had an overhead mist irrigation system on an 
automatic timer that started three weeks before heading. The irrigation schedule was as 
follows: 5 min periods every 15 min from 2000 to 2045 h, 2100 to 2145 h, 0200 to 0245 h, 
0500 to 0530 h, and 0830 h (Balut et al., 2013). The experiment was inoculated with 
Fusarium graminearum –infected corn (Zea mays L.) Inoculum comprised 27 isolates 
taken from scabby wheat seeds collected over the years 2007-2010 from multiple locations 




water for approximately 16 h before autoclaving. After autoclaving, a solution of 0.2 g 
streptomycin in 150 ml sterile water was mixed in the corn to avoid the growth of other 
microorganisms. The corn was inoculated with potato dextrose agar (PDA) plugs 
containing Fusarium graminearum, covered and incubated for 2 weeks until fully 
colonized by the fungus. After that, the corn was spread on the floor until dry, and put in 
storage bags in a freezer until use. Approximately 3 weeks prior to heading, the scabby 
corn was spread in the rows at a rate of 11.86  g m-2  (Balut et al., 2013). 
Each nursery cooperator submits his or her breeding materials for evaluation and conducts 
an inoculated FHB trial at this or her location following the protocols developed by the 
U.S. Wheat and Barley Scab Initiative (https://scabusa.org/) whose aim is to develop 
control measures against FHB. 
 
3.3.1 Phenotypic evaluation 
At 24 days after heading, FHB rating was recorded using a 0-9 scale. FHB rating is 
a visual estimate of the incidence and severity of the disease ranging from 0 (absence of 
FHB symptoms) to 9 (≥ 90% of FHB blighted spikelets). Heading date (HD) was recorded 
when 50% of the spikes in a row had emerged from the flag leaf sheath (in Julian dates; 
data not shown). Plant height (cm) was measured from the soil surface to the top of the 
spike, excluding awns (data not shown). Lines were manually harvested using a sickle, 
mechanically threshed and cleaned. After cleaning, a grain sample of approximately 15 g 
from each row was further cleaned by hand and evaluated for Fusarium damaged kernels 
(FDK). The percentage of FDK was estimated by visually comparing samples with known 




the University of Minnesota DON testing laboratory for DON analysis. DON concentration 
was determined by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry ( Mirocha et al., 1998; 
Dong et al., 2006) Two indices were created:  
1) DSK index was created combining FHB rating, FDK percentage and DON content with 
the formula:  FHB*0.2 + FDK*0.3 + DON*0.5;   
2) DK index was obtained combining FDK percentage and DON content with the formula: 
FDK*0.4 + DON*0.6.  
Both indices were created to emphasize the importance of kernels traits (FDK, DON) for 
breeding against FHB.  The NUS and SUS data were obtained for every genotype, location, 
year combination. Lines were planted in a 1.2 m row spaced 30 cm with two blocks. A 
common check cultivar (Ernie) was planted in the NUS and SUS across years and 
locations. Historical data consisted of entry mean data for FHB rating, FDK and DON 
concentration for each combination of genotype/location/year. 
 
3.3.2 Data analysis 
The following linear mixed model was utilized for the analysis of the FHB traits 
for which individual row-level was available: 
Ylk = μ + Bk + Gl  + εkl 
where μ was the mean, Ylk was phenotypic observation of the lth genotype at the kth block, 
Bk was effect of the block, Gl was the effect of the genotype, and εkl represented the residual 
term. The overall mean and the genotypic effects were considered fixed and block term 
random. Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUEs) were derived from the model above. 




environment combination was available for the different traits (FHB, FDK, DON). 
Therefore, the following linear mixed model was used for this data: 
Yijl =  μ + Yi + Lj + YLij  + Gl + YGil + LGjl + εijl,  
where μ was the mean, Yijl was phenotypic observation of the lth genotype at the ith year 
in the jth location, Yi was the effect of the year, Lj was the effect of the location, Gl was the 
effect of the genotype and YGil and LGjl were the interaction terms year by genotype and 
location by genotype respectively. Εijl represented the residual term. The overall mean and 
the genotypic effects were considered fixed and all the remaining terms random. The model 
above is the one from which BLUEs were derived. 
3.3.3 Genotyping 
For the 306 breeding lines from the University of Kentucky wheat breeding 
program, DNA was extracted using the Sbeadex plant kit from BioSearch Technologies; 
using leaf samples from the F4:5 or F4:6 lines that were collected by sampling a minimum 
of eight 7–10 day old seedlings. Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011) 
using the protocol described by Poland et al. (2012) was conducted for the 758 lines that 
were phenotyped. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling on raw sequence data 
was done with Tassel-5GBSv2 pipeline version 5.2.35. SNPs with ≤50% missing data, 
≥5% minor allele frequency and ≤10% of heterozygous calls per marker locus were 
retained and imputation performed using Beagle v4.0. The final number of SNPs utilized 
for analysis was 20,929. With the genome wide marker information, a kinship matrix 
including the 758 lines was built in Tassel-5GBSv2. Principal components analysis was 




3.3.4 Genomic Prediction 
GEBVs for FHB rating, FDK, DON, DSK and DK were estimated using ridge 
regression best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP) (Meuwissen et al., 2001)  with the 
model 
y = Xβ + Zu + e  
where y is a vector of BLUEs for one trait for each wheat genotype, β is a vector of fixed 
effects which includes the overall mean and fixed covariates (major QTL and association 
mapping markers), u is a vector of random marker effects, X and Z are the design matrices 
for fixed and random effects, respectively, and e is a vector representing residual terms. 
The variance–covariance structure associated with the random term was u~N (0, Iσu2) and 
for the residual term was e~N (0, Iσe2). The estimates of u were obtained from the 
mixed.solve function using the package RR-BLUP in R (Endelman and Jannink, 2012). 
Prediction accuracy was defined as the Pearson correlation between the phenotypic values 
(BLUEs) and the GEBVs (predicted) values. 
 
3.3.5 Design of the Training Populations and Validating populations 
To evaluate the NUS and SUS as possible TPs to estimate GEBVs for the UK 
breeding lines, we established two TP sizes of 100 and 200 lines, and three optimization 
methods to select the lines: Random, Two tails and Prediction Error Variance (PEVmean) 
(described below). Under these combinations, the NUS and SUS were used separately as 
the source of lines for the TP. A second strategy was to combine the lines of the NUS and 
SUS as training population. Data from the two nurseries comes from the same years in 




two nurseries (with the exception of the moderately resistant check cultivar Ernie). For this 
approach, we evaluated four TP sizes (100, 200, 300, 400), and three different optimization 
methods: Random, Two tails and PEV. The validating populations (VP) were created by 
selecting 50 genotypes randomly from the total 306 breeding lines for each validating 
population, creating a total of 20 validation sets. 
 
3.3.6 Training population optimization methods 
As was described above, the effect of the TP size on the predictive ability of the 
genomic selection model was assessed using two (100, 200) and four (100, 200, 300, 400) 
different population sizes. For each population size, we implemented three approaches for 
comparison of training population selection: 
 
Random 
For this method a random sample of genotypes was selected as training population 
for each TP size, varying the source of lines from which the random sample came. The 
same random sample was used for all validating populations. 
 
Two tails 
To implement this method, fully described by Michel et al., (2017), we selected for 
each trait individually, the two tails of the phenotypic distribution for the NUS, SUS or the 
combination of the two. For all of the TP sizes we selected lines where 50% had the highest 






This approach utilized a training population optimization algorithm for each VP 
that minimized the mean prediction error variance (Rincent et al., 2012; Akdemir et al., 
2015). The PEVmean algorithm used genomic information from all genotypes to measure 
the reliability of the GEBVs for individuals in the validation set. An optimal training 
population from all genotypes available was selected to minimize the mean prediction error 
variance in the validation set. We used the approach suggested by Akdemir et al. (2015) 
for an efficient approximation to the prediction error variance using the first 100 principal 
components of the genotypes to estimate the genomic relationship matrix. The PEVmean 
strategy was implemented using the function “GenAlgForSubsetSelection” from the R 
package STPGA. Principal components were estimated from genotypic data, and the first 
100 principal components were chosen for error variance estimation. The best training 
population for each of the 20 validation sets for each of the different population sizes and 
sources of lines to become the training population was selected after 300 iterations of the 
genetic algorithm parameter, while other parameters in the function were set with default 
values.  
 
3.3.7 Cross Validation 
We first investigated the predictive ability of the genomic selection model for each 
of the three traits and two indices calculating the Pearson correlation between the 
phenotypic values (BLUES) and the GEBVs (predicted) across 100 iterations of cross 
validation.  A random sampling cross validation was conducted, training the model with 




cross validation randomly assigned 80% of the total lines to the TP and the other 20% lines 
to the VP. 
 
3.3.8 Selection of lowest DON content Lines Based on Ranking and Different Selection 
Intensity 
The assessment of the DON content provided by the U Minnesota DON testing 
laboratory (phenotypic data) and the correlation with GEBVs obtained with GS was 
performed in this way: for each one of the twenty validating populations a ranking of the 
lines from lowest to highest DON was made based on BLUEs, and another ranking was 
made based on the GEBVs for DON content, DSK index and DK index obtained with GS. 
Different selection intensities were chosen: 20, 30, and 40%. Afterwards we calculated at 
the different selection intensities the percentage of lines with lowest DON levels that would 
have been also selected using only the GEBVs for DON, DSK and DK. This approach was 




3.4.1 Principal components analysis (PCA) 
The scatter plot of the first two principal components (Figure 3.1) shows that 
principal component 1 explained only 6.1 % and PC2 only 3.2 % of the genetic variance. 
PCA analysis revealed four groups of lines clustered together. Two clusters contain KY 
breeding lines and also NUS and SUS lines. The other two clusters, were more scattered 




the lines belonging to the northern regional nursery grouped together with lines of the 
southern regional nursery. 
 
3.4.2 Phenotypic summary 
The sets evaluated in this study consisted of two sets of lines belonging to the 
Uniform Northern Scab Nursery (NUS) and to the Uniform Southern Scab Nursery (SUS) 
and a third set of lines that were breeding lines from the University of Kentucky wheat 
breeding program. The nurseries historical data comprised five years that were evaluated 
and curated to be analyzed. The phenotypic information (Table 3.1) for both nurseries, the 
total set of lines evaluated in Lexington, KY in 2017, and the subset of lines evaluated also 
in 2018 making two years of phenotype information, showed that good levels of infection 
were achieved, so that we were able to score genotypes and differentiate resistant and 
susceptible reactions for the different traits. The means for FHB rating, ranged from 3 in 
the SUS nursery to 4.5 in the breeding lines (17-18), with a minimum rating of 1-1.5 and a 
maximum rating scores of 7-8.5 in the four sets. The FDK percentage had an average of 
28.3 % for the NUS, 31.6 % for the SUS, 37.2% for subset breeding lines and 48.6% on 
the total KY set, showing an average higher value in 2017 in Kentucky compared with the 
mean of five years for the regional sets and two years also in KY. The FDK ranged from 
8.7% to 62.8% in the NUS, 10.7% to 60.2% in the SUS, from 12% to 90% in the total KY 
set and from 8.5% to 72.5% in the subset KY lines. The KY set in 2017 reached a higher 
maximum value for FDK agreeing with the higher FHB ratings reached. Regarding DON 
levels, the mean DON content was 8.6 ppm for the NUS, 9.5 ppm for the SUS, 16.6 ppm 




The DON values ranged from 1.1 to 25 ppm for NUS, 3.5 to 23.9 ppm in the SUS, 6.6 to 
33.8 ppm for the KY subset and a range of 11.1 to 51 ppm in the KY set. The DON levels 
in Lexington, KY in 2017 got our attention because they were higher than generally occurs. 
Despite these high values, we still could observe phenotypic variance among the evaluated 
lines. There was a range of 40 ppm between the lowest and highest values for the KY lines 
and the NUS and SUS showed a range of 20-24 ppm between the lowest and highest level 
of DON.  DSK index and DK index were calculated based on these traits. 
 
3.4.3 Cross Validation 
To evaluate the ability of the model to estimate the GEBVs for the different traits, 
100 cycles of cross validation were run and prediction accuracy calculated (Table 3.2). 
Prediction accuracies were moderate for the different traits, except a low prediction 
accuracy for FHB rating in the SUS. Prediction accuracy for FHB ranged from 0.27 in SUS 
to 0.49 in the KY set. For FDK percentage, prediction accuracy ranged from 0.46 in the 
SUS to 0.60 in the NUS. Prediction accuracy for DON ranged from 0.49 in the SUS to 0.63 
in the KY lines. Prediction accuracy for DSK index ranged from 0.49 in SUS to 0.64 in 
NUS and finally DK index ranged from 0.51 in the SUS to 0.64 in the NUS. For all traits 
the SUS set obtained with cross validation produced lower prediction accuracies compared 
to NUS or the KY lines set. 
 
3.4.4 The regional nurseries as training populations to predict the Kentucky breeding lines 
The first question we wanted to investigate with this research was the value of the 




prediction for local breeding programs (Table 3.3,3.4). The use of the NUS or the SUS as 
a TP to calculate GEBVs for the Kentucky breeding lines showed different responses 
depending on the trait. As a general conclusion from Table 3.3, we obtained positive and 
moderate prediction accuracies for all traits. The SUS was the best source of lines to 
estimate GEBVs for DON content, obtaining prediction accuracies of 0.4 with TP size 200 
for the three optimization methods.  FDK, FHB rating, DSK index and DK index were 
better predicted by the NUS; the highest prediction accuracies were reached with a TP 
size=200 regardless of the optimization method. For FDK, average prediction accuracy 
was 0.4 and prediction accuracies of 0.33 and 0.46 for FHB rating and DSK index were 
found respectively.  
When lines of the NUS were the TP source, TP size showed an effect when 
increased from 100 to 200 for all traits and optimization methods. Only for DON when the 
optimization method was PEVmean did we find a decrease in the prediction accuracy as 
TP size was increased from 100 to 200 TP. All other traits under different optimization 
methods showed increases in prediction accuracy ranging from 1% (DSK, PEV) to 32% 
(DON, Random). As an average among traits, the two tails optimization method showed 
the highest increase: 18% when the TP size increased from 100 to 200 individuals. The 
random method showed a 10% increase and the PEV optimization method showed a 1% 
increase. But it is important to mention that at TP=100, PEVmean showed the highest 
prediction accuracy for all traits. When the SUS lines were the TP source, the TP size had 
a positive effect only for DON when increased from 100 to 200 for the three optimization 
methods. We found a positive effect with Random and PEV optimization methods when 




predicting FHB rating.  On average, by optimization method, PEVmean showed an 
increase of 26% in prediction accuracy when TP size increased from 100 to 200. Two tails 
showed an 8% increase and Random did not change when TP size went from 100 to 200. 
Table 3.4 shows the prediction accuracies for the same traits and index when we 
combined NUS and SUS as a source of lines for the TP. As an overall conclusion there was 
a significant effect of the TP size, showing a good response when the TP was increased up 
to 400 lines. Overall, DSK index had the highest prediction accuracies with 0.49 for two 
optimization methods, Random and Two Tails, and 0.48 for PEVmean. On the other hand, 
FHB rating showed the lowest prediction accuracy with TP size =100, for the three 
optimization methods, with an average of 0.24. For all traits, the increase in TP size showed 
positive effects in prediction accuracies. FDK, FHB rating, DSK and DK showed increases 
in prediction accuracy under the three optimization methods. For FDK the increase was 
between a 9-11%, for FHB rating ranged from 32 to 53%, for DSK ranged from 6 to 35% 
and for DK ranged from a 3 to 31%. To predict DON, with the random method there was 
a big jump from TP 100 to TP 400 (82% increase) but with two tails and PEVmean there 
is a slight decrease of prediction accuracy: 2% with PEV and 7% with the two tails 
optimization method. 
No significant differences in prediction accuracy were found among TP 
optimization methods by trait. Despite this result, choosing lines at random showed the 
highest increase from 100 to 400 TP size; this was especially due to the high increment for 
DON and FHB rating with prediction accuracies of 0.23-0.24 with a TP size 100 vs. 0.35-
0.43 with a size of 400 individuals in the TP. When we looked at averages by TP size, both 




ranging from 0.41 to 0.49 for DSK and ranging from 0.41 to 0.47 for DK. FHB rating 
showed the lowest prediction accuracies at the four TP sizes ranging from 0.24 to 0.34. 
Finally, at the smallest TP size, TP=100, PEVmean showed the highest prediction 
accuracies for the two traits (FHB rating and DON) and two indices. 
 
3.4.5 Impact of different selection intensities and different predicted traits on the 
identification of lines with low DON accumulation 
We analyzed the impact of selection based on predicted breeding values for a 
critical trait, DON content on the 306 breeding lines evaluated in 2017 (Figure 3.2). It has 
been mentioned before that reducing DON content in wheat is a central objective of the 
breeding program; genomic estimate breeding values (GEBVs) for tested and untested lines 
would only add information the breeder could use to make selections and advance lines in 
the breeding program. We evaluated GEBVs obtained for DON, DSK and DK with a 
TP=400 and with the three optimization methods, which yielded the highest prediction 
accuracies for the three traits (0.40-0.49). The results showed that a selection intensity (SI) 
of 20% resulted in an average of 44% lines that were correctly selected based on the 
GEBVs for DON compared with the ones selected based on BLUES; 41% were correctly 
selected based on the DSK index and a 39% were correctly selected based on DK. With an 
SI of 30%, being conservative to keep lines for further evaluation, 56% were correctly 
selected based on GEBVs for DON and DK and a 60% of the lines were correctly selected 
based on DSK. Finally, with an SI of 40%, 68% of lines were correctly selected based on 
DSK index, 66% based on DK and 62% based on DON GEBVs. Our results show that to 




but DSK index.  In the current study, DSK index was an excellent source of additional 
information: at selection intensities of 0.3 and 0.4 this index picked up lines with low 
BLUES for DON at a 60% and 68% average respectively, 4-6% more than selection based 
on DON GEBVs. In contrast, at 20% SI, 44% of the selected lines based on DON GEBVs 
were correctly selected, 3% more than selection based on DSK. 
We also analyzed all predicted traits and correlated them with DON BLUES for the 
lines evaluated in two years, 17-18 (Figure 3.3). With a SI of 20%, an average of 41% lines 
were correctly selected based on GEBVs for DON and DSK compared with the ones 
selected based on BLUES while 36 % were correctly selected based on DK. With a SI of 
30%, an average of 43% of lines were correctly selected based on GEBVs for DON, 60% 
of lines were correctly selected based on DSK and 57% of lines based on DK index. With 
a SI of 40%, an average of 52% lines were correctly selected based on GEBVs for DON, 
67% based on DK index and 68% based on DSK index. Shown in Figure 3, the three 
optimization methods performed similarly in terms of accuracy to identify the best 
performing lines, except for GEBVs obtained for DON, where at SI of 40%, PEV method 
performed significantly better predicting correctly 73% of lines, compared to 42% with 
two tails or random. When selecting with highest SI, 10%, the percentage of correctly 
selected lines is low - only 14% of low DON lines were correctly identified. As an overall 
conclusion, at higher SI, 10-20%, the three traits DON, DSK, DK performed similarly in 
identifying the lowest content DON lines based on GEBVs with the proportion of selected 
lines not exceeding the value expected by the prediction accuracy. At lower SI, 30-40%, 






  Genomic selection has become a primary technology for plant breeders looking to 
accelerate the breeding process. Some of the benefits of GS pursued by breeders include 
increasing genetic gain per unit time, reduced phenotyping costs, reducing field testing and 
more accurate selection of parents for crosses. Another big impact of this strategy based 
on genome wide markers (GWM) is the possibility of breeding for quantitative traits with 
better outcomes than with marker assisted selection (MAS), because in contrast to MAS, 
the use of whole-genome prediction models generally has greater power to capture small-
effect loci that would be missed by MAS because of limited power for declaring significant 
marker effects (Heffner et al., 2009).  
The ability to improve FHB resistance through genomic selection has been studied 
and reviewed in recent years (Poland and Rutkoski, 2016; Steiner et al., 2017). A big 
question that needs more attention is the success of GS when the training population is a 
sample independent of the validating population. In our study we tried to shed light on this 
question, investigating the use of the regional scab nurseries in which breeding lines are 
submitted every year by breeders from public or private programs. These nurseries are 
evaluated in multiple environments in the eastern soft red winter wheat region of the United 
States. 
Overall, results from our study show that it is possible to use historical scab 
nurseries as TP to predict FHB traits. The study also showed encouraging results regarding 
the use of GEBVs for indices as indirect selection criteria for low DON genotypes. FHB 
traits are complex, highly polygenic and their expression is under a great environmental 




The model’s predictive ability, with cross validation, showed moderate prediction 
accuracies for the different traits, varying from 0.27 to 0.49 for FHB rating, 0.46 to 0.6 for 
FDK, 0.49 to 0.63 for DON. These results are in agreement with studies that used cross 
validation in wheat; for FHB rating, (Arruda et al., 2015; Mirdita et al., 2015; Dong et al., 
2018;) found a 0.5 prediction accuracy, similar to our best estimation of this trait (KY 
lines). A lower value of 0.37 was found by Hoffstetter et al. (2016) for the same trait. For 
FDK, our moderate prediction accuracies differed from Arruda et al. (2015) who found a 
0.8 prediction accuracy and Rutkoski et al. (2012) who found prediction accuracies ranging 
from 0.35 to 0.46 for the same trait. Investigators have found low and moderate values for 
DON, ranging from 0.24 to 0.64 (Rutkoski et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2015; Dong et al., 
2018). Our results fall within this range with prediction accuracies ranging from 0.49 to 
0.63. 
The two indices created to predict levels of scab resistance yielded moderate 
prediction accuracies: 0.49 to 0.64 for DSK and 0.51 to 0.64 for DK.  Arruda et al. (2015) 
evaluated two different indexes (FHB index and ISK) finding prediction accuracies of 
around 0.5 for FHB index and 0.7 for ISK. In another study, Rutkoski et al., (2012) found 
for ISK prediction accuracies from 0.44 to 0.54. Our indices included DON as part of the 
index, a critical trait that is important to breeders, farmers and the entire industry. Many 
studies have tried to select lines for low DON based on indices with incidence, severity 
and FDK (Rutkoski et al., 2012), traits that correlate very well with DON accumulation 
(Buerstmayr and Lemmens, 2015). In our study we calculated GEBVs for DON and two 
indices that included DON and found very good prediction accuracies for both indices as 




 Training population size can have a critical effect on prediction accuracies and it is 
a major issue for breeders as it relates to the genotyping and phenotyping efforts and the 
costs associated with them. In this study, we obtained the numerically highest prediction 
accuracies with a TP size of 400 although there was not a statistically significant difference 
between the TP of size 400 and the TP size of 300 for any trait (Table 3.4). The prediction 
accuracies with this TP size ranged from an average of 0.35 for FHB rating, to 0.49 
prediction accuracy for DSK (Table 3.4). Our results agree with other studies regarding TP 
size, even those studies running cross validation schemes, as opposed to our forward 
prediction scheme. Our study presents a novel approach, investigating the effect of the TP 
size with a population of lines (NUS + SUS) independent of the VP, in our case the set of 
KY breeding lines. Applying forward GS, Lorenz et al.  (2012) found the highest prediction 
accuracies up to 0.7 for DON and FHB rating in barley with a TP size of 300 individuals 
and Arruda et al. (2015) in a cross validation study found also an increasing prediction 
accuracy reaching a TP size 224. Herter et al. (2019) obtained for FHB a prediction 
accuracy of 0.8 with a TP size of 160 running a fivefold cross-validation and for Septoria 
tritici blotch the same study found a prediction accuracy of 0.5 at the same TP size. Sarinelli 
et al. (2019) found for powdery mildew infection a prediction accuracy of around 0.55 with 
a cross validation scheme when the TP size was increased from 50 to 350. Other studies 
also showed achieving highest prediction accuracies with TP sizes of 300-350 (Asoro et 
al., 2011; Lorenz et al., 2012; Lehermeier et al., 2014; Isidro et al., 2015; Rutkoski et al., 
2015; Michel et al., 2017; Sarinelli et al., 2019). 
Optimization methods to select the training population have also received attention 




obtaining GEBVs accurate enough to be used in the breeding program. We did not find 
significant differences among any of the three optimization methods; rather we found the 
highest prediction accuracies at TP size 400 for the three optimization methods. We did 
observe that at TP100, higher prediction accuracies were obtained with PEV compared to 
Random and Two-Tails for all traits, showing that at the lowest TP size, combining lines 
from the two nurseries and using the PEV method allows one to achieve prediction 
accuracies similar to the ones at TP400. Sarinelli et al. (2019) found similar results at low 
TP sizes. Selecting at random, prediction accuracies with TP 100 were lower compared 
with PEV but the most significant increase in prediction accuracies was achieved for all 
traits and all methods by increasing the TP size to 400 lines. The phenotypic selection of 
the two tails of the distribution for each trait of interest to define the TP was evaluated by 
Michel et al., (2017) for grain yield and protein content. They found a slight (5%) increase 
in prediction accuracy compared to random optimization method for both traits (r=0.39 for 
grain yield, and r= 0.55 for protein content). This was observed especially at small TP 
sizes. In our study, two-tails optimization TP method did not show a significant effect on 
prediction accuracy. On the other hand, a method to design the training population based 
on reduction of PEV mean of the validation set was more accurate compared with methods 
that selected individuals at random or by two tails. This is especially true with small 
training population sizes, because they better accounted for the relationship between the 
individuals in the training population and the validation set (Habier et al., 2010).  
The importance of relatedness between TP and VP has been extensively discussed 
in the literature, and higher prediction accuracies are always associated with closer 




performed within populations of sibs or half sib, positive and moderate to high prediction 
accuracies have been found (Zhao et al., 2012; Lehermeier et al., 2014; Hickey et al., 2014; 
Herter et al., 2019). When the distance between individuals in the TP and VP is larger, e.g. 
using panels of lines with some kind of relatedness but not parent-offspring or sibs, using 
cross validation, only moderate or moderate to low prediction accuracies have been found 
in different crops especially for complex traits like yield. There are studies applying a 
forward GS scheme, where TP and VP are independent samples but with related material. 
In barley, for example, prediction accuracies for DON ranged from 0.14 to 0.67 and for 
FHB rating ranged from 0.58 to 0.77 (Lorenz et al., 2012; Tiede and Smith, 2018). In 
wheat, using an independent sample for TP and VP, Jiang et al. (2017) found prediction 
accuracy of 0.58 for FHB rating, using a TP and VP evaluated in different years, for a sets 
of European wheat populations. They found a small difference, only 8% compared with 
prediction accuracies obtained with cross validation. In another study in wheat, Hoffstetter 
et al. (2016) evaluated both cross validation and forward GS for FHB rating, and found 
that when the TP was predicting the parent lines of that TP, prediction accuracy ranged 
from 0.14 (unweighted) to 0.47 (weighted). When the VP consisted lines that shared some 
pedigree relationship to the TP, the prediction accuracy was 0.22 for the same trait. 
Similarly, Schulthess et al. (2018) found prediction accuracies ranging from 0.4 (lower 
relatedness between TP and VP) to 0.8 (higher relatedness between TP and VP) when 
predicting FHB severity in hybrid wheat. Another study investigating the application of 
GS in a forward scheme, was performed by Herter et al. (2019) where they evaluated FHB 
rating and other traits both in a cross validation and across populations for all populations 




where half sibs, they found prediction accuracies ranging from -0.2 to 0.5 for FHB rating, 
showing substantial variation among 30 possible combinations. Our results agree with 
those of Herter et al. (2019) who suggested that for breeding for disease resistant traits the 
relatedness between TP and VP is critical to achieve good prediction accuracy.  Because 
of the complexity of the traits evaluated in the present study, we surmise that the relatedness 
among the regional nurseries and the KY material, though being related germplasm due to 
the exchange between breeders, is not enough to overcome the threshold of 0.5 prediction 
accuracy we observed. The PCA (Figure 3.1) showed the association between lines that are 
clustered in four groups, and while we could see good association between lines in the two 
regional nurseries, all clustered in two groups, we observe for the KY lines more variability 
and association of lines in four clusters. This point is critical in our study and it is a real 
situation breeders face.  Even though cross validation shows exciting prediction accuracies 
(Lorenz et al., 2012; Rutkoski et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2015; Mirdita et al., 2015; Sallam 
and Smith., 2016; Schulthess et al., 2018); the use of historical data from regional nurseries, 
as our results confirm,  offers breeders an excellent tool to estimate GEBVs for lines that 
have not been evaluated in the field for a specific trait.  This reduces phenotyping costs 
tremendously because the TP phenotypic data set is generated by a collaborative effort 
among different breeding programs ( Rutkoski et al., 2015; Sarinelli et al., 2019) or 
international breeding efforts (Dawson et al., 2013). Therefore, material in early 
generations may be selected or discarded based on GEBVs for DON without a DON 
content analysis, which allows breeders to reallocate the budget for DON analysis of more 




When breeding for FHB resistance, all traits are of critical importance and 
increasing FHB resistance in the germplasm implies improving all of them. Some authors 
have shown that measuring incidence, severity and FDK in the field, because of the high 
correlation with DON content, allows selection for these traits with easier evaluation and 
data recording compared with DON (Rutkoski et al., 2012; Buerstmayr and Lemmens, 
2015; Sallam and Smith, 2016).  Our study tried to move one step beyond this in 
understanding the weight DON has in an index, and the results we get after the DON 
content analysis could be used together with other field recorded traits to obtain the most 
accurate GEBVs. Both indices were created with the idea that DON is a trait of critical 
importance with food safety concerns and big economic losses to farmers (Bai and Shaner, 
2004) and that evidence showed that DON contamination has been found even in healthy 
looking grain and that the DON accumulation has been found occurring during grain filling 
specially during wet grain filling periods (Argyris et al., 2003; Del Ponte et al., 2007; 
Bianchini et al., 2015). Our results showed that the highest prediction accuracies were 
obtained for DSK (0.49) and DK (0.47) and for DON (0.42) in third place. In Figure 3.2, 
we analyzed the impact of these prediction accuracies when selecting lines based on DON 
BLUEs, and we observed an increase in proportion of lines correctly selected (up to 70%) 
when reducing the selection intensity, and with an advantage of 4-8% when selecting lines 
based on DSK index compare to DON index.  These results confirm the usefulness of 
multiple trait indices as a source of information to distinguish the best genotypes for a trait, 
and also shows again that a prediction accuracy of 0.49 for example should be considered 
in terms of the percentage of lines “correctly” selected by the GS model, as discussed by 




prediction accuracy of 0.49, a 50% to 70% of the lines are correctly selected at 30-40% SI. 
In early stages of field testing, when the breeder has many hundreds or even thousands of 
lines for yield evaluation, the ability to select based on GEBVs for a trait like DON would 
become an exceptional tool when scab resistance is a critical objective in the breeding 
program. This early cycle of selection based on GEBVs will allow one to include in the 
scab nursery in the following year only lines with an acceptable level of resistance to DON 
accumulation and overall FHB resistance. 
 Our study validates the use of DON related indices in applying GS for low DON 
(Figure 3.3). We observed that up to a 70% of lines were correctly selected based on DSK 
when a 40% selection intensity was used, in comparison to a 52% success rate for lines 
based on DON GEBVs, using two years of phenotypic data. Further, our results strongly 
support the use of the regional scab nurseries as a source of lines for training the GS model 
to predict FHB traits.  This strategy can be implemented by breeding programs that belong 
to the regions where these scab nurseries are planted over years and multi locations data of 
hundreds of lines together with the possibility to predict GEBVs for expensive traits like 
DON content. 
 This study involved a complex scheme for GS, that included forward GS, historical 
data sets building the TP, three optimization methods, multiple TP sizes and the evaluation 
of three traits and two indices to improve and hasten breeding for FHB resistance. While 
these results are encouraging we conclude that the relatedness between TP and VP becomes 
a critical issue if one wants to exceed a prediction accuracy of 0.5. In spite of this concern 
we are optimistic that the use of regional nurseries to predict scab traits will be useful from 
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Figure 3.1 Scatter plot of the first two principal components from analysis of the 758 lines 
based on the full set of 20,929 SNPs. Different colors represent different sets of germplasm. 


























Figure 3.2 Proportion of correctly selected lines for low DON based on GEBVs for DON, 
DSK and DK at different selection intensities (A= 20%; B=30%; C=40%) DON BLUES 
based on 2017 phenotypic data GEBVs calculated with TP = 400 and three different TP 

































































































Figure 3.3 Correlations of line ranks based on DON BLUEs and GEBVs for DON, DK and 
DSK at different selection intensities (SI= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4). DON BLUES based on two 
years (17-18) phenotypic data for a subset of KY lines. GEBVs obtained with a TP size= 
400 and three optimization methods: Random, Two-tails and PEVmean. The three black 















Table 3.1 Summary of the phenotypic information for FHB rating, FDK and DON for the 
two regional nurseries (NUS and SUS) and the Kentucky breeding lines. In 2017 breeding 
















NUS (2014-2018)     Breeding lines (2017)     
Mean 3.4 28.29 8.56 Mean 4.1 48.62 24.92 
Min 1.5 8.70 1.04 Min 1 12.00 11.10 
Max 6.8 62.8 25.02 Max 8.5 90.00 51.40 
SUS (2014-2018)     Breeding lines (2017-18)   
Mean 3.2 31.59 9.47 Mean 4.5 37.18 16.60 
Min 1 10.70 3.50 Min 1.8 8.50 6.65 
















Table 3.2 Mean prediction accuracy and standard deviation for the different traits and 
indexes with Cross Validation.  N is the set size. FHB rating (0-9), FDK (%), DON (ppm), 
DSK index, DK index. 
 
  N FHB rating FDK DON DSK DK 
NUS 229 0.47 ± 0.09 0.6 ± 0.09 0.59 ± 0.09 0.64 ± 0.08 0.64 ± 0.08
SUS 223 0.27 ± 0.12 0.46 ± 0.11 0.49 ± 0.1 0.49 ± 0.09 0.51 ± 0.09
NUS+SUS 452 0.41 ± 0.08 0.57 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.06 





























Table 3.3: Mean prediction accuracy and standard deviation for the different traits and 
index with two different Training Populations = NUS and SUS; two TP sizes = 100, 200 
and three different TP optimization methods = Random, Two Tails and Prediction Error 
Variance. FHB rating (0-9), FDK (%), DON (ppm), DSK index, DK index. 
    
  NUS SUS 
    100 200 100 200 
 Random 0.25 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.09 0.4 ± 0.09 
DON TT  0.24 ± 0.12 0.29 ± 0.11 0.37 ± 0.10 0.41 ± 0.12 
  PEV 0.38 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.11 0.33 ± 0.12 0.44 ± 0.10 
 Random 0.37 ± 0.1 0.38 ± 0.13 0.28 ± 0.11 0.29 ± 0.09 
FDK TT  0.33 ± 011 0.4 ± 0.09 0.31 ± 0.10 0.3 ± 0.10 
  PEV 0.37 ± 0.10 0.4 ± 0.08 0.25 ± 0.10 0.31 ± 0.10 
FHB Random 0.3 ± 0.13 0.32 ± 0.13 0.26 ± 0.13 0.23 ± 0.12 
rating TT  0.3 ± 0.13 0.33 ± 0.12 0.19 ± 0.12 0.27 ± 0.12 
  PEV 0.31 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.12 0.19 ± 0.12 0.26 ± 0.12 
 Random 0.43 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.11 0.43 ± 0.09 
DSK TT  0.38 0.13 0.47 ± 0.10 0.45 ± 0.10 0.45 ± 0.10 
  PEV 0.46 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.09 0.35 ± 0.12 0.43 ± 010 
 Random 0.41 ± 0.09 0.42 ± 0.09 0.45 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.06 
DK TT  0.36 ± 0.14 0.41 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.08 0.43 ± 0.08 












Table 3.4: Mean prediction accuracy and standard deviation for the different traits and 
index with a combined Training Population = NUS + SUS; four TP sizes = 100, 200, 300, 
400 and three different TP optimization methods = Random, Two Tails and Prediction 
Error Variance. FHB rating (0-9), FDK (%), DON (ppm), DSK index, DK index. 
 
  NUS + SUS  
  100 200 300 400 
  Random 0.24 ± 0.13 0.43 ± 0.1 0.43 ± 0.1 0.43 ± 0.09 
DON TT 0.38 ± 0.10 0.4 ± 0.09 0.42 ± 0.09 0.4 ± 0.10 
  PEV 0.42 ± 0.12 0.42 ± 0.10 0.42 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.10 
 Random 0.37 ± 0.10 0.34 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.09 
FDK TT  0.35 ± 0.10 0.35 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.09 
 PEV 0.35 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.08 
FHB Random 0.23 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.11 0.3 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.10 
rating TT  0.24 ± 0.10 0.28 ± 0.12 0.35 ± 0.11 0.33 ± 0.10 
  PEV 0.27 ± 0.12 0.32 ± 0.11 0.34 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.11 
 Random 0.42 ± 0.10 0.46 ± 0.08 0.48 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.07 
DSK TT  0.36 ± 0.12 0.44 ± 0.1 0.49 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.07 
 PEV 0.46 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.07 0.48 ± 0.07 
  Random 0.43 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.07 0.47 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.06 
DK TT  0.36 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.1 0.44 ± 0.1 0.47 ± 0.06 











Supplementary Table 3.1  Uniform Northern and Uniform Southern Scab Nursery (NUS-
SUS) for 2014-2018. Each environment is a combination of year/location. Severity, FDK 
and DON data is the average between two replications for each genotype.  
NA: Data not recorded 
YEAR TEST ENV ENTRY GENOTYPE SEVERITY FDK DON
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 1 TRUMAN 13.7 2.7 1.2
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 2 ERNIE 20.5 4.5 0.5
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 3 FREEDOM 28.1 15.0 4.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 4 PIONEER2545 57.9 18.3 6.3
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 5 NY01016-AN 50.0 12.1 2.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 6 NY01066-278 46.0 16.5 7.5
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 7 NY99059-249 42.5 6.3 1.3
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 8 NY99069-249 31.2 7.5 3.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 9 NY99069-352 51.2 12.9 4.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 10 KWS023 14.0 5.0 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 11 KWS024 39.7 25.5 4.0
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 12 KWS025 74.5 6.4 3.0
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 13 KWS028 55.2 7.6 1.8
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 14 L29230 18.5 7.5 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 15 LCS321 41.0 6.7 3.5
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 16 E6012 48.7 2.7 1.9
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 17 F0036R 65.2 18.4 7.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 18 F0039 70.5 25.6 7.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 19 F1014 20.1 21.0 3.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 20 OH07-263-3 22.2 13.7 1.3
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 21 OH08-206-69 64.5 4.5 1.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 22 OH08-269-58 41.5 21.2 2.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 26.9 14.8 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 24 0762A1-2-8 19.6 5.6 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 25 08334A1-31 22.0 6.0 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 21.8 3.5 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 27 B08-91993 20.3 1.0 0.8
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 28 B09-900256 45.1 11.5 3.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 29 M09L-9547 44.8 7.5 2.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 30 M10-1100 29.9 17.0 4.8
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 31 M11-1027 39.1 19.5 3.0
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 32 M11-2298 28.6 8.5 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 33 GL133 18.5 3.8 3.0
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 34 GL164 24.8 15.0 3.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 35 UGRCC2-78 50.1 13.0 4.9
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 36 UGRCC5-116 42.2 19.0 0.6
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 37 IL09-24328 21.4 2.9 0.2
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 38 IL09-3264 12.6 5.0 0.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 39 IL10-19464 12.9 3.0 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 40 IL10-6855 15.9 4.0 1.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 21.8 9.0 1.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 26.9 5.1 1.7




                   
Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
          2014       NUS 2014_VA_BLA 44 KY204604 51.9 19.0 5.2
          2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 13.2 2.0 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 11.8 4.1 1.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 27.6 3.5 3.3
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 48 MDC07026-12-28 13.1 2.5 0.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 49 MO120194 11.9 7.5 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 50 MO120452 16.1 7.0 1.2
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 51 MO120794 19.6 3.9 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 52 MO121183 36.9 5.4 2.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 53 NE06545 27.8 19.5 4.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 54 NE08499 32.3 13.1 2.4
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 55 NE10478 34.4 7.7 0.5
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 56 NI12702W 47.4 11.0 4.7
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 57 VA10W-140 46.6 4.5 2.0
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 58 VA11W-106 52.2 4.8 2.2
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 59 VA11W-301 50.6 16.4 6.1
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 60 VA12FHB-53 38.7 6.5 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 1 TRUMAN 12.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 2 ERNIE 27.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 3 FREEDOM 27.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 4 PIONEER2545 45.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 5 NY01016-AN 50.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 6 NY01066-278 50.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 7 NY99059-249 45.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 8 NY99069-249 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 9 NY99069-352 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 10 KWS023 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 11 KWS024 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 12 KWS025 55.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 13 KWS028 32.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 14 L29230 47.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 15 LCS321 32.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 16 E6012 27.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 17 F0036R 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 18 F0039 45.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 19 F1014 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 20 OH07-263-3 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 21 OH08-206-69 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 22 OH08-269-58 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 24 0762A1-2-8 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 25 08334A1-31 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 27 B08-91993 42.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 28 B09-900256 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 29 M09L-9547 17.5 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 31 M11-1027 32.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 32 M11-2298 15.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 33 GL133 42.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 34 GL164 22.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 35 UGRCC2-78 50.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 36 UGRCC5-116 32.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 37 IL09-24328 12.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 38 IL09-3264 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 39 IL10-19464 15.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 40 IL10-6855 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 5.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 44 KY204604 60.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 4.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 4.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 48 MDC07026-12-28 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 49 MO120194 7.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 50 MO120452 32.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 51 MO120794 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 52 MO121183 7.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 53 NE06545 12.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 54 NE08499 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 55 NE10478 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 56 NI12702W 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 57 VA10W-140 45.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 58 VA11W-106 12.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 59 VA11W-301 42.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_CHA 60 VA12FHB-53 12.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 1 TRUMAN 10.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 2 ERNIE 21.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 3 FREEDOM 25.9 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 4 PIONEER2545 65.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 5 NY01016-AN 14.1 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 6 NY01066-278 16.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 7 NY99059-249 16.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 8 NY99069-249 67.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 9 NY99069-352 11.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 10 KWS023 32.1 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 11 KWS024 37.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 12 KWS025 21.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 13 KWS028 24.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 14 L29230 36.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 15 LCS321 44.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 16 E6012 17.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 17 F0036R 11.7 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 19 F1014 40.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 20 OH07-263-3 52.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 21 OH08-206-69 31.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 22 OH08-269-58 48.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 12.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 24 0762A1-2-8 10.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 25 08334A1-31 24.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 26 10641B1-9-11-7 23.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 27 B08-91993 47.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 28 B09-900256 8.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 29 M09L-9547 37.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 30 M10-1100 40.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 31 M11-1027 25.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 32 M11-2298 32.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 33 GL133 38.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 34 GL164 60.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 35 UGRCC2-78 62.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 36 UGRCC5-116 37.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 37 IL09-24328 20.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 38 IL09-3264 17.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 39 IL10-19464 26.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 40 IL10-6855 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 18.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 23.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 57.1 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 44 KY204604 31.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 31.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 11.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 15.9 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 48 MDC07026-12-28 14.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 49 MO120194 18.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 50 MO120452 31.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 51 MO120794 27.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 52 MO121183 18.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 53 NE06545 51.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 54 NE08499 49.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 55 NE10478 35.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 56 NI12702W 15.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 57 VA10W-140 34.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 58 VA11W-106 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 59 VA11W-301 28.1 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MO_COL 60 VA12FHB-53 27.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 1 TRUMAN 33.1 26.1 3.0
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 2 ERNIE 59.5 30.0 9.0
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 3 FREEDOM 62.0 38.0 8.1
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 4 PIONEER2545 51.2 26.3 14.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 5 NY01016-AN 56.9 43.5 15.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 7 NY99059-249 52.9 21.8 13.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 8 NY99069-249 63.6 21.0 7.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 9 NY99069-352 59.4 32.5 10.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 10 KWS023 47.9 30.6 6.4
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 11 KWS024 50.5 31.8 6.0
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 12 KWS025 55.2 23.1 6.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 13 KWS028 62.3 23.6 8.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 14 L29230 58.1 27.0 8.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 15 LCS321 54.3 40.5 5.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 16 E6012 55.8 27.5 9.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 17 F0036R 49.8 34.3 6.4
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 18 F0039 72.6 33.5 14.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 19 F1014 35.5 19.2 6.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 20 OH07-263-3 57.3 21.6 9.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 21 OH08-206-69 44.3 20.0 9.0
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 22 OH08-269-58 67.3 52.5 8.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 33.6 31.0 7.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 24 0762A1-2-8 28.4 13.7 2.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 25 08334A1-31 41.9 22.6 2.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 28.5 34.0 5.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 27 B08-91993 53.5 31.2 15.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 28 B09-900256 64.4 23.5 13.1
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 29 M09L-9547 58.3 39.0 5.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 30 M10-1100 52.4 17.4 6.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 31 M11-1027 26.7 25.1 2.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 32 M11-2298 44.1 18.3 2.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 33 GL133 55.1 29.3 5.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 34 GL164 68.0 20.2 7.7
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 35 UGRCC2-78 57.0 42.0 9.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 36 UGRCC5-116 58.1 32.0 3.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 37 IL09-24328 51.3 22.9 3.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 38 IL09-3264 43.8 20.5 2.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 39 IL10-19464 35.3 28.6 5.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 40 IL10-6855 36.1 23.3 5.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 30.4 41.9 7.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 50.9 17.8 1.9
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 56.9 23.1 3.7
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 44 KY204604 45.4 44.4 8.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 18.4 15.0 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 33.3 15.5 5.1
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 44.6 26.2 5.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 48 MDC07026-12-28 50.8 15.2 3.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 49 MO120194 57.6 19.3 2.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 50 MO120452 25.4 22.8 3.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 51 MO120794 40.1 21.2 4.3
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 52 MO121183 40.9 25.3 4.5
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 53 NE06545 59.4 33.1 8.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 55 NE10478 47.8 21.0 5.8
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 56 NI12702W 53.0 21.2 11.7
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 57 VA10W-140 67.1 30.8 8.7
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 58 VA11W-106 54.6 17.4 7.6
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 59 VA11W-301 56.5 37.5 8.2
2014 NUS 2014_MI_ELA 60 VA12FHB-53 45.2 21.2 5.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 1 TRUMAN 35.0 96.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 2 ERNIE 55.0 76.2 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 3 FREEDOM 60.0 91.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 4 PIONEER2545 70.0 77.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 5 NY01016-AN 40.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 6 NY01066-278 65.0 79.7 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 7 NY99059-249 75.0 90.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 8 NY99069-249 55.0 82.7 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 9 NY99069-352 70.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 10 KWS023 85.0 91.2 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 11 KWS024 80.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 12 KWS025 45.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 13 KWS028 75.0 60.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 14 L29230 80.0 92.9 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 15 LCS321 80.0 74.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 16 E6012 80.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 17 F0036R 60.0 88.7 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 18 F0039 75.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 19 F1014 70.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 20 OH07-263-3 55.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 21 OH08-206-69 70.0 94.7 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 22 OH08-269-58 90.0 94.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 90.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 24 0762A1-2-8 60.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 25 08334A1-31 75.0 99.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 26 10641B1-9-11-7 80.0 94.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 27 B08-91993 75.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 28 B09-900256 80.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 29 M09L-9547 75.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 30 M10-1100 75.0 87.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 31 M11-1027 80.0 90.8 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 32 M11-2298 35.0 80.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 33 GL133 70.0 96.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 34 GL164 50.0 54.5 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 35 UGRCC2-78 60.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 36 UGRCC5-116 55.0 76.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 37 IL09-24328 40.0 82.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 38 IL09-3264 50.0 62.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 39 IL10-19464 80.0 61.9 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 40 IL10-6855 75.0 40.8 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 65.0 84.3 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 35.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 44 KY204604 75.0 90.5 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 20.0 53.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 30.0 72.7 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 75.0 88.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 48 MDC07026-12-28 70.0 49.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 49 MO120194 65.0 66.6 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 50 MO120452 70.0 62.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 51 MO120794 55.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 52 MO121183 75.0 94.8 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 53 NE06545 80.0 89.3 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 54 NE08499 85.0 84.2 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 55 NE10478 75.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 56 NI12702W 85.0 75.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 57 VA10W-140 70.0 97.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 58 VA11W-106 80.0 95.1 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 59 VA11W-301 80.0 100.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_IN_HIG 60 VA12FHB-53 60.0 90.4 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 1 TRUMAN 12.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 2 ERNIE 12.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 3 FREEDOM 16.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 4 PIONEER2545 14.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 5 NY01016-AN 8.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 6 NY01066-278 28.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 7 NY99059-249 12.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 8 NY99069-249 14.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 9 NY99069-352 15.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 10 KWS023 16.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 11 KWS024 15.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 12 KWS025 30.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 13 KWS028 10.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 14 L29230 24.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 15 LCS321 8.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 16 E6012 11.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 17 F0036R 14.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 18 F0039 55.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 19 F1014 16.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 20 OH07-263-3 15.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 21 OH08-206-69 16.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 22 OH08-269-58 11.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 15.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 24 0762A1-2-8 9.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 25 08334A1-31 14.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 26 10641B1-9-11-7 8.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 27 B08-91993 13.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 28 B09-900256 17.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 29 M09L-9547 7.2 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 31 M11-1027 11.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 32 M11-2298 13.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 33 GL133 18.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 34 GL164 16.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 35 UGRCC2-78 20.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 36 UGRCC5-116 12.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 37 IL09-24328 12.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 38 IL09-3264 16.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 39 IL10-19464 9.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 40 IL10-6855 7.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 9.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 10.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 7.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 44 KY204604 25.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 8.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 9.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 9.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 48 MDC07026-12-28 6.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 49 MO120194 10.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 50 MO120452 11.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 51 MO120794 8.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 52 MO121183 15.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 53 NE06545 13.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 54 NE08499 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 55 NE10478 16.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 56 NI12702W 27.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 57 VA10W-140 15.4 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 58 VA11W-106 14.2 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 59 VA11W-301 23.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NY_ITH 60 VA12FHB-53 9.6 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 1 TRUMAN 38.2 11.5 16.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 2 ERNIE 29.0 27.6 14.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 3 FREEDOM 45.9 33.2 16.5
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 4 PIONEER2545 57.8 45.9 16.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 5 NY01016-AN 41.2 21.9 15.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 6 NY01066-278 61.0 41.2 14.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 7 NY99059-249 40.0 20.3 13.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 8 NY99069-249 43.2 31.7 12.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 9 NY99069-352 50.1 38.8 22.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 10 KWS023 47.8 27.4 11.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 11 KWS024 26.3 27.2 12.5
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 12 KWS025 46.7 32.4 14.2
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 13 KWS028 46.7 29.1 13.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 14 L29230 51.6 36.7 12.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 15 LCS321 41.7 27.9 21.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 16 E6012 51.2 28.3 16.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 17 F0036R 39.9 34.6 13.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 19 F1014 53.9 28.2 17.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 20 OH07-263-3 34.5 22.6 15.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 21 OH08-206-69 35.1 30.5 11.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 22 OH08-269-58 49.1 33.2 16.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 34.0 21.1 21.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 24 0762A1-2-8 18.2 22.3 7.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 25 08334A1-31 26.2 26.0 12.2
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 26 10641B1-9-11-7 22.4 18.2 13.4
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 27 B08-91993 37.8 21.8 11.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 28 B09-900256 23.1 33.7 17.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 29 M09L-9547 31.1 26.3 15.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 30 M10-1100 37.8 28.9 10.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 31 M11-1027 28.9 27.7 11.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 32 M11-2298 21.7 23.8 12.4
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 33 GL133 40.8 36.6 15.9
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 34 GL164 29.2 29.2 13.4
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 35 UGRCC2-78 44.9 40.5 15.5
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 36 UGRCC5-116 39.8 29.1 9.5
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 37 IL09-24328 22.9 14.5 7.5
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 38 IL09-3264 14.3 14.6 6.2
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 39 IL10-19464 26.1 15.7 8.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 40 IL10-6855 17.2 8.6 6.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 25.6 22.7 15.4
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 30.1 27.7 12.2
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 28.9 19.9 12.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 44 KY204604 48.3 34.3 17.2
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 19.6 9.8 6.7
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 20.7 13.0 6.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 39.4 22.9 9.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 48 MDC07026-12-28 20.1 23.8 6.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 49 MO120194 32.8 23.3 13.8
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 50 MO120452 37.6 14.0 11.0
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 51 MO120794 35.0 27.4 13.4
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 52 MO121183 33.8 27.8 7.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 53 NE06545 46.9 36.4 11.0
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 54 NE08499 34.7 29.2 13.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 55 NE10478 39.4 44.4 11.6
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 56 NI12702W 40.9 32.7 19.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 57 VA10W-140 48.8 22.8 9.3
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 58 VA11W-106 44.0 26.3 13.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 59 VA11W-301 31.5 31.0 12.1
2014 NUS 2014_KY_LEX 60 VA12FHB-53 32.6 28.4 10.1
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 1 TRUMAN 0.0 17.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 2 ERNIE 14.0 17.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 3 FREEDOM NA NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 4 PIONEER2545 16.3 90.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 5 NY01016-AN 0.0 100.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 7 NY99059-249 0.0 8.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 8 NY99069-249 8.0 68.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 9 NY99069-352 0.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 10 KWS023 11.1 28.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 11 KWS024 NA 21.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 12 KWS025 12.5 11.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 13 KWS028 6.7 69.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 14 L29230 10.8 30.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 15 LCS321 3.1 32.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 16 E6012 8.7 36.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 17 F0036R 5.0 28.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 18 F0039 NA NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 19 F1014 NA NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 20 OH07-263-3 20.3 41.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 21 OH08-206-69 11.1 92.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 22 OH08-269-58 23.1 40.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 NA NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 24 0762A1-2-8 7.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 25 08334A1-31 12.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 NA NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 27 B08-91993 10.0 23.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 28 B09-900256 15.0 20.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 29 M09L-9547 9.1 8.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 30 M10-1100 11.7 44.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 31 M11-1027 9.7 5.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 32 M11-2298 6.3 3.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 33 GL133 33.3 4.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 34 GL164 0.0 2.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 35 UGRCC2-78 12.5 4.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 36 UGRCC5-116 13.4 3.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 37 IL09-24328 17.1 5.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 38 IL09-3264 21.8 3.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 39 IL10-19464 15.9 3.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 40 IL10-6855 20.9 6.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 6.3 6.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 15.0 20.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 3.3 16.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 44 KY204604 9.7 11.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 17.6 0.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 0.0 4.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 8.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 48 MDC07026-12-28 30.3 5.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 49 MO120194 18.8 49.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 50 MO120452 23.8 7.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 51 MO120794 2.5 6.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 52 MO121183 24.7 14.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 53 NE06545 20.0 14.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 55 NE10478 7.9 55.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 56 NI12702W 14.5 5.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 57 VA10W-140 2.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 58 VA11W-106 5.8 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 59 VA11W-301 15.0 6.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_NE_MEA 60 VA12FHB-53 5.0 20.0 NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 1 TRUMAN 6.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 2 ERNIE 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 3 FREEDOM 31.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 4 PIONEER2545 55.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 5 NY01016-AN 23.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 6 NY01066-278 48.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 7 NY99059-249 28.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 8 NY99069-249 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 9 NY99069-352 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 10 KWS023 23.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 11 KWS024 46.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 12 KWS025 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 13 KWS028 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 14 L29230 46.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 15 LCS321 21.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 16 E6012 36.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 17 F0036R 33.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 18 F0039 66.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 19 F1014 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 20 OH07-263-3 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 21 OH08-206-69 33.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 22 OH08-269-58 60.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 24 0762A1-2-8 23.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 25 08334A1-31 33.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 26 10641B1-9-11-7 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 27 B08-91993 38.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 28 B09-900256 48.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 29 M09L-9547 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 30 M10-1100 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 31 M11-1027 10.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 32 M11-2298 38.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 33 GL133 73.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 34 GL164 43.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 35 UGRCC2-78 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 36 UGRCC5-116 17.5 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 37 IL09-24328 18.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 38 IL09-3264 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 39 IL10-19464 18.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 40 IL10-6855 36.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 25.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 25.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 44 KY204604 35.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 13.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 16.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 48 MDC07026-12-28 20.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 49 MO120194 16.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 50 MO120452 28.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 51 MO120794 33.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 52 MO121183 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 53 NE06545 15.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 54 NE08499 26.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 55 NE10478 30.0 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 56 NI12702W 23.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 57 VA10W-140 23.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 58 VA11W-106 18.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 59 VA11W-301 48.3 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_ON_RID 60 VA12FHB-53 31.7 NA NA
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 1 TRUMAN 21.2 22.5 14.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 2 ERNIE 42.8 40.0 13.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 3 FREEDOM 68.6 55.0 22.3
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 4 PIONEER2545 78.3 57.5 44.1
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 5 NY01016-AN 75.5 50.0 35.2
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 6 NY01066-278 84.8 72.5 36.3
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 7 NY99059-249 70.6 30.0 15.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 8 NY99069-249 63.6 50.0 22.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 9 NY99069-352 44.9 27.5 20.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 10 KWS023 72.0 57.5 14.3
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 11 KWS024 43.8 42.5 12.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 12 KWS025 78.0 40.0 10.3
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 13 KWS028 62.9 20.0 8.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 14 L29230 48.3 37.5 11.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 15 LCS321 41.9 37.5 17.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 16 E6012 58.6 30.0 14.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 17 F0036R 66.0 52.5 32.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 18 F0039 83.7 60.0 46.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 19 F1014 20.5 50.0 40.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 20 OH07-263-3 35.9 17.5 7.1
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 21 OH08-206-69 50.7 65.0 12.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 22 OH08-269-58 55.2 25.0 7.9
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 32.6 64.3 30.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 24 0762A1-2-8 12.8 30.0 7.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 25 08334A1-31 37.0 45.0 7.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 26 10641B1-9-11-7 19.5 72.5 20.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 27 B08-91993 40.6 25.0 9.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 28 B09-900256 68.9 67.5 18.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 29 M09L-9547 34.7 37.5 10.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 31 M11-1027 24.3 30.0 12.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 32 M11-2298 35.8 15.0 8.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 33 GL133 46.2 42.5 10.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 34 GL164 43.7 27.5 6.2
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 35 UGRCC2-78 67.1 27.5 9.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 36 UGRCC5-116 50.9 22.5 6.9
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 37 IL09-24328 27.7 12.5 4.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 38 IL09-3264 32.0 17.5 5.1
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 39 IL10-19464 18.6 15.0 6.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 40 IL10-6855 17.0 15.0 5.9
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 16.2 40.0 13.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 17.0 17.5 8.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 42.5 15.0 7.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 44 KY204604 76.5 57.5 33.8
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 10.3 12.5 3.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 10.3 37.5 7.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 16.5 67.5 18.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 48 MDC07026-12-28 18.2 62.5 10.1
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 49 MO120194 20.5 12.5 4.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 50 MO120452 18.6 25.0 11.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 51 MO120794 40.2 17.5 14.2
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 52 MO121183 52.6 32.5 14.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 53 NE06545 51.7 37.5 12.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 54 NE08499 49.9 35.0 10.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 55 NE10478 35.5 57.5 18.5
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 56 NI12702W 71.7 32.5 15.6
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 57 VA10W-140 62.8 45.0 11.4
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 58 VA11W-106 45.8 40.0 18.7
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 59 VA11W-301 69.9 60.0 24.0
2014 NUS 2014_IL_URB 60 VA12FHB-53 36.3 50.6 18.0
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 1 TRUMAN NA 7.5 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 2 ERNIE NA 15.5 2.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 3 FREEDOM NA 12.5 1.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 4 PIONEER2545 NA 3.0 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 5 NY01016-AN NA 10.5 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 6 NY01066-278 NA 10.0 1.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 7 NY99059-249 NA 20.0 0.9
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 8 NY99069-249 NA 15.5 1.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 9 NY99069-352 NA 12.5 1.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 10 KWS023 NA 5.0 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 11 KWS024 NA 10.5 2.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 12 KWS025 NA 20.5 1.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 13 KWS028 NA 20.5 1.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 14 L29230 NA 12.5 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 15 LCS321 NA 10.5 1.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 16 E6012 NA 3.0 0.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 17 F0036R NA 7.5 1.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 19 F1014 NA 10.5 0.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 20 OH07-263-3 NA 7.5 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 21 OH08-206-69 NA 1.0 1.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 22 OH08-269-58 NA 15.0 4.2
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 NA 20.0 3.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 24 0762A1-2-8 NA 7.5 1.4
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 25 08334A1-31 NA 20.0 2.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 NA 12.5 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 27 B08-91993 NA 20.0 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 28 B09-900256 NA 5.5 1.0
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 29 M09L-9547 NA 5.0 1.0
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 30 M10-1100 NA 15.5 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 31 M11-1027 NA 1.0 0.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 32 M11-2298 NA 15.5 2.2
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 33 GL133 NA 3.0 1.2
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 34 GL164 NA 20.5 1.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 35 UGRCC2-78 NA 20.5 3.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 36 UGRCC5-116 NA 10.5 1.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 37 IL09-24328 NA 40.0 3.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 38 IL09-3264 NA 15.5 3.0
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 39 IL10-19464 NA 5.5 0.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 40 IL10-6855 NA 20.0 2.0
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 NA 5.5 1.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 NA 10.5 2.6
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 NA 15.5 3.2
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 44 KY204604 NA 10.5 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 NA 10.0 1.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 NA 3.0 1.5
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 NA 10.5 1.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 48 MDC07026-12-28 NA 17.5 0.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 49 MO120194 NA 3.0 0.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 50 MO120452 NA 15.5 1.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 51 MO120794 NA 5.0 1.7
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 52 MO121183 NA 17.5 2.1
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 53 NE06545 NA 17.5 1.9
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 54 NE08499 NA 17.5 1.9
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 55 NE10478 NA 10.5 3.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 56 NI12702W NA 12.5 1.9
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 57 VA10W-140 NA 25.5 3.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 58 VA11W-106 NA 20.0 2.3
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 59 VA11W-301 NA 10.5 0.8
2014 NUS 2014_IN_WLA 60 VA12FHB-53 NA 10.0 0.7
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 1 TRUMAN 33.7 40.0 18.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 2 ERNIE 31.0 20.0 16.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 3 FREEDOM 42.0 80.0 19.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 4 PIONEER2545 74.8 85.0 24.2
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 5 NY01016-AN 54.9 40.0 21.6




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 7 NY99059-249 59.7 50.0 19.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 8 NY99069-249 62.3 45.0 24.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 9 NY99069-352 71.3 65.0 31.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 10 KWS023 51.0 50.0 14.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 11 KWS024 37.8 60.0 24.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 12 KWS025 65.2 40.0 16.7
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 13 KWS028 61.6 65.0 24.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 14 L29230 55.5 55.0 19.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 15 LCS321 53.8 50.0 26.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 16 E6012 65.3 40.0 20.9
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 17 F0036R 74.4 75.0 17.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 18 F0039 76.5 95.0 26.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 19 F1014 55.7 75.0 29.9
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 20 OH07-263-3 30.0 30.0 16.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 21 OH08-206-69 34.0 40.0 15.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 22 OH08-269-58 58.7 50.0 13.9
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 20.1 40.0 20.6
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 24 0762A1-2-8 17.2 25.0 13.7
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 25 08334A1-31 24.0 25.0 14.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 26 10641B1-9-11-7 14.4 75.0 41.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 27 B08-91993 47.7 60.0 17.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 28 B09-900256 69.8 70.0 14.6
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 29 M09L-9547 42.8 80.0 26.9
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 30 M10-1100 54.0 70.0 16.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 31 M11-1027 54.0 70.0 23.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 32 M11-2298 35.9 70.0 32.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 33 GL133 63.3 80.0 25.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 34 GL164 37.1 70.0 27.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 35 UGRCC2-78 80.8 80.0 36.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 36 UGRCC5-116 57.9 50.0 21.7
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 37 IL09-24328 16.8 20.0 13.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 38 IL09-3264 15.8 25.0 12.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 39 IL10-19464 17.3 15.0 12.6
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 40 IL10-6855 25.2 25.0 18.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 41 KY05C-1020-4-6-5 44.8 70.0 41.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 42 KY05C-1105-43-6-1 21.2 50.0 18.2
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 43 KY06C-3003-43-13-3 40.9 40.0 23.3
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 44 KY204604 73.4 60.0 35.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 45 MD08-22-22-13-4 17.8 20.0 16.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 46 MD08-22-22-13-10 14.5 25.0 17.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 47 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 27.0 40.0 19.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 48 MDC07026-12-28 33.3 40.0 21.6
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 49 MO120194 12.5 25.0 14.0
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 50 MO120452 29.8 20.0 18.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 51 MO120794 34.6 30.0 28.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 52 MO121183 47.1 35.0 15.9
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 53 NE06545 43.5 80.0 26.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 55 NE10478 44.0 85.0 22.8
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 56 NI12702W 62.5 85.0 34.7
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 57 VA10W-140 62.3 50.0 20.1
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 58 VA11W-106 48.8 60.0 29.5
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 59 VA11W-301 75.2 85.0 37.4
2014 NUS 2014_OH_WOO 60 VA12FHB-53 45.8 75.0 34.9
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 1 TRUMAN 9.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 2 ERNIE 26.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 3 FREEDOM 9.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 4 PIONEER2545 41.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 5 NY99056-161 30.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 21.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 7 NY05152-818 24.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 8 NY05152-825 8.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 9 NY05152-821 46.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 10 KWS050 18.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 11 KWS051 14.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 12 KWS052 14.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 13 KWS036 22.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 14 ES12-3030 10.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 15 ES12-1358 9.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 16 ES12-1275 11.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 17 F1014 14.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 18 E6012 23.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 19 OH09-207-24 42.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 20 OH09-281-10 11.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 21 OH10-200-49 22.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 22 10641B1-9-11-7 16.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 23 0762A1-2-8 7.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 24 08334A1-31 15.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 25 0566A1-3-1-6 22.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 26 10512RA1-8 9.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 27 M11-2024 13.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 28 M12-3312CW 20.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 29 M12-3301 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 30 M12-2036 9.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 31 M12-2031 20.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 32 CA9-72 8.2 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 33 CA9-76 26.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 34 DH5-15 24.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 35 CA13-53 15.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 36 CA13-63 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 37 IL10-19464 14.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 38 IL10-21934 9.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 39 IL10-21937 7.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 40 IL11-36131 16.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 41 IL11-27667 13.5 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 29.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 25.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 18.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 23.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 47 MO122246 7.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 48 MO130203 12.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 49 MO130765 8.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 50 MO131838 8.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 51 NE05548 19.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 52 NE10589 48.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 53 NW13455 24.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 54 NE13511 20.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 55 NE06545 16.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 56 VA11W-108 32.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 57 VA11W-182 36.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 58 VA12W-150 13.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 59 VA12FHB-4 10.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_VA_BLA 60 VA12FHB-55 8.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 1 TRUMAN 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 2 ERNIE 25.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 3 FREEDOM 45.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 4 PIONEER2545 85.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 5 NY99056-161 27.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 40.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 7 NY05152-818 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 8 NY05152-825 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 9 NY05152-821 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 10 KWS050 45.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 11 KWS051 70.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 12 KWS052 50.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 13 KWS036 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 14 ES12-3030 40.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 15 ES12-1358 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 16 ES12-1275 22.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 17 F1014 22.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 18 E6012 30.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 19 OH09-207-24 17.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 20 OH09-281-10 45.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 21 OH10-200-49 22.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 22 10641B1-9-11-7 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 23 0762A1-2-8 30.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 24 08334A1-31 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 25 0566A1-3-1-6 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 26 10512RA1-8 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 27 M11-2024 75.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 28 M12-3312CW 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 29 M12-3301 20.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 31 M12-2031 NA NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 32 CA9-72 NA NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 33 CA9-76 30.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 34 DH5-15 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 35 CA13-53 27.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 36 CA13-63 25.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 37 IL10-19464 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 38 IL10-21934 22.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 39 IL10-21937 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 40 IL11-36131 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 41 IL11-27667 25.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 25.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 40.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 47 MO122246 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 48 MO130203 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 49 MO130765 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 50 MO131838 17.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 51 NE05548 60.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 52 NE10589 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 53 NW13455 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 54 NE13511 35.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 55 NE06545 30.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 56 VA11W-108 17.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 57 VA11W-182 27.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 58 VA12W-150 15.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 59 VA12FHB-4 40.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_CHA 60 VA12FHB-55 20.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 1 TRUMAN 65.0 12.5 4.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 2 ERNIE 70.0 35.0 4.2
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 3 FREEDOM 87.5 50.0 5.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 4 PIONEER2545 95.0 85.0 11.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 5 NY99056-161 90.0 55.0 16.7
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 80.0 62.5 7.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 7 NY05152-818 100.0 75.0 9.5
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 8 NY05152-825 92.5 35.0 5.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 9 NY05152-821 100.0 87.5 8.5
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 10 KWS050 70.0 60.0 5.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 11 KWS051 70.0 45.0 4.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 12 KWS052 67.5 42.5 7.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 13 KWS036 60.0 50.0 27.6
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 14 ES12-3030 90.0 25.0 10.5
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 15 ES12-1358 85.0 15.0 2.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 16 ES12-1275 60.0 30.0 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 17 F1014 95.0 42.5 9.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 19 OH09-207-24 62.5 25.0 2.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 20 OH09-281-10 80.0 85.0 14.2
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 21 OH10-200-49 70.0 25.0 5.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 22 10641B1-9-11-7 87.5 10.0 3.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 23 0762A1-2-8 80.0 17.5 2.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 24 08334A1-31 90.0 60.0 5.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 25 0566A1-3-1-6 77.5 22.5 6.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 26 10512RA1-8 90.0 65.0 6.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 27 M11-2024 52.5 40.0 7.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 28 M12-3312CW 67.5 40.0 34.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 29 M12-3301 72.5 27.5 4.6
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 30 M12-2036 55.0 70.0 10.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 31 M12-2031 72.5 55.0 16.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 32 CA9-72 85.0 35.0 5.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 33 CA9-76 70.0 40.0 6.6
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 34 DH5-15 77.5 32.5 8.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 35 CA13-53 100.0 80.0 14.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 36 CA13-63 72.5 55.0 9.5
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 37 IL10-19464 75.0 7.5 3.7
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 38 IL10-21934 65.0 12.5 5.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 39 IL10-21937 35.0 7.5 3.4
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 40 IL11-36131 27.5 7.5 3.0
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 41 IL11-27667 77.5 45.0 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 85.0 35.0 4.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 62.5 35.0 4.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 77.5 30.0 4.5
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 55.0 10.0 6.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 77.5 20.0 3.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 47 MO122246 87.5 15.0 5.2
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 48 MO130203 95.0 12.5 6.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 49 MO130765 85.0 40.0 6.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 50 MO131838 75.0 30.0 9.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 51 NE05548 100.0 85.0 6.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 52 NE10589 97.5 80.0 11.9
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 53 NW13455 95.0 50.0 20.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 54 NE13511 97.5 55.0 7.7
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 55 NE06545 90.0 25.0 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 56 VA11W-108 87.5 40.0 9.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 57 VA11W-182 70.0 65.0 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 58 VA12W-150 75.0 40.0 7.1
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 59 VA12FHB-4 77.5 12.5 6.3
2015 NUS 2015_MO_COL 60 VA12FHB-55 87.5 25.0 2.1
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 1 TRUMAN 26.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 2 ERNIE 31.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 3 FREEDOM 24.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 4 PIONEER2545 42.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 5 NY99056-161 27.6 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 7 NY05152-818 20.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 8 NY05152-825 20.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 9 NY05152-821 34.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 10 KWS050 21.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 11 KWS051 19.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 12 KWS052 22.2 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 13 KWS036 33.2 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 14 ES12-3030 23.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 15 ES12-1358 20.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 16 ES12-1275 14.2 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 17 F1014 26.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 18 E6012 26.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 19 OH09-207-24 16.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 20 OH09-281-10 17.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 21 OH10-200-49 28.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 22 10641B1-9-11-7 14.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 23 0762A1-2-8 13.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 24 08334A1-31 21.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 25 0566A1-3-1-6 28.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 26 10512RA1-8 19.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 27 M11-2024 16.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 28 M12-3312CW 17.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 29 M12-3301 23.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 30 M12-2036 24.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 31 M12-2031 18.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 32 CA9-72 30.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 33 CA9-76 23.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 34 DH5-15 31.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 35 CA13-53 18.1 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 36 CA13-63 25.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 37 IL10-19464 11.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 38 IL10-21934 17.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 39 IL10-21937 21.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 40 IL11-36131 23.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 41 IL11-27667 22.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 21.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 22.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 14.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 23.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 15.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 47 MO122246 11.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 48 MO130203 26.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 49 MO130765 26.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 50 MO131838 28.5 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 51 NE05548 28.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 52 NE10589 34.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 53 NW13455 32.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 55 NE06545 19.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 56 VA11W-108 24.2 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 57 VA11W-182 23.4 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 58 VA12W-150 18.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 59 VA12FHB-4 15.9 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_MI_ELA 60 VA12FHB-55 14.8 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 1 TRUMAN 10.0 15.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 2 ERNIE 65.0 4.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 3 FREEDOM 30.0 77.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 4 PIONEER2545 55.0 82.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 5 NY99056-161 45.0 32.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 30.0 67.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 7 NY05152-818 20.0 52.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 8 NY05152-825 20.0 75.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 9 NY05152-821 15.0 27.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 10 KWS050 30.0 27.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 11 KWS051 45.0 27.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 12 KWS052 45.0 62.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 13 KWS036 30.0 70.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 14 ES12-3030 45.0 25.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 15 ES12-1358 30.0 11.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 16 ES12-1275 40.0 17.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 17 F1014 10.0 32.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 18 E6012 30.0 35.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 19 OH09-207-24 25.0 10.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 20 OH09-281-10 20.0 50.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 21 OH10-200-49 10.0 6.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 22 10641B1-9-11-7 35.0 15.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 23 0762A1-2-8 10.0 40.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 24 08334A1-31 25.0 27.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 25 0566A1-3-1-6 45.0 25.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 26 10512RA1-8 10.0 50.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 27 M11-2024 35.0 14.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 28 M12-3312CW 45.0 6.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 29 M12-3301 10.0 6.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 30 M12-2036 25.0 73.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 31 M12-2031 20.0 37.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 32 CA9-72 65.0 88.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 33 CA9-76 60.0 45.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 34 DH5-15 35.0 7.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 35 CA13-53 15.0 35.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 36 CA13-63 20.0 25.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 37 IL10-19464 30.0 10.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 38 IL10-21934 25.0 15.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 39 IL10-21937 50.0 15.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 40 IL11-36131 30.0 15.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 41 IL11-27667 35.0 7.5 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 40.0 50.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 55.0 11.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 30.0 55.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 25.0 3.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 47 MO122246 20.0 27.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 48 MO130203 30.0 4.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 49 MO130765 10.0 39.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 50 MO131838 10.0 30.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 51 NE05548 80.0 77.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 52 NE10589 45.0 80.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 53 NW13455 30.0 55.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 54 NE13511 50.0 75.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 55 NE06545 15.0 25.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 56 VA11W-108 45.0 40.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 57 VA11W-182 30.0 32.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 58 VA12W-150 50.0 22.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 59 VA12FHB-4 25.0 7.5 NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_HIG 60 VA12FHB-55 20.0 10.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 2 ERNIE 10.4 45.0 2.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 3 FREEDOM 21.0 70.0 4.0
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 4 PIONEER2545 15.4 90.0 8.6
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 5 NY99056-161 15.8 35.0 2.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 16.8 70.0 3.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 7 NY05152-818 13.0 45.0 3.0
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 8 NY05152-825 9.6 30.0 1.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 9 NY05152-821 9.6 60.0 3.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 10 KWS050 19.8 45.0 3.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 11 KWS051 14.8 55.0 1.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 12 KWS052 16.4 70.0 1.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 13 KWS036 22.4 55.0 9.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 14 ES12-3030 10.0 55.0 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 15 ES12-1358 7.8 25.0 1.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 16 ES12-1275 9.0 65.0 1.0
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 17 F1014 13.8 45.0 4.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 18 E6012 13.2 45.0 4.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 19 OH09-207-24 10.8 50.0 1.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 20 OH09-281-10 17.8 70.0 3.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 21 OH10-200-49 10.2 35.0 2.0
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 22 10641B1-9-11-7 11.0 55.0 1.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 23 0762A1-2-8 11.6 70.0 1.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 24 08334A1-31 13.4 60.0 2.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 25 0566A1-3-1-6 14.0 45.0 1.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 26 10512RA1-8 10.4 70.0 2.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 27 M11-2024 19.8 55.0 3.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 28 M12-3312CW 15.8 45.0 4.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 29 M12-3301 11.6 45.0 1.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 30 M12-2036 8.2 30.0 2.8




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 32 CA9-72 23.0 60.0 5.6
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 33 CA9-76 17.6 85.0 4.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 34 DH5-15 15.6 75.0 4.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 35 CA13-53 17.2 75.0 5.7
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 36 CA13-63 8.6 45.0 2.3
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 37 IL10-19464 14.4 30.0 2.3
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 38 IL10-21934 19.4 30.0 2.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 39 IL10-21937 12.4 50.0 2.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 40 IL11-36131 7.0 25.0 0.9
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 41 IL11-27667 9.2 10.0 0.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 13.0 25.0 4.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 15.4 40.0 2.0
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 11.0 40.0 3.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 16.6 50.0 2.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 17.8 25.0 1.8
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 47 MO122246 16.8 25.0 1.8
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 48 MO130203 12.8 40.0 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 49 MO130765 12.6 50.0 2.2
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 50 MO131838 14.6 45.0 2.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 51 NE05548 27.2 65.0 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 52 NE10589 23.6 60.0 4.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 53 NW13455 10.6 40.0 2.8
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 54 NE13511 17.4 55.0 6.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 55 NE06545 17.4 55.0 4.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 56 VA11W-108 11.4 65.0 2.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 57 VA11W-182 16.8 70.0 1.1
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 58 VA12W-150 17.6 55.0 3.4
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 59 VA12FHB-4 12.2 55.0 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_NY_ITH 60 VA12FHB-55 7.2 35.0 1.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 1 TRUMAN 39.0 3.7 3.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 2 ERNIE 40.3 9.9 8.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 3 FREEDOM 45.1 9.5 5.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 4 PIONEER2545 60.6 23.1 11.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 5 NY99056-161 28.5 8.3 11.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 41.6 13.7 11.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 7 NY05152-818 32.7 6.4 6.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 8 NY05152-825 39.9 8.7 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 9 NY05152-821 32.8 11.2 9.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 10 KWS050 37.2 14.5 7.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 11 KWS051 29.9 6.8 3.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 12 KWS052 27.8 14.5 6.3
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 13 KWS036 44.7 12.7 17.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 14 ES12-3030 48.5 8.2 5.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 15 ES12-1358 30.8 3.3 1.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 16 ES12-1275 17.2 3.6 5.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 17 F1014 67.1 15.4 14.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 18 E6012 54.6 7.3 14.8




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 20 OH09-281-10 33.4 14.7 10.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 21 OH10-200-49 37.0 7.2 4.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 22 10641B1-9-11-7 19.2 6.4 6.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 23 0762A1-2-8 21.3 7.7 4.5
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 24 08334A1-31 35.0 8.8 5.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 25 0566A1-3-1-6 22.0 8.5 3.3
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 26 10512RA1-8 27.2 13.4 9.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 27 M11-2024 26.3 7.3 8.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 28 M12-3312CW 26.5 6.8 10.3
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 29 M12-3301 37.0 8.2 5.8
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 30 M12-2036 23.3 9.5 7.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 31 M12-2031 28.7 13.8 8.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 32 CA9-72 29.4 15.9 7.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 33 CA9-76 45.5 15.0 10.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 34 DH5-15 46.3 12.6 12.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 35 CA13-53 38.5 14.2 7.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 36 CA13-63 30.4 7.7 3.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 37 IL10-19464 30.5 8.2 5.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 38 IL10-21934 22.6 3.3 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 39 IL10-21937 17.5 4.8 3.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 40 IL11-36131 20.2 4.2 3.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 41 IL11-27667 37.1 8.2 5.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 38.0 5.5 8.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 19.1 6.1 4.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 38.5 7.6 6.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 56.6 15.8 8.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 36.2 7.7 4.1
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 47 MO122246 18.6 5.1 2.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 48 MO130203 44.5 5.1 4.2
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 49 MO130765 44.5 6.1 3.8
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 50 MO131838 23.1 6.9 3.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 51 NE05548 41.2 8.6 5.8
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 52 NE10589 47.9 16.3 12.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 53 NW13455 32.6 10.9 9.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 54 NE13511 31.5 12.3 8.0
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 55 NE06545 32.8 12.6 6.9
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 56 VA11W-108 34.5 11.6 6.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 57 VA11W-182 41.3 19.3 10.4
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 58 VA12W-150 48.4 10.1 6.7
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 59 VA12FHB-4 24.1 8.4 3.6
2015 NUS 2015_KY_LEX 60 VA12FHB-55 22.9 7.4 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 1 TRUMAN 6.0 25.0 15.3
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 2 ERNIE 23.7 19.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 3 FREEDOM 20.7 25.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 4 PIONEER2545 29.3 NA 36.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 5 NY99056-161 13.7 30.0 12.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 25.3 30.0 30.5




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 8 NY05152-825 11.7 17.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 9 NY05152-821 16.7 11.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 10 KWS050 22.3 33.0 15.3
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 11 KWS051 26.3 31.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 12 KWS052 42.7 15.0 13.1
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 13 KWS036 26.7 40.0 32.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 14 ES12-3030 40.3 NA 22.1
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 15 ES12-1358 22.0 NA 10.2
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 16 ES12-1275 18.0 14.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 17 F1014 10.7 28.0 18.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 18 E6012 34.7 40.0 22.3
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 19 OH09-207-24 18.3 24.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 20 OH09-281-10 40.7 26.0 21.6
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 21 OH10-200-49 11.7 NA 11.5
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 22 10641B1-9-11-7 17.3 30.0 9.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 23 0762A1-2-8 13.3 NA 11.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 24 08334A1-31 22.3 31.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 25 0566A1-3-1-6 37.7 NA 11.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 26 10512RA1-8 17.0 30.0 19.4
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 27 M11-2024 33.7 NA 21.6
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 28 M12-3312CW 13.3 65.0 21.6
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 29 M12-3301 18.3 NA 21.0
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 30 M12-2036 12.4 NA 17.4
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 31 M12-2031 13.0 NA 15.0
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 32 CA9-72 35.3 33.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 33 CA9-76 44.3 NA 14.0
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 34 DH5-15 29.3 29.0 19.4
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 35 CA13-53 21.6 27.0 22.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 36 CA13-63 19.0 NA 8.2
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 37 IL10-19464 29.3 29.0 14.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 38 IL10-21934 27.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 39 IL10-21937 32.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 40 IL11-36131 25.3 18.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 41 IL11-27667 25.3 NA 8.2
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 36.0 NA 14.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 20.3 20.0 7.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 24.0 30.0 15.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 24.0 29.0 16.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 17.0 20.0 9.8
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 47 MO122246 14.0 NA 13.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 48 MO130203 21.7 NA 14.4
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 49 MO130765 14.3 21.0 10.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 50 MO131838 16.7 20.0 9.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 51 NE05548 27.0 32.0 18.9
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 52 NE10589 37.0 45.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 53 NW13455 29.3 NA 28.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 54 NE13511 28.7 31.0 25.8




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 56 VA11W-108 45.0 NA 10.0
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 57 VA11W-182 40.0 29.0 16.6
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 58 VA12W-150 31.3 NA 12.7
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 59 VA12FHB-4 27.3 NA 11.3
2015 NUS 2015_NE_MEA 60 VA12FHB-55 46.3 17.0 NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 1 TRUMAN 66.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 2 ERNIE 54.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 3 FREEDOM 55.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 4 PIONEER2545 79.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 5 NY99056-161 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 59.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 7 NY05152-818 85.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 8 NY05152-825 66.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 9 NY05152-821 58.6 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 10 KWS050 79.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 11 KWS051 66.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 12 KWS052 34.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 13 KWS036 79.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 14 ES12-3030 34.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 15 ES12-1358 38.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 16 ES12-1275 49.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 17 F1014 79.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 18 E6012 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 19 OH09-207-24 78.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 20 OH09-281-10 70.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 21 OH10-200-49 70.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 22 10641B1-9-11-7 59.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 23 0762A1-2-8 22.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 24 08334A1-31 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 25 0566A1-3-1-6 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 26 10512RA1-8 45.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 27 M11-2024 44.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 28 M12-3312CW 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 29 M12-3301 32.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 30 M12-2036 34.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 31 M12-2031 49.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 32 CA9-72 70.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 33 CA9-76 79.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 34 DH5-15 82.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 35 CA13-53 70.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 36 CA13-63 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 37 IL10-19464 48.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 38 IL10-21934 65.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 39 IL10-21937 49.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 40 IL11-36131 38.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 41 IL11-27667 30.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 68.7 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 63.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 55.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 47 MO122246 34.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 48 MO130203 59.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 49 MO130765 55.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 50 MO131838 60.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 51 NE05548 59.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 52 NE10589 63.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 53 NW13455 58.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 54 NE13511 78.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 55 NE06545 60.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 56 VA11W-108 44.0 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 57 VA11W-182 60.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 58 VA12W-150 59.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 59 VA12FHB-4 22.7 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_ON_RID 60 VA12FHB-55 44.3 NA NA
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 1 TRUMAN 33.5 6.7 4.4
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 2 ERNIE 32.0 23.3 4.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 3 FREEDOM 43.0 21.7 2.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 4 PIONEER2545 80.0 58.3 12.3
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 5 NY99056-161 22.7 21.7 4.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 50.4 15.0 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 7 NY05152-818 38.4 11.7 2.9
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 8 NY05152-825 41.4 21.7 2.9
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 9 NY05152-821 26.5 16.7 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 10 KWS050 35.3 18.3 4.1
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 11 KWS051 56.1 23.3 3.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 12 KWS052 77.6 13.3 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 13 KWS036 75.3 16.7 9.9
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 14 ES12-3030 34.3 26.7 2.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 15 ES12-1358 36.5 8.3 1.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 16 ES12-1275 30.6 6.7 1.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 17 F1014 53.6 33.3 7.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 18 E6012 76.2 13.3 7.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 19 OH09-207-24 37.0 10.0 2.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 20 OH09-281-10 36.3 38.3 2.0
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 21 OH10-200-49 28.9 5.3 1.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 22 10641B1-9-11-7 15.7 38.3 7.4
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 23 0762A1-2-8 18.1 20.0 0.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 24 08334A1-31 38.7 6.7 1.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 25 0566A1-3-1-6 42.3 10.0 2.2
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 26 10512RA1-8 16.5 30.0 5.3
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 27 M11-2024 61.5 16.7 6.2
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 28 M12-3312CW 16.8 11.7 7.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 29 M12-3301 55.5 8.3 1.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 30 M12-2036 26.8 13.3 5.6




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 32 CA9-72 74.1 18.3 7.2
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 33 CA9-76 43.3 11.7 4.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 34 DH5-15 22.6 18.3 3.0
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 35 CA13-53 31.0 16.7 2.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 36 CA13-63 21.0 11.7 2.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 37 IL10-19464 34.5 3.7 1.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 38 IL10-21934 26.1 5.3 1.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 39 IL10-21937 25.9 5.3 2.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 40 IL11-36131 23.0 3.7 1.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 41 IL11-27667 31.8 3.7 1.4
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 42.0 11.7 3.0
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 30.2 10.0 1.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 30.6 13.3 2.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 80.3 8.3 2.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 37.8 8.3 1.0
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 47 MO122246 12.1 6.7 1.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 48 MO130203 44.7 8.3 2.8
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 49 MO130765 40.8 8.3 2.3
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 50 MO131838 19.0 5.0 1.7
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 51 NE05548 52.0 18.3 4.4
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 52 NE10589 62.7 30.0 7.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 53 NW13455 44.4 13.3 9.0
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 54 NE13511 43.7 16.7 3.2
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 55 NE06545 54.0 21.7 3.2
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 56 VA11W-108 70.9 23.3 3.4
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 57 VA11W-182 50.8 26.7 5.6
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 58 VA12W-150 68.7 15.0 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 59 VA12FHB-4 28.3 8.3 3.1
2015 NUS 2015_IL_URB 60 VA12FHB-55 20.1 5.0 1.9
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 1 TRUMAN NA 7.2 6.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 2 ERNIE NA 7.5 4.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 3 FREEDOM NA 8.3 4.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 4 PIONEER2545 NA 19.2 27.2
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 5 NY99056-161 NA 8.9 24.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 6 NY09067-2-69-1097 NA 15.0 8.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 7 NY05152-818 NA 17.5 16.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 8 NY05152-825 NA 22.5 12.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 9 NY05152-821 NA 21.9 22.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 10 KWS050 NA 18.9 16.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 11 KWS051 NA 18.3 5.8
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 12 KWS052 NA 9.7 6.5
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 13 KWS036 NA 10.8 31.8
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 14 ES12-3030 NA 10.3 5.8
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 15 ES12-1358 NA 8.3 3.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 16 ES12-1275 NA 10.0 4.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 17 F1014 NA 6.4 21.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 18 E6012 NA 7.9 23.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 20 OH09-281-10 NA 5.4 7.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 21 OH10-200-49 NA 4.6 6.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 22 10641B1-9-11-7 NA 7.5 5.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 23 0762A1-2-8 NA 4.4 3.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 24 08334A1-31 NA 9.7 6.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 25 0566A1-3-1-6 NA 6.7 4.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 26 10512RA1-8 NA 3.9 9.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 27 M11-2024 NA 6.1 14.9
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 28 M12-3312CW NA 5.8 24.5
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 29 M12-3301 NA 4.4 5.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 30 M12-2036 NA 4.4 17.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 31 M12-2031 NA 5.3 26.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 32 CA9-72 NA 14.4 17.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 33 CA9-76 NA 11.7 11.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 34 DH5-15 NA 10.4 14.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 35 CA13-53 NA 22.5 15.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 36 CA13-63 NA 17.2 14.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 37 IL10-19464 NA 10.1 4.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 38 IL10-21934 NA 7.5 5.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 39 IL10-21937 NA 7.5 4.8
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 40 IL11-36131 NA 3.8 4.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 41 IL11-27667 NA 3.3 2.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 42 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 NA 11.9 6.2
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 43 KY06C-1201-18-6-3 NA 11.7 7.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 44 KY06C-1107-7-2-5 NA 9.6 6.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 45 KY06C-2020-10-5-3 NA 16.7 6.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 46 KY06C-2020-11-12-1 NA 5.8 1.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 47 MO122246 NA 9.7 3.5
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 48 MO130203 NA 8.6 4.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 49 MO130765 NA 9.2 6.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 50 MO131838 NA 5.8 5.3
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 51 NE05548 NA 20.8 7.8
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 52 NE10589 NA 23.9 17.6
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 53 NW13455 NA 9.4 14.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 54 NE13511 NA 18.6 9.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 55 NE06545 NA 10.4 11.1
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 56 VA11W-108 NA 8.6 10.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 57 VA11W-182 NA 17.2 10.4
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 58 VA12W-150 NA 14.4 10.7
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 59 VA12FHB-4 NA 7.5 4.0
2015 NUS 2015_OH_WOO 60 VA12FHB-55 NA 11.4 1.7
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 1 TRUMAN 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 2 FREEDOM 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 3 ERNIE 60.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 4 PIONEER2545 50.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 5 OH10-219-65 60.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 6 OH09-207-68 30.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 8 OH11-118-18 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 9 KWS060 80.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 10 KWS072 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 11 KWS074 35.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 12 KWS078 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 35.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 18 NY05158-833 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 19 NY05158-864 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 20 NY05158-841 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 21 NY05158-859 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 22 NY99069-352 85.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 23 VA14W-6 55.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 24 VA10W-21BSR124 90.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 25 VA14FHB-22 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 26 VA14FHB-31 35.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 27 MI14R0233 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 28 MI14R0082 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 29 MI14W0217 35.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 30 MI14R0080 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 31 MI14R0109 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 32 0762A1-2-8 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 34 0566A1-3-1-52 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 35 05247A1-7-3-120 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 37 ES14-0937 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 38 ES14-1398 55.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 39 ES14-1860 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 40 ES14-1847 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 41 IL10-21934 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 42 IL10-21937 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 43 IL11-6543 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 44 IL11-28222 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 45 IL12-5110 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 46 NE13625 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 47 NE13515 50.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 48 NE05548 70.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 49 NE13604 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_CHA 50 NI12702W 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 1 TRUMAN 5.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 2 FREEDOM 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 3 ERNIE 50.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 4 PIONEER2545 65.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 6 OH09-207-68 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 7 OH08-206-69 22.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 8 OH11-118-18 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 9 KWS060 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 10 KWS072 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 11 KWS074 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 12 KWS078 32.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 97.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 10.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 17.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 22.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 18 NY05158-833 12.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 19 NY05158-864 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 20 NY05158-841 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 21 NY05158-859 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 22 NY99069-352 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 23 VA14W-6 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 24 VA10W-21BSR124 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 25 VA14FHB-22 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 26 VA14FHB-31 50.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 27 MI14R0233 7.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 28 MI14R0082 3.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 29 MI14W0217 22.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 30 MI14R0080 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 31 MI14R0109 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 32 0762A1-2-8 2.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 7.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 34 0566A1-3-1-52 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 35 05247A1-7-3-120 12.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 25.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 37 ES14-0937 20.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 38 ES14-1398 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 39 ES14-1860 22.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 40 ES14-1847 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 41 IL10-21934 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 42 IL10-21937 27.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 43 IL11-6543 35.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 44 IL11-28222 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 45 IL12-5110 10.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 46 NE13625 62.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 47 NE13515 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 48 NE05548 30.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 49 NE13604 15.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_HIG 50 NI12702W 17.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 1 TRUMAN 36.2 15.0 0.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 2 FREEDOM 44.4 50.0 1.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 4 PIONEER2545 72.9 80.0 7.1
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 5 OH10-219-65 52.5 28.3 1.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 6 OH09-207-68 22.7 36.7 1.4
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 7 OH08-206-69 36.4 53.3 1.2
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 8 OH11-118-18 13.3 30.0 0.4
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 9 KWS060 55.4 33.3 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 10 KWS072 37.4 23.3 4.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 11 KWS074 34.3 23.3 0.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 12 KWS078 48.2 26.7 1.1
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 19.0 6.7 0.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 13.7 11.7 0.9
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 42.0 40.0 1.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 57.3 26.7 1.3
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 65.4 38.3 0.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 18 NY05158-833 34.6 23.3 1.2
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 19 NY05158-864 51.1 23.3 1.9
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 20 NY05158-841 57.9 26.7 1.4
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 21 NY05158-859 45.2 30.0 1.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 22 NY99069-352 79.4 8.3 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 23 VA14W-6 35.7 23.3 3.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 24 VA10W-21BSR124 65.5 53.3 3.4
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 25 VA14FHB-22 77.6 16.7 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 26 VA14FHB-31 33.9 40.0 3.6
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 27 MI14R0233 62.5 10.0 1.2
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 28 MI14R0082 66.9 20.0 0.2
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 29 MI14W0217 47.7 6.7 1.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 30 MI14R0080 66.5 66.7 2.3
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 31 MI14R0109 34.8 20.0 2.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 32 0762A1-2-8 15.1 16.7 1.3
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 21.9 20.0 2.1
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 34 0566A1-3-1-52 38.2 33.3 1.6
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 35 05247A1-7-3-120 56.6 16.7 1.9
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 62.2 13.3 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 37 ES14-0937 45.8 30.0 1.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 38 ES14-1398 39.5 15.0 1.3
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 39 ES14-1860 17.0 6.7 0.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 40 ES14-1847 58.5 36.7 3.4
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 41 IL10-21934 27.6 5.0 0.8
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 42 IL10-21937 23.8 15.0 1.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 43 IL11-6543 36.9 20.0 0.6
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 44 IL11-28222 14.4 8.3 0.7
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 45 IL12-5110 42.3 15.0 1.1
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 46 NE13625 53.0 6.7 1.6
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 47 NE13515 68.9 36.7 3.1
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 48 NE05548 79.9 40.0 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 49 NE13604 35.7 10.0 0.5
2016 NUS 2016_IL_URB 50 NI12702W 47.9 6.7 0.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 2 FREEDOM NA NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 3 ERNIE 26.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 4 PIONEER2545 27.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 5 OH10-219-65 18.4 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 6 OH09-207-68 21.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 7 OH08-206-69 19.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 8 OH11-118-18 14.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 9 KWS060 22.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 10 KWS072 36.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 11 KWS074 14.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 12 KWS078 22.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 22.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 14.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 27.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 8.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 15.4 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 18 NY05158-833 30.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 19 NY05158-864 21.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 20 NY05158-841 21.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 21 NY05158-859 28.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 22 NY99069-352 21.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 23 VA14W-6 21.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 24 VA10W-21BSR124 22.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 25 VA14FHB-22 24.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 26 VA14FHB-31 24.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 27 MI14R0233 18.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 28 MI14R0082 9.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 29 MI14W0217 20.4 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 30 MI14R0080 27.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 31 MI14R0109 11.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 32 0762A1-2-8 9.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 14.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 34 0566A1-3-1-52 20.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 35 05247A1-7-3-120 24.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 15.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 37 ES14-0937 20.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 38 ES14-1398 22.3 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 39 ES14-1860 19.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 40 ES14-1847 20.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 41 IL10-21934 15.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 42 IL10-21937 9.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 43 IL11-6543 18.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 44 IL11-28222 15.4 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 45 IL12-5110 16.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 46 NE13625 17.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 47 NE13515 20.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 48 NE05548 32.8 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_IN_WLA 50 NI12702W 28.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 1 TRUMAN 10.5 5.0 10.1
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 2 FREEDOM NA NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 3 ERNIE 18.0 7.0 15.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 4 PIONEER2545 32.3 12.8 26.8
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 5 OH10-219-65 19.7 12.0 12.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 6 OH09-207-68 14.0 12.3 15.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 7 OH08-206-69 22.1 6.7 16.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 8 OH11-118-18 9.5 2.7 8.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 9 KWS060 22.0 4.6 12.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 10 KWS072 28.6 8.9 19.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 11 KWS074 20.5 11.2 18.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 12 KWS078 26.2 5.1 19.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 13.4 4.9 6.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 14.5 3.0 6.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 16.7 7.7 16.0
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 16.6 2.7 12.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 15.4 3.5 7.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 18 NY05158-833 32.6 13.5 17.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 19 NY05158-864 27.8 7.7 18.1
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 20 NY05158-841 22.0 3.1 17.1
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 21 NY05158-859 28.2 5.6 16.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 22 NY99069-352 23.6 6.8 38.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 23 VA14W-6 27.3 5.6 23.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 24 VA10W-21BSR124 29.8 8.9 24.6
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 25 VA14FHB-22 23.9 5.6 11.6
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 26 VA14FHB-31 35.2 6.3 20.4
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 27 MI14R0233 21.4 9.6 18.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 28 MI14R0082 15.0 3.3 7.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 29 MI14W0217 14.7 4.3 20.8
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 30 MI14R0080 15.4 7.1 15.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 31 MI14R0109 18.1 6.3 22.0
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 32 0762A1-2-8 12.0 5.8 6.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 16.2 5.2 16.1
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 34 0566A1-3-1-52 17.8 7.6 10.6
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 35 05247A1-7-3-120 16.8 4.3 13.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 16.2 4.4 14.4
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 37 ES14-0937 15.7 3.2 7.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 38 ES14-1398 18.5 5.3 9.5
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 39 ES14-1860 14.9 2.5 5.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 40 ES14-1847 28.3 12.2 21.3
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 41 IL10-21934 17.4 4.5 9.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 42 IL10-21937 18.9 5.0 13.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 43 IL11-6543 14.6 3.2 7.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 44 IL11-28222 11.3 2.1 5.6
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 45 IL12-5110 12.9 2.6 9.9
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 46 NE13625 17.8 5.9 16.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 48 NE05548 30.7 18.9 32.1
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 49 NE13604 19.6 10.3 33.7
2016 NUS 2016_KY_LEX 50 NI12702W 20.0 8.6 21.1
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 1 TRUMAN 28.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 2 FREEDOM 29.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 3 ERNIE 16.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 4 PIONEER2545 60.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 5 OH10-219-65 37.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 6 OH09-207-68 44.3 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 7 OH08-206-69 13.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 8 OH11-118-18 30.1 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 9 KWS060 32.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 10 KWS072 58.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 11 KWS074 47.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 12 KWS078 45.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 51.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 54.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 14.0 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 43.3 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 37.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 18 NY05158-833 47.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 19 NY05158-864 71.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 20 NY05158-841 55.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 21 NY05158-859 52.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 22 NY99069-352 17.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 23 VA14W-6 46.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 24 VA10W-21BSR124 43.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 25 VA14FHB-22 36.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 26 VA14FHB-31 60.4 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 27 MI14R0233 50.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 28 MI14R0082 41.3 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 29 MI14W0217 46.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 30 MI14R0080 50.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 31 MI14R0109 43.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 32 0762A1-2-8 20.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 26.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 34 0566A1-3-1-52 27.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 35 05247A1-7-3-120 41.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 9.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 37 ES14-0937 30.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 38 ES14-1398 43.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 39 ES14-1860 40.9 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 40 ES14-1847 43.6 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 41 IL10-21934 20.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 42 IL10-21937 50.5 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 43 IL11-6543 29.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 44 IL11-28222 31.2 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 46 NE13625 26.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 47 NE13515 30.8 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 48 NE05548 35.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 49 NE13604 25.2 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MI_ELA 50 NI12702W 20.7 NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 1 TRUMAN 11.2 22.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 2 FREEDOM NA NA NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 3 ERNIE 25.2 30.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 4 PIONEER2545 29.2 37.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 5 OH10-219-65 19.9 60.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 6 OH09-207-68 18.8 27.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 7 OH08-206-69 16.2 35.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 8 OH11-118-18 10.4 17.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 9 KWS060 18.2 37.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 10 KWS072 24.5 35.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 11 KWS074 20.2 30.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 12 KWS078 8.7 17.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 11.7 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 14.2 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 12.6 22.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 19.4 47.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 12.2 30.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 18 NY05158-833 17.4 32.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 19 NY05158-864 14.0 35.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 20 NY05158-841 12.6 22.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 21 NY05158-859 23.5 50.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 22 NY99069-352 24.1 60.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 23 VA14W-6 15.3 52.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 24 VA10W-21BSR124 27.5 57.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 25 VA14FHB-22 22.8 40.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 26 VA14FHB-31 15.1 22.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 27 MI14R0233 11.0 32.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 28 MI14R0082 10.4 30.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 29 MI14W0217 11.0 12.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 30 MI14R0080 16.5 45.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 31 MI14R0109 12.6 37.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 32 0762A1-2-8 10.1 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 7.9 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 34 0566A1-3-1-52 7.8 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 35 05247A1-7-3-120 9.2 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 10.5 17.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 37 ES14-0937 17.2 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 38 ES14-1398 19.0 45.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 39 ES14-1860 15.3 37.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 40 ES14-1847 14.5 35.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 41 IL10-21934 11.0 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 42 IL10-21937 8.0 17.5 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 44 IL11-28222 21.0 22.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 45 IL12-5110 12.5 37.5 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 46 NE13625 13.2 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 47 NE13515 16.5 35.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 48 NE05548 18.8 60.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 49 NE13604 21.2 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_MO_COL 50 NI12702W 26.1 45.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 1 TRUMAN 11.3 22.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 2 FREEDOM 15.7 24.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 3 ERNIE 19.7 12.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 4 PIONEER2545 27.0 28.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 5 OH10-219-65 15.0 13.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 6 OH09-207-68 10.7 12.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 7 OH08-206-69 13.0 16.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 8 OH11-118-18 9.0 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 9 KWS060 12.0 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 10 KWS072 26.7 14.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 11 KWS074 18.3 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 12 KWS078 14.0 7.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 19.7 19.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 16.0 14.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 27.3 24.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 17.0 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 15.7 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 18 NY05158-833 18.0 6.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 19 NY05158-864 21.7 8.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 20 NY05158-841 29.3 11.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 21 NY05158-859 31.7 12.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 22 NY99069-352 20.0 11.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 23 VA14W-6 25.7 12.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 24 VA10W-21BSR124 24.3 18.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 25 VA14FHB-22 17.3 14.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 26 VA14FHB-31 14.7 28.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 27 MI14R0233 18.7 22.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 28 MI14R0082 14.7 29.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 29 MI14W0217 11.3 12.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 30 MI14R0080 17.0 19.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 31 MI14R0109 16.7 17.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 32 0762A1-2-8 17.3 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 14.3 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 34 0566A1-3-1-52 15.3 19.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 35 05247A1-7-3-120 23.3 21.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 22.0 21.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 37 ES14-0937 15.0 40.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 38 ES14-1398 14.0 18.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 39 ES14-1860 19.7 26.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 40 ES14-1847 22.4 23.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 42 IL10-21937 13.7 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 43 IL11-6543 18.3 19.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 44 IL11-28222 20.3 31.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 45 IL12-5110 20.3 26.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 46 NE13625 8.7 8.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 47 NE13515 18.0 8.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 48 NE05548 16.0 18.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 49 NE13604 15.0 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NE_MEA 50 NI12702W 14.0 2.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 1 TRUMAN NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 2 FREEDOM NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 3 ERNIE NA 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 4 PIONEER2545 NA 60.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 5 OH10-219-65 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 6 OH09-207-68 NA 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 7 OH08-206-69 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 8 OH11-118-18 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 9 KWS060 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 10 KWS072 NA 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 11 KWS074 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 12 KWS078 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 NA 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 NA 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 18 NY05158-833 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 19 NY05158-864 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 20 NY05158-841 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 21 NY05158-859 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 22 NY99069-352 NA 30.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 23 VA14W-6 NA 40.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 24 VA10W-21BSR124 NA 50.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 25 VA14FHB-22 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 26 VA14FHB-31 NA 45.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 27 MI14R0233 NA 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 28 MI14R0082 NA 50.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 29 MI14W0217 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 30 MI14R0080 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 31 MI14R0109 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 32 0762A1-2-8 NA 45.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 NA 50.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 34 0566A1-3-1-52 NA 55.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 35 05247A1-7-3-120 NA 40.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 NA 25.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 37 ES14-0937 NA 15.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 38 ES14-1398 NA 25.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 40 ES14-1847 NA 65.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 41 IL10-21934 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 42 IL10-21937 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 43 IL11-6543 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 44 IL11-28222 NA 0.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 45 IL12-5110 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 46 NE13625 NA 5.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 47 NE13515 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 48 NE05548 NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 49 NE13604 NA 20.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_NY_ITH 50 NI12702W NA 10.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 1 TRUMAN NA 15.0 11.9
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 2 FREEDOM NA 40.0 12.8
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 3 ERNIE NA 28.0 32.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 4 PIONEER2545 NA 58.0 53.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 5 OH10-219-65 NA 50.0 28.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 6 OH09-207-68 NA 20.0 11.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 7 OH08-206-69 NA 30.0 25.2
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 8 OH11-118-18 NA 8.0 6.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 9 KWS060 NA 55.0 39.3
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 10 KWS072 NA 20.0 10.2
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 11 KWS074 NA 25.0 16.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 12 KWS078 NA 18.0 21.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 NA 8.0 10.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 NA 25.0 33.0
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 NA 25.0 28.9
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 NA 10.0 15.4
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 NA 8.0 14.8
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 18 NY05158-833 NA 15.0 20.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 19 NY05158-864 NA 10.0 27.0
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 20 NY05158-841 NA 15.0 16.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 21 NY05158-859 NA 10.0 15.0
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 22 NY99069-352 NA 28.0 33.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 23 VA14W-6 NA 55.0 24.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 24 VA10W-21BSR124 NA 70.0 20.9
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 25 VA14FHB-22 NA 50.0 28.2
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 26 VA14FHB-31 NA 15.0 8.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 27 MI14R0233 NA 18.0 19.3
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 28 MI14R0082 NA 5.0 8.0
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 29 MI14W0217 NA 20.0 24.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 30 MI14R0080 NA 20.0 13.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 31 MI14R0109 NA 18.0 9.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 32 0762A1-2-8 NA 15.0 9.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 NA 20.0 21.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 34 0566A1-3-1-52 NA 18.0 11.6
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 35 05247A1-7-3-120 NA 15.0 23.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 NA 30.0 26.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 38 ES14-1398 NA 25.0 15.0
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 39 ES14-1860 NA 15.0 9.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 40 ES14-1847 NA 70.0 43.2
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 41 IL10-21934 NA 15.0 13.4
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 42 IL10-21937 NA 25.0 17.3
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 43 IL11-6543 NA 5.0 6.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 44 IL11-28222 NA 8.0 8.3
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 45 IL12-5110 NA 8.0 12.1
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 46 NE13625 NA 40.0 27.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 47 NE13515 NA 35.0 28.8
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 48 NE05548 NA 50.0 44.5
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 49 NE13604 NA 40.0 25.7
2016 NUS 2016_OH_WOO 50 NI12702W NA 65.0 NA
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 1 TRUMAN 7.7 22.5 4.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 2 FREEDOM 14.3 40.5 9.5
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 3 ERNIE 13.5 46.0 6.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 4 PIONEER2545 40.4 52.0 13.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 5 OH10-219-65 15.8 31.0 4.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 6 OH09-207-68 10.4 47.0 4.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 7 OH08-206-69 11.3 37.0 6.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 8 OH11-118-18 9.8 21.5 4.9
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 9 KWS060 30.8 51.5 3.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 10 KWS072 10.2 48.2 2.7
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 11 KWS074 14.7 31.0 7.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 12 KWS078 14.3 23.5 4.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 13 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 7.6 34.1 1.2
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 14 X08C-1070-73-18-1 9.1 23.0 3.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 15 X09-0187-112-14-1 14.1 38.5 5.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 16 KY09C-1024-96-1-3 10.5 27.0 5.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 17 KY09C-0601-39-8-1 12.4 15.3 4.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 18 NY05158-833 12.8 50.0 5.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 19 NY05158-864 18.7 31.3 8.4
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 20 NY05158-841 16.4 42.0 3.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 21 NY05158-859 14.6 47.5 7.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 22 NY99069-352 22.4 54.5 6.9
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 23 VA14W-6 21.4 44.0 8.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 24 VA10W-21BSR124 25.4 41.0 4.1
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 25 VA14FHB-22 16.2 34.0 6.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 26 VA14FHB-31 22.3 52.0 7.1
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 27 MI14R0233 16.5 39.0 8.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 28 MI14R0082 7.0 19.0 2.9
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 29 MI14W0217 7.7 34.4 5.2
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 30 MI14R0080 14.5 28.8 2.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 31 MI14R0109 13.2 32.0 3.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 32 0762A1-2-8 8.8 46.0 3.4
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 33 05247A1-7-3-108-2 10.7 45.4 10.8
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 34 0566A1-3-1-52 11.3 75.6 5.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 36 04620A1-1-7-4-17 13.8 38.6 6.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 37 ES14-0937 10.3 34.0 4.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 38 ES14-1398 17.2 41.0 3.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 39 ES14-1860 10.4 24.3 1.4
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 40 ES14-1847 34.2 65.5 12.7
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 41 IL10-21934 8.4 31.4 3.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 42 IL10-21937 12.9 31.5 4.4
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 43 IL11-6543 8.8 19.5 2.0
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 44 IL11-28222 7.0 18.5 1.7
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 45 IL12-5110 11.7 25.5 3.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 46 NE13625 12.2 30.0 6.3
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 47 NE13515 21.1 53.5 7.7
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 48 NE05548 19.9 40.1 8.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 49 NE13604 19.6 50.0 12.6
2016 NUS 2016_VA_BLA 50 NI12702W 19.1 61.5 14.2
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 1 TRUMAN NA 12.0 7.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 2 ERNIE NA 24.0 14.4
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 3 FREEDOM NA 37.0 18.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 4 PIONEER2545 NA 56.0 39.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 5 VA11W-108PA NA 16.0 10.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 NA 15.0 13.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 7 VA14FHB-29 NA 15.0 12.8
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 NA 16.0 12.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 NA 21.0 9.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 NA 11.0 2.4
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 NA 10.0 5.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 NA 12.0 7.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 NA 9.0 5.8
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 NA 12.0 14.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 15 OH12-195-22 NA 17.0 13.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 16 OH11-118-18 NA 8.0 4.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 17 OH12-133-74 NA 17.0 8.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 18 OH12-194-24 NA 17.0 14.8
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 19 OH13-16-25 NA 15.0 10.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 20 NE14538 NA 17.0 11.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 21 NE14606 NA 26.0 21.6
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 22 NE14696 NA 87.0 21.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 23 NI12702W NA 72.0 31.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 24 NE15545 NA 73.0 23.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 25 KWS095 NA 26.0 7.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 26 KWS103 NA 34.0 10.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 27 KWS122 NA 17.0 6.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 28 KWS127 NA 47.0 15.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 29 KWS141 NA 14.0 3.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 30 IL09-3264-T2 NA 24.0 6.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 31 IL12-21235 NA 11.0 4.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 32 IL12-26004 NA 6.0 3.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 34 IL13-20616 NA 11.0 5.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 35 NY99056-161 NA 18.0 20.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 NA 22.0 13.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 NA 9.0 3.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 38 NY01016-AN NA 17.0 29.8
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 39 NY09125-16-1034 NA 13.0 12.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 40 MO140304 NA 13.0 7.5
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 41 MO151323 NA 12.0 3.2
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 42 MO151031 NA 19.0 11.4
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 43 MO151826 NA 11.0 4.4
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 44 MO150133 NA 10.0 3.2
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 NA 22.0 6.8
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 NA 25.0 7.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 NA 15.0 2.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 48 0762A1-2-8 NA 19.0 3.2
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 NA 70.0 19.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 50 LES15-5199 NA 46.0 10.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 51 LES15-7011 NA 26.0 4.3
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 52 LES15-5540 NA 57.0 15.1
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 53 LES15-5605 NA 32.0 8.4
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 54 LES15-7004 NA 37.0 9.6
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 55 U6714-B-041 NA 42.0 28.9
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 56 MI14R0008 NA 26.0 7.2
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 57 MI14R0009 NA 17.0 9.7
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 58 MI14R0421 NA 47.0 15.0
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 59 MI14R0267 NA 32.0 9.6
2017 NUS 2017_OH_WOO 60 OH09-207-68 NA 29.0 6.8
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 1 TRUMAN 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 2 ERNIE 25.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 3 FREEDOM 20.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 4 PIONEER2545 50.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 5 VA11W-108PA 10.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 7 VA14FHB-29 25.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 45.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 7.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 7.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 15.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 15 OH12-195-22 40.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 16 OH11-118-18 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 17 OH12-133-74 25.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 18 OH12-194-24 40.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 19 OH13-16-25 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 20 NE14538 22.5 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 22 NE14696 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 23 NI12702W 15.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 24 NE15545 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 25 KWS095 22.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 26 KWS103 15.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 27 KWS122 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 28 KWS127 42.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 29 KWS141 15.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 30 IL09-3264-T2 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 31 IL12-21235 0.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 32 IL12-26004 0.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 33 IL13-451 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 34 IL13-20616 0.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 35 NY99056-161 22.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 6.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 0.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 38 NY01016-AN 20.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 39 NY09125-16-1034 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 40 MO140304 15.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 41 MO151323 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 42 MO151031 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 43 MO151826 3.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 44 MO150133 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 7.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 12.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 48 0762A1-2-8 2.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 32.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 50 LES15-5199 10.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 51 LES15-7011 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 52 LES15-5540 10.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 53 LES15-5605 20.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 54 LES15-7004 20.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 55 U6714-B-041 35.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 56 MI14R0008 45.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 57 MI14R0009 50.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 58 MI14R0421 5.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 59 MI14R0267 20.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_IL_CHA 60 OH09-207-68 25.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 1 TRUMAN 19.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 2 ERNIE 51.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 3 FREEDOM 35.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 4 PIONEER2545 52.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 5 VA11W-108PA 43.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 25.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 7 VA14FHB-29 28.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 53.6 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 52.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 46.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 42.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 24.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 48.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 15 OH12-195-22 44.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 16 OH11-118-18 26.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 17 OH12-133-74 28.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 18 OH12-194-24 50.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 19 OH13-16-25 58.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 20 NE14538 26.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 21 NE14606 32.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 22 NE14696 27.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 23 NI12702W 32.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 24 NE15545 60.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 25 KWS095 38.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 26 KWS103 59.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 27 KWS122 NA NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 28 KWS127 NA NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 29 KWS141 NA NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 30 IL09-3264-T2 54.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 31 IL12-21235 53.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 32 IL12-26004 68.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 33 IL13-451 43.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 34 IL13-20616 46.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 35 NY99056-161 22.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 15.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 14.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 38 NY01016-AN 43.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 39 NY09125-16-1034 52.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 40 MO140304 26.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 41 MO151323 32.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 42 MO151031 53.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 43 MO151826 41.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 44 MO150133 32.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 53.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 36.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 41.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 48 0762A1-2-8 21.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 43.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 50 LES15-5199 45.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 51 LES15-7011 57.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 52 LES15-5540 50.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 53 LES15-5605 61.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 54 LES15-7004 64.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 55 U6714-B-041 60.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 56 MI14R0008 51.3 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 58 MI14R0421 41.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 59 MI14R0267 31.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_MI_ELA 60 OH09-207-68 40.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 1 TRUMAN 10.0 31.5 0.8
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 2 ERNIE 17.1 21.0 1.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 3 FREEDOM 22.5 38.5 1.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 4 PIONEER2545 39.9 34.5 5.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 5 VA11W-108PA 33.7 38.5 2.1
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 37.6 17.0 1.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 7 VA14FHB-29 28.8 26.5 0.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 36.2 37.0 3.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 35.0 21.0 1.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 17.7 17.5 1.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 18.7 22.5 0.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 31.7 17.0 1.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 11.7 18.0 1.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 33.8 26.5 1.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 15 OH12-195-22 24.4 16.5 1.5
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 16 OH11-118-18 8.6 44.5 1.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 17 OH12-133-74 29.6 47.5 1.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 18 OH12-194-24 31.8 26.5 1.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 19 OH13-16-25 45.4 26.5 1.8
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 20 NE14538 10.6 41.0 1.5
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 21 NE14606 11.6 57.0 4.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 22 NE14696 9.5 41.5 2.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 23 NI12702W 13.9 53.0 4.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 24 NE15545 18.7 43.5 3.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 25 KWS095 26.2 32.0 1.5
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 26 KWS103 37.8 27.5 2.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 27 KWS122 22.4 26.5 0.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 28 KWS127 33.0 23.0 3.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 29 KWS141 15.8 27.5 1.3
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 30 IL09-3264-T2 34.2 32.5 1.1
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 31 IL12-21235 19.0 24.5 1.0
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 32 IL12-26004 7.4 19.5 0.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 33 IL13-451 16.0 19.5 0.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 34 IL13-20616 9.2 27.0 0.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 35 NY99056-161 18.3 53.0 5.5
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 10.3 51.0 2.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 8.5 25.0 0.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 38 NY01016-AN 27.3 31.5 4.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 39 NY09125-16-1034 15.4 46.0 1.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 40 MO140304 10.0 14.5 1.3
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 41 MO151323 7.6 21.5 0.8
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 42 MO151031 17.5 20.0 0.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 43 MO151826 11.7 20.5 0.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 44 MO150133 13.8 20.0 0.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 16.9 27.5 1.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 15.8 18.5 0.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 48 0762A1-2-8 6.8 22.5 0.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 34.4 28.5 2.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 50 LES15-5199 28.5 39.0 2.3
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 51 LES15-7011 26.9 26.5 1.1
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 52 LES15-5540 24.4 40.0 1.6
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 53 LES15-5605 41.4 25.5 1.1
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 54 LES15-7004 17.8 13.5 0.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 55 U6714-B-041 15.4 44.0 7.7
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 56 MI14R0008 51.0 26.0 2.4
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 57 MI14R0009 62.7 23.5 2.9
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 58 MI14R0421 24.1 35.0 1.2
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 59 MI14R0267 21.1 20.5 2.3
2017 NUS 2017_VA_MTH 60 OH09-207-68 27.0 32.5 1.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 1 TRUMAN 32.0 10.0 5.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 2 ERNIE 49.7 42.5 15.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 3 FREEDOM 42.2 65.0 23.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 4 PIONEER2545 43.7 65.0 26.9
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 5 VA11W-108PA 25.8 60.0 21.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 26.0 20.0 15.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 7 VA14FHB-29 45.3 52.5 21.8
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 17.8 47.5 17.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 21.9 45.0 20.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 26.0 17.5 9.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 31.8 12.5 7.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 36.4 40.0 11.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 35.9 27.5 14.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 43.8 30.0 13.0
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 15 OH12-195-22 35.8 37.5 15.6
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 16 OH11-118-18 35.9 7.5 3.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 17 OH12-133-74 35.4 30.0 9.8
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 18 OH12-194-24 38.8 47.5 22.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 19 OH13-16-25 23.1 37.5 15.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 20 NE14538 25.7 55.0 16.6
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 21 NE14606 35.5 37.5 12.7
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 22 NE14696 52.8 32.5 17.7
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 23 NI12702W 26.8 45.0 15.9
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 24 NE15545 28.2 42.5 20.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 25 KWS095 39.2 35.0 8.8
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 26 KWS103 30.5 57.5 12.8
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 27 KWS122 36.7 20.0 10.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 28 KWS127 40.5 65.0 25.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 29 KWS141 45.5 42.5 20.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 30 IL09-3264-T2 47.5 32.5 9.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 31 IL12-21235 29.2 12.5 12.0
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 32 IL12-26004 36.1 7.5 7.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 34 IL13-20616 36.4 25.0 9.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 35 NY99056-161 32.7 17.5 14.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 29.2 7.5 6.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 21.2 12.5 4.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 38 NY01016-AN 25.3 37.5 24.2
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 39 NY09125-16-1034 41.2 37.5 19.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 40 MO140304 40.9 22.5 14.6
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 41 MO151323 44.7 12.5 7.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 42 MO151031 35.4 42.5 14.8
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 43 MO151826 29.0 12.5 11.0
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 44 MO150133 35.1 12.5 5.7
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 28.7 32.5 14.0
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 49.3 37.5 14.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 39.0 42.5 7.7
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 48 0762A1-2-8 31.6 20.0 9.6
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 48.4 57.5 18.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 50 LES15-5199 37.4 65.0 20.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 51 LES15-7011 26.7 32.5 16.9
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 52 LES15-5540 47.6 37.5 14.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 53 LES15-5605 35.8 40.0 11.5
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 54 LES15-7004 48.2 37.5 16.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 55 U6714-B-041 24.7 77.5 47.1
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 56 MI14R0008 33.8 25.0 11.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 57 MI14R0009 33.9 17.5 9.4
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 58 MI14R0421 35.1 47.5 12.9
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 59 MI14R0267 24.9 15.0 15.3
2017 NUS 2017_KY_LEX 60 OH09-207-68 37.4 35.0 13.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 1 TRUMAN 6.4 15.0 1.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 2 ERNIE 10.2 50.0 9.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 3 FREEDOM 10.0 60.0 6.8
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 4 PIONEER2545 19.0 90.0 25.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 5 VA11W-108PA 13.4 55.0 8.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 14.6 30.0 7.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 7 VA14FHB-29 15.8 50.0 10.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 12.0 90.0 11.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 11.4 40.0 9.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 9.6 10.0 3.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 8.8 45.0 8.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 10.6 40.0 5.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 6.8 30.0 7.3
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 7.8 25.0 5.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 15 OH12-195-22 11.0 75.0 9.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 16 OH11-118-18 1.2 10.0 2.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 17 OH12-133-74 11.0 65.0 5.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 18 OH12-194-24 20.8 80.0 12.1
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 19 OH13-16-25 10.0 55.0 14.3
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 20 NE14538 10.0 55.0 11.2




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 22 NE14696 11.4 45.0 7.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 23 NI12702W 6.4 25.0 10.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 24 NE15545 8.0 40.0 4.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 25 KWS095 14.2 45.0 6.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 26 KWS103 20.6 45.0 9.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 27 KWS122 13.6 20.0 4.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 28 KWS127 10.6 55.0 12.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 29 KWS141 8.0 30.0 6.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 30 IL09-3264-T2 9.2 30.0 5.8
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 31 IL12-21235 11.2 10.0 4.6
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 32 IL12-26004 11.4 35.0 5.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 33 IL13-451 7.8 15.0 2.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 34 IL13-20616 9.0 20.0 2.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 35 NY99056-161 13.4 25.0 8.1
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 7.0 35.0 15.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 6.4 10.0 1.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 38 NY01016-AN 17.0 60.0 25.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 39 NY09125-16-1034 8.0 50.0 9.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 40 MO140304 11.2 25.0 4.8
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 41 MO151323 4.8 10.0 1.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 42 MO151031 13.0 25.0 5.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 43 MO151826 5.8 20.0 3.1
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 44 MO150133 7.6 10.0 2.8
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 12.0 90.0 12.0
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 8.2 20.0 5.0
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 10.8 55.0 2.8
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 48 0762A1-2-8 6.0 50.0 3.3
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 16.0 80.0 25.5
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 50 LES15-5199 10.2 55.0 8.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 51 LES15-7011 7.2 30.0 3.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 52 LES15-5540 10.4 25.0 6.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 53 LES15-5605 15.8 35.0 5.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 54 LES15-7004 13.4 50.0 6.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 55 U6714-B-041 11.4 65.0 19.4
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 56 MI14R0008 13.6 60.0 17.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 57 MI14R0009 20.8 60.0 16.9
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 58 MI14R0421 10.6 40.0 7.7
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 59 MI14R0267 11.8 35.0 9.2
2017 NUS 2017_NY_ITH 60 OH09-207-68 10.6 50.0 9.4
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 1 TRUMAN 7.9 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 2 ERNIE 9.9 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 3 FREEDOM 20.0 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 4 PIONEER2545 14.3 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 5 VA11W-108PA 4.8 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 8.8 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 7 VA14FHB-29 7.6 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 12.7 20.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 13.8 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 10.8 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 11.3 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 3.2 20.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 3.7 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 15 OH12-195-22 10.2 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 16 OH11-118-18 12.4 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 17 OH12-133-74 5.4 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 18 OH12-194-24 7.5 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 19 OH13-16-25 7.5 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 20 NE14538 9.5 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 21 NE14606 8.4 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 22 NE14696 10.4 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 23 NI12702W 9.6 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 24 NE15545 6.8 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 25 KWS095 7.6 20.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 26 KWS103 7.3 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 27 KWS122 12.5 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 28 KWS127 7.6 17.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 29 KWS141 12.8 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 30 IL09-3264-T2 7.7 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 31 IL12-21235 7.5 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 32 IL12-26004 10.4 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 33 IL13-451 14.0 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 34 IL13-20616 8.9 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 35 NY99056-161 7.4 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 8.2 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 6.1 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 38 NY01016-AN 8.9 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 39 NY09125-16-1034 6.2 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 40 MO140304 9.6 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 41 MO151323 10.0 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 42 MO151031 6.9 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 43 MO151826 4.9 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 44 MO150133 13.4 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 45 0566A1-3-1-1-63 9.3 20.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 10.4 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 18.0 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 48 0762A1-2-8 8.8 22.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 16.7 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 50 LES15-5199 13.5 20.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 51 LES15-7011 8.5 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 52 LES15-5540 6.7 15.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 53 LES15-5605 11.5 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 54 LES15-7004 13.2 7.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 55 U6714-B-041 22.3 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 56 MI14R0008 13.1 7.5 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 58 MI14R0421 13.3 12.5 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 59 MI14R0267 9.0 5.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_MO_COL 60 OH09-207-68 7.7 10.0 NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 1 TRUMAN 17.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 2 ERNIE 37.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 3 FREEDOM 13.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 4 PIONEER2545 32.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 5 VA11W-108PA 37.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 6 VA09MAS1-12-5-1 20.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 7 VA14FHB-29 13.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 8 VA09MAS8-34-5-2 22.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 9 VA09MAS3-34-2-1 43.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 10 KY09C-0052-26-12-3 36.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 11 X08C-1070-74-20-1 25.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 12 KY09C-1245-100-1-3 45.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 13 KY09C-0267-45-16-3 24.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 14 X08C-1090-51-12-5 16.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 15 OH12-195-22 23.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 16 OH11-118-18 10.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 17 OH12-133-74 19.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 18 OH12-194-24 29.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 19 OH13-16-25 36.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 20 NE14538 14.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 21 NE14606 27.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 22 NE14696 7.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 23 NI12702W 10.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 24 NE15545 12.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 25 KWS095 21.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 26 KWS103 27.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 27 KWS122 18.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 28 KWS127 28.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 29 KWS141 33.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 30 IL09-3264-T2 26.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 31 IL12-21235 57.4 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 32 IL12-26004 36.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 33 IL13-451 38.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 34 IL13-20616 44.0 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 35 NY99056-161 18.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 36 
NYWHATFORD/7388-
39-693 11.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 37 NY09087-15-69-1124 22.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 38 NY01016-AN 22.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 39 NY09125-16-1034 34.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 40 MO140304 22.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 41 MO151323 34.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 42 MO151031 24.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 43 MO151826 17.7 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 44 MO150133 41.7 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 46 04620A1-1-7-4-10 30.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 47 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 36.1 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 48 0762A1-2-8 51.6 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 49 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 35.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 50 LES15-5199 35.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 51 LES15-7011 62.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 52 LES15-5540 51.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 53 LES15-5605 66.5 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 54 LES15-7004 43.3 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 55 U6714-B-041 39.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 56 MI14R0008 48.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 57 MI14R0009 35.2 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 58 MI14R0421 20.8 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 59 MI14R0267 25.9 NA NA
2017 NUS 2017_NE_MEA 60 OH09-207-68 44.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 1 TRUMAN 7.0 1.3 0.4
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 2 ERNIE 60.0 7.7 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 3 FREEDOM 37.0 28.3 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 4 PIONEER2545 63.0 36.7 4.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 5 IL13-20616 13.0 5.7 0.7
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 6 IL14-11718 40.0 11.7 1.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 7 IL14-11848 7.0 12.0 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 8 IL14-28462 43.0 18.4 0.2
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 27.0 11.0 0.8
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 10 VA15W-68 57.0 33.3 3.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 11 VA16W-29 57.0 20.0 2.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 12 VA16W-148 27.0 36.7 2.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 13 VA16W-149 50.0 26.0 0.8
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 77.0 8.3 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 37.0 18.3 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 47.0 40.0 1.7
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 33.0 11.0 1.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 17.0 9.3 0.9
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 20.0 9.3 0.9
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 40.0 35.0 0.7
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 70.0 30.0 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 22 NY02008-807 30.0 18.3 1.8
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 23 NY09095-16-928 10.0 10.0 1.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 24 NY02007-1206 40.0 16.0 3.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 25 KWS152 53.0 45.0 1.7
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 26 KWS149 57.0 9.3 2.0
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 27 KWS192 33.0 12.7 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 28 KWS191 43.0 35.0 2.7
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 29 KWS193 43.0 6.3 1.0
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 30 MI14R0267 40.0 6.0 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 31 MI14W0190 13.0 2.7 0.8
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 32 MI14W0906 57.0 73.3 2.4




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 34 MO131753 30.0 9.7 0.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 35 MO151163 20.0 1.4 0.4
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 36 MO151126 33.0 8.3 1.0
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 37 MO160132 30.0 1.0 0.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 38 MO160140 43.0 5.3 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 30.0 56.7 1.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 60.0 20.0 2.4
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 7.0 14.9 0.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 42 0762A1-2-8 10.0 8.7 0.2
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 57.0 26.7 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 44 OH12-194-24 47.0 13.3 2.2
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 45 OH12-195-22 33.0 20.0 0.9
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 46 OH13-314-18 67.0 25.0 1.8
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 47 NE13604 40.0 10.7 1.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 48 NW13493 77.0 23.3 2.0
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 49 NE13515 63.0 33.3 2.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 50 NE14494 50.0 17.7 1.4
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 51 NE14696 43.0 21.0 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 52 LES168062 57.0 7.3 1.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 53 LES167062 57.0 16.7 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 54 LES167906 47.0 31.7 2.4
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 55 LES167499 67.0 26.7 2.1
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 500 PIONEER25R47 50.0 28.3 0.9
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 501 IL07-4415 10.0 3.7 1.3
2018 NUS 2018_IL_URB 502 IL02-18228 10.0 1.0 42.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 1 TRUMAN 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 2 ERNIE 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 3 FREEDOM 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 4 PIONEER2545 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 5 IL13-20616 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 6 IL14-11718 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 7 IL14-11848 10.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 8 IL14-28462 10.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 10 VA15W-68 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 11 VA16W-29 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 12 VA16W-148 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 13 VA16W-149 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 45.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 65.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 22 NY02008-807 20.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 24 NY02007-1206 60.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 25 KWS152 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 26 KWS149 35.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 27 KWS192 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 28 KWS191 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 29 KWS193 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 30 MI14R0267 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 31 MI14W0190 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 32 MI14W0906 60.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 33 MI14R1145 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 34 MO131753 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 35 MO151163 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 36 MO151126 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 37 MO160132 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 38 MO160140 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 10.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 42 0762A1-2-8 10.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 44 OH12-194-24 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 45 OH12-195-22 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 46 OH13-314-18 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 47 NE13604 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 48 NW13493 65.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 49 NE13515 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 50 NE14494 60.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 51 NE14696 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 52 LES168062 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 53 LES167062 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 54 LES167906 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_LAY 55 LES167499 60.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 1 TRUMAN 15.0 NA 2.8
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 2 ERNIE 12.0 NA 1.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 3 FREEDOM 20.0 NA 8.5
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 4 PIONEER2545 54.0 NA 4.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 5 IL13-20616 8.0 NA 1.1
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 6 IL14-11718 5.0 NA 2.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 7 IL14-11848 5.0 NA 0.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 8 IL14-28462 17.0 NA 4.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 11.0 NA 1.9
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 10 VA15W-68 44.0 NA 4.4
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 11 VA16W-29 49.0 NA 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 12 VA16W-148 32.0 NA 10.8
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 13 VA16W-149 50.0 NA 6.1
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 27.0 NA 2.8
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 24.0 NA 1.5




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 12.0 NA 5.1
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 17.0 NA 1.0
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 14.0 NA 2.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 4.0 NA 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 5.0 NA 0.8
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 22 NY02008-807 15.0 NA 1.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 23 NY09095-16-928 27.0 NA 6.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 24 NY02007-1206 4.0 NA 1.5
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 25 KWS152 29.0 NA 1.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 26 KWS149 39.0 NA 2.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 27 KWS192 20.0 NA 0.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 28 KWS191 8.0 NA 3.4
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 29 KWS193 25.0 NA 4.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 30 MI14R0267 9.0 NA 3.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 31 MI14W0190 8.0 NA 1.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 32 MI14W0906 82.0 NA 1.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 33 MI14R1145 24.0 NA 3.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 34 MO131753 35.0 NA 2.4
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 35 MO151163 7.0 NA 1.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 36 MO151126 15.0 NA 2.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 37 MO160132 11.0 NA 0.9
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 38 MO160140 9.0 NA 1.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 32.0 NA 2.1
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 28.0 NA 6.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 13.0 NA 4.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 42 0762A1-2-8 21.0 NA 2.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 18.0 NA 1.4
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 44 OH12-194-24 46.0 NA 5.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 45 OH12-195-22 44.0 NA 11.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 46 OH13-314-18 71.0 NA 3.9
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 47 NE13604 39.0 NA 5.1
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 48 NW13493 33.0 NA 3.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 49 NE13515 46.0 NA 7.4
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 50 NE14494 43.0 NA 7.2
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 51 NE14696 26.0 NA 6.7
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 52 LES168062 27.0 NA 1.9
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 53 LES167062 44.0 NA 2.3
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 54 LES167906 50.0 NA 8.6
2018 NUS 2018_IN_WLA 55 LES167499 45.0 NA 3.8
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 1 TRUMAN NA 12.5 6.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 2 ERNIE NA 10.0 4.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 3 FREEDOM NA 12.5 7.2
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 4 PIONEER2545 NA 15.0 7.2
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 5 IL13-20616 NA 12.5 3.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 6 IL14-11718 NA 12.5 3.9
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 7 IL14-11848 NA 7.5 1.4
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 8 IL14-28462 NA 5.0 3.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 10 VA15W-68 NA 22.5 10.3
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 11 VA16W-29 NA 15.0 7.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 12 VA16W-148 NA 22.5 9.5
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 13 VA16W-149 NA 35.0 5.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 NA 25.0 8.8
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 NA 10.0 6.5
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 NA 20.0 5.2
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 NA 5.0 3.9
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 NA 12.5 4.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 NA 5.0 3.5
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 NA 30.0 6.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 NA 17.5 6.9
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 22 NY02008-807 NA 15.0 13.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 23 NY09095-16-928 NA 5.0 4.3
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 24 NY02007-1206 NA 22.5 13.2
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 25 KWS152 NA 25.0 9.3
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 26 KWS149 NA 12.5 3.6
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 27 KWS192 NA 7.5 2.7
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 28 KWS191 NA 15.0 6.9
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 29 KWS193 NA 7.5 5.3
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 30 MI14R0267 NA 7.5 4.2
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 31 MI14W0190 NA 5.0 7.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 32 MI14W0906 NA 40.0 8.5
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 33 MI14R1145 NA 10.0 6.3
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 34 MO131753 NA 7.5 4.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 35 MO151163 NA 10.0 2.6
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 36 MO151126 NA 5.0 0.6
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 37 MO160132 NA 5.0 4.4
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 38 MO160140 NA 10.0 6.6
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 NA 37.5 5.8
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 NA 10.0 5.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 NA 7.5 3.7
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 42 0762A1-2-8 NA 22.5 4.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 NA 17.5 5.7
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 44 OH12-194-24 NA 15.0 7.5
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 45 OH12-195-22 NA 17.5 5.7
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 46 OH13-314-18 NA 35.0 7.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 47 NE13604 NA 25.0 7.8
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 48 NW13493 NA 7.5 5.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 49 NE13515 NA 22.5 5.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 50 NE14494 NA 20.0 6.7
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 51 NE14696 NA 10.0 7.0
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 52 LES168062 NA 7.5 2.1
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 53 LES167062 NA 12.5 3.9
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 54 LES167906 NA 12.5 8.6
2018 NUS 2018_KY_LEX 55 LES167499 NA 40.0 6.6
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 1 TRUMAN 13.3 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 3 FREEDOM 21.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 4 PIONEER2545 58.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 5 IL13-20616 26.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 6 IL14-11718 33.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 7 IL14-11848 23.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 8 IL14-28462 18.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 43.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 10 VA15W-68 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 11 VA16W-29 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 12 VA16W-148 33.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 13 VA16W-149 23.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 30.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 41.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 23.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 28.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 50.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 45.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 22 NY02008-807 18.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 23 NY09095-16-928 21.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 24 NY02007-1206 68.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 25 KWS152 63.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 26 KWS149 38.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 27 KWS192 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 28 KWS191 40.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 29 KWS193 41.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 30 MI14R0267 10.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 31 MI14W0190 18.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 32 MI14W0906 46.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 33 MI14R1145 36.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 34 MO131753 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 35 MO151163 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 36 MO151126 15.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 37 MO160132 20.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 38 MO160140 33.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 33.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 73.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 21.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 42 0762A1-2-8 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 18.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 44 OH12-194-24 46.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 45 OH12-195-22 35.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 46 OH13-314-18 71.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 47 NE13604 35.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 48 NW13493 35.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 49 NE13515 40.0 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 51 NE14696 23.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 52 LES168062 31.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 53 LES167062 55.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 54 LES167906 58.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MI_ELA 55 LES167499 83.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 1 TRUMAN 7.4 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 2 ERNIE 25.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 3 FREEDOM 27.1 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 4 PIONEER2545 35.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 5 IL13-20616 23.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 6 IL14-11718 41.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 7 IL14-11848 11.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 8 IL14-28462 66.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 32.5 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 10 VA15W-68 25.1 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 11 VA16W-29 21.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 12 VA16W-148 19.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 13 VA16W-149 20.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 16.2 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 33.4 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 26.5 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 16.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 14.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 44.1 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 31.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 39.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 22 NY02008-807 36.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 23 NY09095-16-928 11.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 24 NY02007-1206 27.1 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 25 KWS152 34.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 26 KWS149 33.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 27 KWS192 22.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 28 KWS191 34.1 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 29 KWS193 32.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 30 MI14R0267 15.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 31 MI14W0190 20.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 32 MI14W0906 31.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 33 MI14R1145 13.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 34 MO131753 25.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 35 MO151163 20.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 36 MO151126 22.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 37 MO160132 38.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 38 MO160140 32.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 22.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 54.4 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 33.7 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 42 0762A1-2-8 16.3 NA NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 44 OH12-194-24 17.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 45 OH12-195-22 17.5 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 46 OH13-314-18 19.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 47 NE13604 33.4 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 48 NW13493 19.0 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 49 NE13515 36.3 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 50 NE14494 34.2 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 51 NE14696 49.6 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 52 LES168062 8.4 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 53 LES167062 18.9 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 54 LES167906 41.2 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_MO_COL 55 LES167499 20.8 NA NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 1 TRUMAN 9.5 35.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 2 ERNIE 15.5 50.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 3 FREEDOM 19.5 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 4 PIONEER2545 24.5 85.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 5 IL13-20616 10.3 40.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 6 IL14-11718 7.5 45.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 7 IL14-11848 7.3 35.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 8 IL14-28462 9.0 60.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 11.0 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 10 VA15W-68 16.5 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 11 VA16W-29 24.0 80.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 12 VA16W-148 15.8 65.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 13 VA16W-149 15.3 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 17.8 35.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 22.3 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 24.5 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 11.3 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 10.0 45.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 14.0 60.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 16.0 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 32.0 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 22 NY02008-807 22.0 45.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 23 NY09095-16-928 9.5 45.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 24 NY02007-1206 38.8 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 25 KWS152 16.5 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 26 KWS149 13.3 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 27 KWS192 12.8 50.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 28 KWS191 21.5 90.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 29 KWS193 17.0 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 30 MI14R0267 20.8 80.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 31 MI14W0190 12.8 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 32 MI14W0906 26.5 90.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 33 MI14R1145 27.0 65.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 34 MO131753 7.0 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 35 MO151163 13.8 45.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 37 MO160132 12.8 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 38 MO160140 17.8 55.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 14.0 90.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 15.3 85.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 17.5 85.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 42 0762A1-2-8 12.0 80.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 12.0 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 44 OH12-194-24 15.3 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 45 OH12-195-22 11.8 70.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 46 OH13-314-18 15.8 65.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 47 NE13604 14.3 60.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 48 NW13493 13.5 35.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 49 NE13515 17.5 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 50 NE14494 20.5 90.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 51 NE14696 8.3 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 52 LES168062 19.0 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 53 LES167062 12.8 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 54 LES167906 23.5 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_NY_ITH 55 LES167499 26.5 75.0 NA
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 1 TRUMAN 31.0 20.0 13.2
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 2 ERNIE 39.0 22.5 12.8
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 3 FREEDOM 49.3 30.0 13.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 4 PIONEER2545 75.0 47.5 26.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 5 IL13-20616 33.5 11.5 12.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 6 IL14-11718 53.8 7.5 12.4
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 7 IL14-11848 26.3 7.5 4.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 8 IL14-28462 74.8 12.5 11.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 9 IL14-DC-64-95-118 62.3 7.5 9.4
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 10 VA15W-68 52.3 25.0 25.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 11 VA16W-29 65.8 32.5 19.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 12 VA16W-148 54.5 60.0 19.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 13 VA16W-149 65.8 32.5 11.2
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 14 13VA-FHB-DH252 42.3 30.0 13.2
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 15 KY06C-1195-37-2-5 39.3 42.5 13.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 16 X08C-1181-61-15-5 52.8 32.5 10.3
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 17 KY06C-1178-16-10-3 28.5 37.5 13.8
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 18 KY07C-1145-94-12-5 52.5 27.5 8.6
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 19 X08C-1077-11-18-3 31.0 35.0 10.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 20 NY11013-10-72-1314 57.5 50.0 17.3
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 21 NY11013-10-15-1312 46.0 60.0 14.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 22 NY02008-807 59.0 45.0 16.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 23 NY09095-16-928 52.5 20.0 18.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 24 NY02007-1206 74.0 52.5 23.8
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 25 KWS152 46.8 37.5 12.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 26 KWS149 51.3 45.0 10.8
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 27 KWS192 44.0 21.5 12.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 28 KWS191 51.5 35.0 20.5




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 30 MI14R0267 38.5 11.5 15.3
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 31 MI14W0190 26.3 10.0 21.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 32 MI14W0906 81.0 57.5 16.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 33 MI14R1145 57.5 27.5 11.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 34 MO131753 28.0 22.5 12.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 35 MO151163 26.5 15.0 10.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 36 MO151126 28.5 11.5 9.4
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 37 MO160132 34.8 12.5 13.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 38 MO160140 30.3 12.5 13.3
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 39 0566A1-3-1-1-63 59.8 40.0 16.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 40 04620A1-1-7-4-10 65.5 20.0 18.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 41 0527A1-9-14-4-3-3 26.8 14.0 7.9
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 42 0762A1-2-8 21.3 6.5 6.6
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 43 07419A1-16-1-1-16-1-1 34.8 25.0 12.1
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 44 OH12-194-24 62.3 40.0 21.3
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 45 OH12-195-22 63.5 35.0 15.6
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 46 OH13-314-18 66.8 47.5 15.4
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 47 NE13604 51.3 62.5 21.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 48 NW13493 37.3 30.0 14.5
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 49 NE13515 55.8 45.0 15.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 50 NE14494 59.3 50.0 15.7
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 51 NE14696 51.8 67.5 17.0
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 52 LES168062 43.8 20.0 8.4
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 53 LES167062 77.8 27.5 9.5
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 54 LES167906 75.5 55.0 14.5
2018 NUS 2018_VA_MTH 55 LES167499 89.0 60.0 17.0
2018 SUS NC18 1 ERNIE 40.0 25.0 7.4
2018 SUS NC18 2 COKER9835 85.0 85.0 24.3
2018 SUS NC18 3 BESS 25.0 25.0 8.9
2018 SUS NC18 4 JAMESTOWN 40.0 12.5 4.5
2018 SUS NC18 5 NC13-21213 65.0 32.5 8.1
2018 SUS NC18 6 NC14-23372 30.0 20.0 7.3
2018 SUS NC18 7 NC14-23373 25.0 17.5 6.7
2018 SUS NC18 8 AR09006-10-2 35.0 35.0 18.8
2018 SUS NC18 9 AR09009-8-3 25.0 27.5 20.2
2018 SUS NC18 10 AR09045-4-2 35.0 40.0 21.4
2018 SUS NC18 11 ARLA09218C-5-2 50.0 30.0 10.9
2018 SUS           NC18 12 ARLA09238C-6-3 45.0 30.0 10.7
2018 SUS NC18 13 ARLA09179UC-9-3 50.0 10.0 8.3
2018 SUS NC18 14 ARLA09137UC-17-2 50.0 30.0 8.3
2018 SUS NC18 15 ARLW08160D-20-1 50.0 12.5 6.8
2018 SUS NC18 16 
GA13VA-FHB-DH83-
17EL53 30.0 2.5 3.4
2018 SUS NC18 17 GA091034-17EL44 80.0 42.5 20.0
2018 SUS NC18 18 GA10654-17LE46 45.0 25.0 3.2
2018 SUS NC18 19 GA10389-17LE56 35.0 15.0 7.5
2018 SUS NC18 20 GA111005-17A3 55.0 40.0 11.2
2018 SUS NC18 21 
GA121086-LDH20-




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 SUS NC18 22 GA091537-17A29 25.0 25.0 5.8
2018 SUS NC18 23 GA1035-DH49-17LE52 15.0 7.5 2.6
2018 SUS NC18 24 KWS154 35.0 20.0 5.1
2018 SUS NC18 25 KWS192 35.0 20.0 8.0
2018 SUS NC18 26 KWS193 35.0 22.5 12.7
2018 SUS NC18 27 L11815 50.0 35.0 4.6
2018 SUS NC18 28 L11820 50.0 25.0 3.0
2018 SUS NC18 29 L11811 60.0 70.0 20.2
2018 SUS NC18 30 LA14066DH-147 45.0 50.0 9.6
2018 SUS NC18 31 LA08277C-P5-3-1 35.0 17.5 8.5
2018 SUS NC18 32 LA11289C-57-4 45.0 40.0 11.9
2018 SUS NC18 33 LA12120SB-56-4 35.0 27.5 7.1
2018 SUS NC18 34 LA14076-LDH6 25.0 15.0 6.1
2018 SUS NC18 35 LA14066DH-172 55.0 25.0 5.9
2018 SUS NC18 36 NC14-20369 45.0 35.0 11.3
2018 SUS NC18 37 NC14-22588 50.0 17.5 6.0
2018 SUS NC18 38 NC11546-14 30.0 10.0 5.2
2018 SUS NC18 39 NC15-23047 45.0 27.5 8.0
2018 SUS NC18 40 NC15-21787 45.0 30.0 10.7
2018 SUS NC18 41 NC11331-6 30.0 7.5 3.9
2018 SUS NC18 42 DH12SRW057-081 40.0 15.0 6.9
2018 SUS NC18 43 13VA-FHB-DH131 45.0 22.5 11.7
2018 SUS NC18 44 VA15W-70 40.0 35.0 13.8
2018 SUS NC18 45 VA16W-31 50.0 50.0 22.4
2018 SUS NC18 46 VA16W-202 50.0 27.5 6.7
2018 SUS NC18 47 12VTK10-156 40.0 17.5 10.6
2018 SUS NC18 48 DH13SRW023-201 45.0 27.5 10.9
2018 SUS NC18 49 DH13SRW025-14 45.0 15.0 16.5
2018 SUS LA18 1 ERNIE NA 7.5 5.5
2018 SUS LA18 2 COKER9835 NA 60.0 16.2
2018 SUS LA18 3 BESS NA 5.0 3.5
2018 SUS LA18 4 JAMESTOWN NA 15.0 5.3
2018 SUS LA18 5 NC13-21213 NA 37.5 13.1
2018 SUS LA18 6 NC14-23372 NA 5.0 5.7
2018 SUS LA18 7 NC14-23373 NA 22.5 8.5
2018 SUS LA18 8 AR09006-10-2 NA 20.0 6.6
2018 SUS LA18 9 AR09009-8-3 NA 17.5 7.8
2018 SUS LA18 10 AR09045-4-2 NA 12.5 6.5
2018 SUS LA18 11 ARLA09218C-5-2 NA 30.0 11.4
2018 SUS LA18 12 ARLA09238C-6-3 NA 12.5 6.7
2018 SUS LA18 13 ARLA09179UC-9-3 NA 25.0 12.8
2018 SUS LA18 14 ARLA09137UC-17-2 NA 32.5 13.9
2018 SUS LA18 15 ARLW08160D-20-1 NA 15.0 4.1
2018 SUS LA18 16 
GA13VA-FHB-DH83-
17EL53 NA 5.0 3.1
2018 SUS LA18 17 GA091034-17EL44 NA 67.5 27.9
2018 SUS LA18 18 GA10654-17LE46 NA 7.5 3.6
2018 SUS LA18 19 GA10389-17LE56 NA 17.5 4.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2018 SUS LA18 21 
GA121086-LDH20-
17A24 NA 17.5 3.7
2018 SUS LA18 22 GA091537-17A29 NA 10.0 3.6
2018 SUS LA18 23 GA1035-DH49-17LE52 NA 5.0 5.4
2018 SUS LA18 24 KWS154 NA 5.0 3.1
2018 SUS LA18 25 KWS192 NA 20.0 3.9
2018 SUS LA18 26 KWS193 NA NA 2.8
2018 SUS LA18 27 L11815 NA 10.0 3.6
2018 SUS LA18 28 L11820 NA 12.5 4.7
2018 SUS LA18 29 L11811 NA 30.0 13.9
2018 SUS LA18 30 LA14066DH-147 NA 32.5 8.5
2018 SUS LA18 31 LA08277C-P5-3-1 NA 17.5 6.5
2018 SUS LA18 32 LA11289C-57-4 NA 30.0 7.8
2018 SUS LA18 33 LA12120SB-56-4 NA 7.5 6.2
2018 SUS LA18 34 LA14076-LDH6 NA 27.5 5.3
2018 SUS LA18 35 LA14066DH-172 NA 35.0 8.6
2018 SUS LA18 36 NC14-20369 NA 7.5 3.1
2018 SUS LA18 37 NC14-22588 NA 15.0 3.8
2018 SUS LA18 38 NC11546-14 NA 7.5 3.2
2018 SUS LA18 39 NC15-23047 NA 7.5 2.1
2018 SUS LA18 40 NC15-21787 NA 22.5 8.1
2018 SUS LA18 41 NC11331-6 NA 7.5 3.2
2018 SUS LA18 42 DH12SRW057-081 NA 5.0 2.4
2018 SUS LA18 43 13VA-FHB-DH131 NA 9.0 5.1
2018 SUS LA18 44 VA15W-70 NA 25.0 10.7
2018 SUS LA18 45 VA16W-31 NA 15.0 10.6
2018 SUS LA18 46 VA16W-202 NA 8.5 7.0
2018 SUS LA18 47 12VTK10-156 NA 35.0 11.3
2018 SUS LA18 48 DH13SRW023-201 NA 32.5 7.4
2018 SUS LA18 49 DH13SRW025-14 NA 10.0 3.9
2018 SUS VA18 1 ERNIE NA 22.0 16.8
2018 SUS VA18 2 COKER9835 NA 72.5 34.8
2018 SUS VA18 3 BESS NA 22.5 16.3
2018 SUS VA18 4 JAMESTOWN NA 41.0 13.4
2018 SUS VA18 5 NC13-21213 NA 50.0 16.0
2018 SUS VA18 6 NC14-23372 NA 35.0 12.1
2018 SUS VA18 7 NC14-23373 NA 20.0 22.1
2018 SUS VA18 8 AR09006-10-2 NA 39.0 21.8
2018 SUS VA18 9 AR09009-8-3 NA 46.0 21.7
2018 SUS VA18 10 AR09045-4-2 NA 54.0 33.6
2018 SUS VA18 11 ARLA09218C-5-2 NA 35.0 20.9
2018 SUS VA18 12 ARLA09238C-6-3 NA 41.0 12.1
2018 SUS VA18 13 ARLA09179UC-9-3 NA 49.0 18.2
2018 SUS VA18 14 ARLA09137UC-17-2 NA 47.0 25.2
2018 SUS VA18 15 ARLW08160D-20-1 NA 38.0 19.0
2018 SUS VA18 16 
GA13VA-FHB-DH83-
17EL53 NA 29.0 8.8
2018 SUS VA18 17 GA091034-17EL44 NA 62.0 30.5
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2018 SUS VA18 19 GA10389-17LE56 NA 35.0 16.4
2018 SUS VA18 20 GA111005-17A3 NA 57.0 23.5
2018 SUS VA18 21 
GA121086-LDH20-
17A24 NA 46.5 12.7
2018 SUS VA18 22 GA091537-17A29 NA 21.5 10.9
2018 SUS VA18 23 GA1035-DH49-17LE52 NA 31.5 19.9
2018 SUS VA18 24 KWS154 NA 31.5 12.3
2018 SUS VA18 25 KWS192 NA 32.0 17.5
2018 SUS VA18 26 KWS193 NA 29.5 16.7
2018 SUS VA18 27 L11815 NA 37.0 14.9
2018 SUS VA18 28 L11820 NA 40.0 15.6
2018 SUS VA18 29 L11811 NA 41.5 21.3
2018 SUS VA18 30 LA14066DH-147 NA 52.5 30.9
2018 SUS VA18 31 LA08277C-P5-3-1 NA 35.5 24.4
2018 SUS VA18 32 LA11289C-57-4 NA 73.0 17.8
2018 SUS VA18 33 LA12120SB-56-4 NA 37.5 11.2
2018 SUS VA18 34 LA14076-LDH6 NA 52.0 17.9
2018 SUS VA18 35 LA14066DH-172 NA 56.5 22.1
2018 SUS VA18 36 NC14-20369 NA 30.5 10.7
2018 SUS VA18 37 NC14-22588 NA 35.5 17.4
2018 SUS VA18 38 NC11546-14 NA 25.5 15.1
2018 SUS VA18 39 NC15-23047 NA 43.0 21.3
2018 SUS VA18 40 NC15-21787 NA 39.5 26.1
2018 SUS VA18 41 NC11331-6 NA 26.0 11.2
2018 SUS VA18 42 DH12SRW057-081 NA 34.5 18.0
2018 SUS VA18 43 13VA-FHB-DH131 NA 25.0 18.9
2018 SUS VA18 44 VA15W-70 NA 44.0 21.6
2018 SUS VA18 45 VA16W-31 NA 37.5 32.8
2018 SUS VA18 46 VA16W-202 NA 37.5 24.2
2018 SUS VA18 47 12VTK10-156 NA 50.0 24.1
2018 SUS VA18 48 DH13SRW023-201 NA 34.0 20.5
2018 SUS VA18 49 DH13SRW025-14 NA 30.0 26.0
2018 SUS NAR18 1 ERNIE NA 4.0 6.8
2018 SUS NAR18 2 COKER9835 NA 73.3 16.0
2018 SUS NAR18 3 BESS NA 9.3 11.1
2018 SUS NAR18 4 JAMESTOWN NA 40.0 14.7
2018 SUS NAR18 5 NC13-21213 NA 41.7 16.9
2018 SUS NAR18 6 NC14-23372 NA 33.3 19.8
2018 SUS NAR18 7 NC14-23373 NA 28.3 20.2
2018 SUS NAR18 8 AR09006-10-2 NA 43.3 28.4
2018 SUS NAR18 9 AR09009-8-3 NA 43.3 27.1
2018 SUS NAR18 10 AR09045-4-2 NA 56.7 27.7
2018 SUS NAR18 11 ARLA09218C-5-2 NA 33.3 16.6
2018 SUS NAR18 12 ARLA09238C-6-3 NA 55.0 19.5
2018 SUS NAR18 13 ARLA09179UC-9-3 NA 36.7 19.0
2018 SUS NAR18 14 ARLA09137UC-17-2 NA 48.3 23.8
2018 SUS NAR18 15 ARLW08160D-20-1 NA 25.0 9.5
2018 SUS NAR18 16 
GA13VA-FHB-DH83-
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2018 SUS NAR18 17 GA091034-17EL44 NA 79.3 19.9
2018 SUS NAR18 18 GA10654-17LE46 NA 38.3 12.5
2018 SUS NAR18 19 GA10389-17LE56 NA 23.3 12.2
2018 SUS NAR18 20 GA111005-17A3 NA 61.7 22.6
2018 SUS NAR18 21 
GA121086-LDH20-
17A24 NA 33.3 8.8
2018 SUS NAR18 22 GA091537-17A29 NA 16.0 13.6
2018 SUS NAR18 23 GA1035-DH49-17LE52 NA 16.7 7.5
2018 SUS NAR18 24 KWS154 NA 26.7 15.9
2018 SUS NAR18 25 KWS192 NA 28.3 14.1
2018 SUS NAR18 26 KWS193 NA 40.0 18.1
2018 SUS NAR18 27 L11815 NA 25.0 11.9
2018 SUS NAR18 28 L11820 NA 15.0 8.4
2018 SUS NAR18 29 L11811 NA 58.3 19.2
2018 SUS NAR18 30 LA14066DH-147 NA 81.7 20.7
2018 SUS NAR18 31 LA08277C-P5-3-1 NA 40.0 14.2
2018 SUS NAR18 32 LA11289C-57-4 NA 65.0 21.2
2018 SUS NAR18 33 LA12120SB-56-4 NA 31.7 12.7
2018 SUS NAR18 34 LA14076-LDH6 NA 18.3 6.8
2018 SUS NAR18 35 LA14066DH-172 NA 35.0 9.5
2018 SUS NAR18 36 NC14-20369 NA 20.0 5.3
2018 SUS NAR18 37 NC14-22588 NA 25.0 8.2
2018 SUS NAR18 38 NC11546-14 NA 26.7 8.3
2018 SUS NAR18 39 NC15-23047 NA 13.7 10.2
2018 SUS NAR18 40 NC15-21787 NA 36.0 14.2
2018 SUS NAR18 41 NC11331-6 NA 30.0 10.7
2018 SUS NAR18 42 DH12SRW057-081 NA 22.7 6.9
2018 SUS NAR18 43 13VA-FHB-DH131 NA 33.3 21.6
2018 SUS NAR18 44 VA15W-70 NA 45.0 23.4
2018 SUS NAR18 45 VA16W-31 NA 78.3 28.4
2018 SUS NAR18 46 VA16W-202 NA 35.0 9.1
2018 SUS NAR18 47 12VTK10-156 NA 53.3 20.4
2018 SUS NAR18 48 DH13SRW023-201 NA 38.3 21.3
2018 SUS NAR18 49 DH13SRW025-14 NA 41.7 18.0
2018 SUS FAR18 1 ERNIE NA 7.7 2.7
2018 SUS FAR18 2 COKER9835 NA 42.7 9.0
2018 SUS FAR18 3 BESS NA 2.7 4.2
2018 SUS FAR18 4 JAMESTOWN NA 5.0 3.3
2018 SUS FAR18 5 NC13-21213 NA 14.0 3.5
2018 SUS FAR18 6 NC14-23372 NA 14.0 8.1
2018 SUS FAR18 7 NC14-23373 NA 12.3 3.8
2018 SUS FAR18 8 AR09006-10-2 NA 13.0 8.9
2018 SUS FAR18 9 AR09009-8-3 NA 7.7 5.8
2018 SUS FAR18 10 AR09045-4-2 NA 20.7 10.0
2018 SUS FAR18 11 ARLA09218C-5-2 NA 7.3 3.9
2018 SUS FAR18 12 ARLA09238C-6-3 NA 3.7 3.7
2018 SUS FAR18 13 ARLA09179UC-9-3 NA 11.7 5.7
2018 SUS FAR18 14 ARLA09137UC-17-2 NA 6.0 4.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued)  
2018 SUS FAR18 16 
GA13VA-FHB-DH83-
17EL53 NA 6.0 2.7
2018 SUS FAR18 17 GA091034-17EL44 NA 14.3 3.5
2018 SUS FAR18 18 GA10654-17LE46 NA 5.0 3.2
2018 SUS FAR18 19 GA10389-17LE56 NA 4.3 2.1
2018 SUS FAR18 20 GA111005-17A3 NA 26.7 5.4
2018 SUS FAR18 21 
GA121086-LDH20-
17A24 NA 10.7 2.4
2018 SUS FAR18 22 GA091537-17A29 NA 9.7 2.6
2018 SUS FAR18 23 GA1035-DH49-17LE52 NA 6.0 2.7
2018 SUS FAR18 24 KWS154 NA 5.0 3.9
2018 SUS FAR18 25 KWS192 NA 9.3 3.5
2018 SUS FAR18 26 KWS193 NA 8.0 6.1
2018 SUS FAR18 27 L11815 NA 6.0 2.2
2018 SUS FAR18 28 L11820 NA 2.7 3.7
2018 SUS FAR18 29 L11811 NA 24.3 7.3
2018 SUS FAR18 30 LA14066DH-147 NA 46.7 7.8
2018 SUS FAR18 31 LA08277C-P5-3-1 NA 6.3 2.6
2018 SUS FAR18 32 LA11289C-57-4 NA 17.7 5.2
2018 SUS FAR18 33 LA12120SB-56-4 NA 17.3 2.9
2018 SUS FAR18 34 LA14076-LDH6 NA 4.7 2.5
2018 SUS FAR18 35 LA14066DH-172 NA 7.3 4.2
2018 SUS FAR18 36 NC14-20369 NA 4.3 2.5
2018 SUS FAR18 37 NC14-22588 NA 7.0 2.8
2018 SUS FAR18 38 NC11546-14 NA 4.3 2.1
2018 SUS FAR18 39 NC15-23047 NA 3.7 2.7
2018 SUS FAR18 40 NC15-21787 NA 45.0 7.4
2018 SUS FAR18 41 NC11331-6 NA 11.7 2.4
2018 SUS FAR18 42 DH12SRW057-081 NA 3.7 3.2
2018 SUS FAR18 43 13VA-FHB-DH131 NA 9.3 7.9
2018 SUS FAR18 44 VA15W-70 NA 16.7 9.7
2018 SUS FAR18 45 VA16W-31 NA 21.7 9.2
2018 SUS FAR18 46 VA16W-202 NA 6.7 3.8
2018 SUS FAR18 47 12VTK10-156 NA 8.7 4.9
2018 SUS FAR18 48 DH13SRW023-201 NA 4.3 4.6
2018 SUS FAR18 49 DH13SRW025-14 NA 8.7 6.8
2017 SUS NC17 1 ERNIE 14.5 NA 0.2
2017 SUS NC17 2 COKER9835 35.0 NA 1.8
2017 SUS NC17 3 BESS 18.5 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 4 JAMESTOWN 49.0 NA NA
2017 SUS NC17 5 NC13-20076 10.5 NA 0.2
2017 SUS NC17 6 VA13W-38 13.5 NA 0.3
2017 SUS NC17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 31.0 NA 0.9
2017 SUS NC17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 17.5 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 12.5 NA 0.7
2017 SUS NC17 10 AR08109-17-2 18.5 NA 0.7
2017 SUS NC17 11 AR08015-17-4 10.0 NA 2.0
2017 SUS NC17 12 AR08057-5-1 30.0 NA 1.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS NC17 14 LES15-5499 23.5 NA 1.6
2017 SUS NC17 15 LES15-5605 37.8 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 16 GA09343-16ES3 12.0 NA 1.6
2017 SUS NC17 17 GA09410-16ES22 30.8 NA NA
2017 SUS NC17 18 GA09129-16EL56 13.5 NA 1.1
2017 SUS NC17 19 GA121176-16JS49 40.0 NA NA
2017 SUS NC17 20 GA09163-16ES19 11.0 NA 1.1
2017 SUS NC17 21 GA09144-16ES23 13.0 NA 0.2
2017 SUS NC17 22 GA05450-16ES8 32.5 NA 1.6
2017 SUS NC17 23 GA09054-16ES25 12.5 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 24 KWS095 17.5 NA 1.2
2017 SUS NC17 25 KWS103 21.0 NA 0.9
2017 SUS NC17 26 KWS114 13.5 NA 2.3
2017 SUS NC17 27 KWS122 37.8 NA 0.1
2017 SUS NC17 28 KWS133 27.5 NA 1.8
2017 SUS NC17 29 KWS141 20.0 NA 1.7
2017 SUS NC17 30 LA08265C-50 17.5 NA 0.3
2017 SUS NC17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 15.0 NA 0.2
2017 SUS NC17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 31.5 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 33 LA10081C-18 22.5 NA 0.6
2017 SUS NC17 34 LA11309GS-16 17.0 NA NA
2017 SUS NC17 35 NC13-23443 15.0 NA 0.3
2017 SUS NC17 36 NC13-21213 7.8 NA 1.0
2017 SUS NC17 37 NC13-20332 22.5 NA 1.8
2017 SUS NC17 38 NC14-23372 22.5 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 39 NC14-23373 21.5 NA 0.3
2017 SUS NC17 40 VA13W-174 11.0 NA 0.4
2017 SUS NC17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 20.0 NA 0.7
2017 SUS NC17 42 VA14W-32 12.8 NA NA
2017 SUS NC17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 17.5 NA 0.3
2017 SUS NC17 44 DH12SRW056-058 10.0 NA 0.7
2017 SUS NC17 45 DH11SRW061-16 27.8 NA 2.3
2017 SUS NC17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 7.5 NA 0.9
2017 SUS NAR17 1 ERNIE 42.0 11.0 1.7
2017 SUS NAR17 2 COKER9835 100.0 97.0 5.7
2017 SUS NAR17 3 BESS 7.0 7.0 2.2
2017 SUS NAR17 4 JAMESTOWN 5.0 6.0 0.9
2017 SUS NAR17 5 NC13-20076 3.0 4.0 0.7
2017 SUS NAR17 6 VA13W-38 12.0 58.0 1.8
2017 SUS NAR17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 5.0 13.0 1.7
2017 SUS NAR17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 15.0 8.0 1.6
2017 SUS NAR17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 7.0 24.0 1.9
2017 SUS NAR17 10 AR08109-17-2 13.0 7.0 2.1
2017 SUS NAR17 11 AR08015-17-4 18.0 35.0 4.8
2017 SUS NAR17 12 AR08057-5-1 20.0 65.0 5.0
2017 SUS NAR17 13 LES15-5369 15.0 30.0 2.1
2017 SUS NAR17 14 LES15-5499 15.0 28.0 2.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS NAR17 16 GA09343-16ES3 22.0 60.0 3.9
2017 SUS NAR17 17 GA09410-16ES22 37.0 33.0 2.3
2017 SUS NAR17 18 GA09129-16EL56 10.0 17.0 1.1
2017 SUS NAR17 19 GA121176-16JS49 12.0 22.0 1.0
2017 SUS NAR17 20 GA09163-16ES19 5.0 15.0 2.6
2017 SUS NAR17 21 GA09144-16ES23 10.0 23.0 1.1
2017 SUS NAR17 22 GA05450-16ES8 25.0 57.0 3.8
2017 SUS NAR17 23 GA09054-16ES25 13.0 15.0 1.1
2017 SUS NAR17 24 KWS095 8.0 47.0 4.0
2017 SUS NAR17 25 KWS103 7.0 12.0 2.2
2017 SUS NAR17 26 KWS114 7.0 37.0 5.0
2017 SUS NAR17 27 KWS122 7.0 5.0 1.1
2017 SUS NAR17 28 KWS133 12.0 47.0 4.9
2017 SUS NAR17 29 KWS141 7.0 22.0 2.9
2017 SUS NAR17 30 LA08265C-50 12.0 10.0 1.5
2017 SUS NAR17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 8.0 22.0 1.4
2017 SUS NAR17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 7.0 5.0 0.6
2017 SUS NAR17 33 LA10081C-18 3.0 7.0 1.5
2017 SUS NAR17 34 LA11309GS-16 18.0 13.0 0.6
2017 SUS NAR17 35 NC13-23443 80.0 47.0 2.5
2017 SUS NAR17 36 NC13-21213 17.0 37.0 2.3
2017 SUS NAR17 37 NC13-20332 18.0 35.0 2.9
2017 SUS NAR17 38 NC14-23372 12.0 17.0 3.1
2017 SUS NAR17 39 NC14-23373 5.0 8.0 1.5
2017 SUS NAR17 40 VA13W-174 17.0 62.0 1.2
2017 SUS NAR17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 20.0 35.0 3.0
2017 SUS NAR17 42 VA14W-32 20.0 12.0 2.3
2017 SUS NAR17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 15.0 58.0 1.4
2017 SUS NAR17 44 DH12SRW056-058 8.0 8.0 2.2
2017 SUS NAR17 45 DH11SRW061-16 17.0 8.0 1.4
2017 SUS NAR17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 20.0 48.0 4.4
2017 SUS KY17 1 ERNIE 23.0 30.0 17.1
2017 SUS KY17 2 COKER9835 41.0 63.0 23.8
2017 SUS KY17 3 BESS 48.0 18.0 17.5
2017 SUS KY17 4 JAMESTOWN 31.0 30.0 14.9
2017 SUS KY17 5 NC13-20076 54.0 25.0 13.7
2017 SUS KY17 6 VA13W-38 48.0 25.0 14.8
2017 SUS KY17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 40.0 35.0 22.7
2017 SUS KY17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 27.0 45.0 18.8
2017 SUS KY17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 44.0 28.0 19.2
2017 SUS KY17 10 AR08109-17-2 58.0 38.0 18.0
2017 SUS KY17 11 AR08015-17-4 29.0 50.0 20.4
2017 SUS KY17 12 AR08057-5-1 34.0 45.0 18.2
2017 SUS KY17 13 LES15-5369 47.0 43.0 16.4
2017 SUS KY17 14 LES15-5499 45.0 38.0 13.5
2017 SUS KY17 15 LES15-5605 26.0 40.0 22.1
2017 SUS KY17 16 GA09343-16ES3 43.0 70.0 29.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS KY17 18 GA09129-16EL56 42.0 33.0 21.0
2017 SUS KY17 19 GA121176-16JS49 39.0 30.0 21.3
2017 SUS KY17 20 GA09163-16ES19 48.0 35.0 32.1
2017 SUS KY17 21 GA09144-16ES23 49.0 35.0 17.5
2017 SUS KY17 22 GA05450-16ES8 31.0 68.0 33.0
2017 SUS KY17 23 GA09054-16ES25 47.0 55.0 24.0
2017 SUS KY17 24 KWS095 33.0 38.0 16.3
2017 SUS KY17 25 KWS103 37.0 45.0 14.0
2017 SUS KY17 26 KWS114 61.0 45.0 16.5
2017 SUS KY17 27 KWS122 51.0 28.0 8.9
2017 SUS KY17 28 KWS133 35.0 40.0 19.3
2017 SUS KY17 29 KWS141 57.0 28.0 14.5
2017 SUS KY17 30 LA08265C-50 57.0 30.0 14.6
2017 SUS KY17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 29.0 25.0 17.7
2017 SUS KY17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 61.0 35.0 18.4
2017 SUS KY17 33 LA10081C-18 43.0 58.0 29.3
2017 SUS KY17 34 LA11309GS-16 42.0 28.0 12.9
2017 SUS KY17 35 NC13-23443 52.0 20.0 14.7
2017 SUS KY17 36 NC13-21213 35.0 50.0 14.6
2017 SUS KY17 37 NC13-20332 42.0 63.0 32.2
2017 SUS KY17 38 NC14-23372 52.0 38.0 16.2
2017 SUS KY17 39 NC14-23373 34.0 28.0 22.9
2017 SUS KY17 40 VA13W-174 32.0 25.0 16.1
2017 SUS KY17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 30.0 25.0 24.9
2017 SUS KY17 42 VA14W-32 56.0 55.0 27.3
2017 SUS KY17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 40.0 23.0 24.6
2017 SUS KY17 44 DH12SRW056-058 44.0 35.0 21.5
2017 SUS KY17 45 DH11SRW061-16 62.0 20.0 14.4
2017 SUS KY17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 30.0 43.0 25.9
2017 SUS LA17 1 ERNIE 10.0 10.0 11.0
2017 SUS LA17 2 COKER9835 50.0 85.0 13.0
2017 SUS LA17 3 BESS 28.0 10.0 6.0
2017 SUS LA17 4 JAMESTOWN 15.0 15.0 6.0
2017 SUS LA17 5 NC13-20076 18.0 35.0 8.0
2017 SUS LA17 6 VA13W-38 20.0 25.0 14.0
2017 SUS LA17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 5.0 35.0 16.0
2017 SUS LA17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 23.0 35.0 13.0
2017 SUS LA17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 15.0 25.0 8.0
2017 SUS LA17 10 AR08109-17-2 18.0 30.0 16.0
2017 SUS LA17 11 AR08015-17-4 18.0 40.0 25.0
2017 SUS LA17 12 AR08057-5-1 28.0 35.0 11.0
2017 SUS LA17 13 LES15-5369 5.0 35.0 5.0
2017 SUS LA17 14 LES15-5499 NA 35.0 16.0
2017 SUS LA17 15 LES15-5605 20.0 30.0 21.0
2017 SUS LA17 16 GA09343-16ES3 23.0 65.0 23.0
2017 SUS LA17 17 GA09410-16ES22 18.0 35.0 26.0
2017 SUS LA17 18 GA09129-16EL56 15.0 30.0 13.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS LA17 20 GA09163-16ES19 25.0 45.0 26.0
2017 SUS LA17 21 GA09144-16ES23 18.0 30.0 27.0
2017 SUS LA17 22 GA05450-16ES8 23.0 40.0 23.0
2017 SUS LA17 23 GA09054-16ES25 28.0 35.0 17.0
2017 SUS LA17 24 KWS095 15.0 35.0 8.0
2017 SUS LA17 25 KWS103 10.0 20.0 9.0
2017 SUS LA17 26 KWS114 60.0 30.0 25.0
2017 SUS LA17 27 KWS122 18.0 30.0 17.0
2017 SUS LA17 28 KWS133 15.0 40.0 22.0
2017 SUS LA17 29 KWS141 33.0 30.0 19.0
2017 SUS LA17 30 LA08265C-50 23.0 40.0 13.0
2017 SUS LA17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 13.0 25.0 5.0
2017 SUS LA17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 15.0 25.0 12.0
2017 SUS LA17 33 LA10081C-18 20.0 40.0 20.0
2017 SUS LA17 34 LA11309GS-16 18.0 40.0 9.0
2017 SUS LA17 35 NC13-23443 18.0 25.0 7.0
2017 SUS LA17 36 NC13-21213 23.0 30.0 12.0
2017 SUS LA17 37 NC13-20332 23.0 20.0 8.0
2017 SUS LA17 38 NC14-23372 18.0 40.0 17.0
2017 SUS LA17 39 NC14-23373 15.0 35.0 27.0
2017 SUS LA17 40 VA13W-174 18.0 20.0 16.0
2017 SUS LA17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 35.0 40.0 18.0
2017 SUS LA17 42 VA14W-32 50.0 70.0 36.0
2017 SUS LA17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 15.0 40.0 28.0
2017 SUS LA17 44 DH12SRW056-058 20.0 30.0 25.0
2017 SUS LA17 45 DH11SRW061-16 40.0 40.0 21.0
2017 SUS LA17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 18.0 45.0 41.0
2017 SUS MO17 1 ERNIE 13.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 2 COKER9835 22.0 30.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 3 BESS 9.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 4 JAMESTOWN 9.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 5 NC13-20076 14.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 6 VA13W-38 10.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 8.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 17.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 15.0 18.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 10 AR08109-17-2 13.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 11 AR08015-17-4 15.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 12 AR08057-5-1 10.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 13 LES15-5369 10.0 13.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 14 LES15-5499 11.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 15 LES15-5605 14.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 16 GA09343-16ES3 13.0 15.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 17 GA09410-16ES22 11.0 25.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 18 GA09129-16EL56 10.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 19 GA121176-16JS49 8.0 20.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 20 GA09163-16ES19 8.0 8.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS MO17 22 GA05450-16ES8 12.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 23 GA09054-16ES25 13.0 25.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 24 KWS095 13.0 20.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 25 KWS103 10.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 26 KWS114 10.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 27 KWS122 12.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 28 KWS133 13.0 18.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 29 KWS141 11.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 30 LA08265C-50 14.0 15.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 10.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 10.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 33 LA10081C-18 17.0 15.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 34 LA11309GS-16 16.0 13.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 35 NC13-23443 9.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 36 NC13-21213 17.0 40.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 37 NC13-20332 18.0 13.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 38 NC14-23372 15.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 39 NC14-23373 16.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 40 VA13W-174 7.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 10.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 42 VA14W-32 19.0 8.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 10.0 10.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 44 DH12SRW056-058 14.0 5.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 45 DH11SRW061-16 10.0 13.0 NA
2017 SUS MO17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 21.0 13.0 NA
2017 SUS VA17 1 ERNIE 12.0 18.0 0.6
2017 SUS VA17 2 COKER9835 44.0 46.0 3.2
2017 SUS VA17 3 BESS 18.0 18.0 1.1
2017 SUS VA17 4 JAMESTOWN 10.0 25.0 0.8
2017 SUS VA17 5 NC13-20076 11.0 18.0 0.4
2017 SUS VA17 6 VA13W-38 16.0 27.0 1.4
2017 SUS VA17 7 ARLA07133C-19-4 33.0 27.5 1.7
2017 SUS VA17 8 ARLA07133C-3-4 40.0 31.0 2.2
2017 SUS VA17 9 ARLA06146E-1-4 9.0 15.5 0.8
2017 SUS VA17 10 AR08109-17-2 38.0 26.5 1.8
2017 SUS VA17 11 AR08015-17-4 36.0 32.0 2.2
2017 SUS VA17 12 AR08057-5-1 35.0 28.0 2.9
2017 SUS VA17 13 LES15-5369 16.0 23.0 1.3
2017 SUS VA17 14 LES15-5499 52.0 18.5 1.8
2017 SUS VA17 15 LES15-5605 40.0 24.5 0.9
2017 SUS VA17 16 GA09343-16ES3 39.0 51.0 3.1
2017 SUS VA17 17 GA09410-16ES22 29.0 38.5 5.3
2017 SUS VA17 18 GA09129-16EL56 21.0 29.5 1.6
2017 SUS VA17 19 GA121176-16JS49 27.0 49.0 3.4
2017 SUS VA17 20 GA09163-16ES19 30.0 19.5 5.6
2017 SUS VA17 21 GA09144-16ES23 21.0 40.0 1.6
2017 SUS VA17 22 GA05450-16ES8 26.0 33.0 2.6




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2017 SUS VA17 24 KWS095 34.0 33.0 1.6
2017 SUS VA17 25 KWS103 38.0 38.5 1.7
2017 SUS VA17 26 KWS114 47.0 37.0 2.8
2017 SUS VA17 27 KWS122 24.0 16.0 0.8
2017 SUS VA17 28 KWS133 46.0 23.5 2.2
2017 SUS VA17 29 KWS141 17.0 20.5 1.5
2017 SUS VA17 30 LA08265C-50 15.0 31.0 0.9
2017 SUS VA17 31 LA09101UB-48-3-5 19.0 25.0 1.0
2017 SUS VA17 32 LW08049C-74-2-5 47.0 21.5 1.6
2017 SUS VA17 33 LA10081C-18 14.0 25.5 1.3
2017 SUS VA17 34 LA11309GS-16 10.0 29.0 1.1
2017 SUS VA17 35 NC13-23443 21.0 27.5 0.8
2017 SUS VA17 36 NC13-21213 42.0 29.0 1.4
2017 SUS VA17 37 NC13-20332 29.0 34.0 1.6
2017 SUS VA17 38 NC14-23372 13.0 23.0 0.7
2017 SUS VA17 39 NC14-23373 13.0 27.0 0.7
2017 SUS VA17 40 VA13W-174 12.0 34.5 0.8
2017 SUS VA17 41 VA09MAS2-131-6-2 22.0 35.5 1.5
2017 SUS VA17 42 VA14W-32 31.0 33.0 1.7
2017 SUS VA17 43 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-
4-2 11.0 27.5 1.2
2017 SUS VA17 44 DH12SRW056-058 18.0 31.0 2.5
2017 SUS VA17 45 DH11SRW061-16 16.0 27.0 2.4
2017 SUS VA17 46 VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 26.0 29.5 1.1
2016 SUS VA16 1 ERNIE 9.7 48.0 1.8
2016 SUS VA16 2 COKER9835 39.1 63.0 7.7
2016 SUS VA16 3 BESS 7.0 31.0 2.3
2016 SUS VA16 4 JAMESTOWN 14.6 37.0 2.1
2016 SUS VA16 5 AR06024-7-2 8.2 24.0 1.4
2016 SUS VA16 6 ARS10-389 6.2 38.0 0.7
2016 SUS VA16 7 AR07010-7-1 11.4 32.0 3.3
2016 SUS VA16 8 AR07053-13-1 11.7 28.0 3.1
2016 SUS VA16 9 AR07078-7-4 24.8 30.0 3.8
2016 SUS VA16 10 AR07108-6-1 8.4 25.0 1.7
2016 SUS VA16 11 ARLA06146E-20-1 10.5 31.0 1.8
2016 SUS VA16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 9.3 39.0 3.4
2016 SUS VA16 13 ARS11-2086 15.9 45.0 4.3
2016 SUS VA16 14 ARS12-201 10.7 32.0 2.9
2016 SUS VA16 15 ARS13-159 9.3 56.0 1.1
2016 SUS VA16 16 ARS13-215 39.1 49.0 13.4
2016 SUS VA16 17 ARS14W0539 12.5 52.0 5.7
2016 SUS VA16 18 ARS14W0623 14.3 61.0 4.6
2016 SUS VA16 19 ARS14W1012 11.4 72.0 3.0
2016 SUS VA16 20 ES14-0057 11.8 25.0 1.8
2016 SUS VA16 21 ES14-0528 10.5 42.0 1.3
2016 SUS VA16 22 ES14-1293 18.4 27.0 1.7
2016 SUS VA16 23 ES14-1350 14.5 24.0 0.9
2016 SUS VA16 24 GA08250-15ES14 11.0 21.0 2.2




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 SUS VA16 26 GA09361-15ES38 31.7 52.0 5.6
2016 SUS VA16 27 GA091252-15ES35 14.0 39.0 7.0
2016 SUS VA16 28 GA08281-15ES1 20.4 38.0 5.1
2016 SUS VA16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 7.0 23.0 1.5
2016 SUS VA16 30 GA09343-15ES33 17.8 43.0 5.9
2016 SUS VA16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 20.1 63.0 4.8
2016 SUS VA16 32 KWS053 9.9 26.0 3.4
2016 SUS VA16 33 KWS060 20.7 54.0 0.9
2016 SUS VA16 34 KWS074 15.4 35.0 2.9
2016 SUS VA16 35 KWS081 10.5 47.0 1.7
2016 SUS VA16 36 KWS083 13.0 14.0 3.6
2016 SUS VA16 37 KWS087 9.8 35.0 2.2
2016 SUS VA16 38 LA06146E-P4 10.6 42.0 5.8
2016 SUS VA16 39 LA08090C-9-2 15.1 28.0 4.7
2016 SUS VA16 40 LA08265C-50 24.9 44.0 3.1
2016 SUS VA16 41 LA09011UB-2 20.6 51.0 4.0
2016 SUS VA16 42 LA09225C-33 33.3 55.0 4.6
2016 SUS VA16 43 NC10435-11 15.8 19.0 2.9
2016 SUS VA16 44 NC12-22225 11.1 24.0 1.9
2016 SUS VA16 45 NC13-20076 8.5 12.0 1.0
2016 SUS VA16 46 NC13-22350 9.5 31.0 1.3
2016 SUS VA16 47 NC13-23449 14.0 18.0 2.9
2016 SUS VA16 48 VA12W-68 17.8 44.0 7.3
2016 SUS VA16 49 VA13W-38 15.0 26.0 1.7
2016 SUS VA16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 25.0 28.0 2.6
2016 SUS VA16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 13.4 42.0 2.1
2016 SUS VA16 52 VA13FHB-26 18.3 32.0 3.4
2016 SUS VA16 53 VA14FHB-14 12.2 20.0 1.4
2016 SUS VA16 54 VA14FHB-13 10.9 26.0 2.6
2016 SUS VA16 55 VA14FHB-28 32.5 40.0 4.6
2016 SUS FAR16 1 ERNIE 43.3 26.7 1.9
2016 SUS FAR16 2 COKER9835 95.0 45.0 2.8
2016 SUS FAR16 3 BESS 6.7 1.0 2.0
2016 SUS FAR16 4 JAMESTOWN NA 1.3 1.4
2016 SUS FAR16 5 AR06024-7-2 1.7 1.3 2.1
2016 SUS FAR16 6 ARS10-389 1.7 1.3 1.0
2016 SUS FAR16 7 AR07010-7-1 1.7 2.3 5.7
2016 SUS FAR16 8 AR07053-13-1 5.0 13.3 7.6
2016 SUS FAR16 9 AR07078-7-4 3.3 8.0 6.9
2016 SUS FAR16 10 AR07108-6-1 3.3 2.7 5.6
2016 SUS FAR16 11 ARLA06146E-20-1 6.7 14.0 4.2
2016 SUS FAR16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 3.3 1.3 3.3
2016 SUS FAR16 13 ARS11-2086 98.3 78.3 3.0
2016 SUS FAR16 14 ARS12-201 98.3 76.7 4.1
2016 SUS FAR16 15 ARS13-159 46.7 83.3 1.5
2016 SUS FAR16 16 ARS13-215 1.7 2.7 7.7
2016 SUS FAR16 17 ARS14W0539 NA 1.7 3.4




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 SUS FAR16 19 ARS14W1012 3.3 6.3 2.0
2016 SUS FAR16 20 ES14-0057 21.7 37.7 3.6
2016 SUS FAR16 21 ES14-0528 43.3 60.0 1.7
2016 SUS FAR16 22 ES14-1293 1.7 4.0 3.1
2016 SUS FAR16 23 ES14-1350 78.3 85.0 2.0
2016 SUS FAR16 24 GA08250-15ES14 NA 0.7 1.0
2016 SUS FAR16 25 GA08293-15ES3 NA 1.7 0.8
2016 SUS FAR16 26 GA09361-15ES38 NA 2.7 2.6
2016 SUS FAR16 27 GA091252-15ES35 20.0 5.7 1.6
2016 SUS FAR16 28 GA08281-15ES1 5.0 4.0 1.9
2016 SUS FAR16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 NA 1.0 0.5
2016 SUS FAR16 30 GA09343-15ES33 5.0 2.3 2.9
2016 SUS FAR16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 3.3 6.0 2.7
2016 SUS FAR16 32 KWS053 1.7 3.7 0.6
2016 SUS FAR16 33 KWS060 5.0 11.0 1.6
2016 SUS FAR16 34 KWS074 16.7 63.3 2.4
2016 SUS FAR16 35 KWS081 3.3 26.7 1.4
2016 SUS FAR16 36 KWS083 10.0 31.7 4.3
2016 SUS FAR16 37 KWS087 8.3 20.7 2.5
2016 SUS FAR16 38 LA06146E-P4 NA 1.0 1.0
2016 SUS FAR16 39 LA08090C-9-2 3.3 5.0 2.7
2016 SUS FAR16 40 LA08265C-50 1.7 0.7 0.9
2016 SUS FAR16 41 LA09011UB-2 1.7 5.0 2.1
2016 SUS FAR16 42 LA09225C-33 5.0 6.7 3.5
2016 SUS FAR16 43 NC10435-11 NA 3.0 1.7
2016 SUS FAR16 44 NC12-22225 35.0 50.0 2.3
2016 SUS FAR16 45 NC13-20076 NA 0.3 0.9
2016 SUS FAR16 46 NC13-22350 21.7 37.7 1.5
2016 SUS FAR16 47 NC13-23449 93.3 77.5 2.8
2016 SUS FAR16 48 VA12W-68 NA 4.0 2.6
2016 SUS FAR16 49 VA13W-38 33.3 36.7 1.4
2016 SUS FAR16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 1.7 1.0 2.0
2016 SUS FAR16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 8.3 7.7 2.0
2016 SUS FAR16 52 VA13FHB-26 50.0 76.7 1.9
2016 SUS FAR16 53 VA14FHB-14 96.7 80.0 1.3
2016 SUS FAR16 54 VA14FHB-13 96.7 85.0 1.6
2016 SUS FAR16 55 VA14FHB-28 3.3 6.7 2.1
2016 SUS NAR16 1 ERNIE 13.3 34.0 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 2 COKER9835 38.3 80.0 14.0
2016 SUS NAR16 3 BESS 3.3 3.0 4.0
2016 SUS NAR16 4 JAMESTOWN 5.0 33.7 8.0
2016 SUS NAR16 5 AR06024-7-2 5.0 19.0 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 6 ARS10-389 3.3 17.7 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 7 AR07010-7-1 5.0 26.0 10.0
2016 SUS NAR16 8 AR07053-13-1 8.3 41.7 13.0
2016 SUS NAR16 9 AR07078-7-4 6.7 30.0 11.0
2016 SUS NAR16 10 AR07108-6-1 NA 6.0 6.0
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2016 SUS NAR16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 5.0 18.3 9.0
2016 SUS NAR16 13 ARS11-2086 5.0 63.3 11.0
2016 SUS NAR16 14 ARS12-201 5.0 48.3 11.0
2016 SUS NAR16 15 ARS13-159 3.3 46.7 8.0
2016 SUS NAR16 16 ARS13-215 6.7 43.3 26.0
2016 SUS NAR16 17 ARS14W0539 3.3 53.3 9.0
2016 SUS NAR16 18 ARS14W0623 NA 73.3 26.0
2016 SUS NAR16 19 ARS14W1012 5.0 85.0 9.0
2016 SUS NAR16 20 ES14-0057 3.3 10.0 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 21 ES14-0528 6.7 30.0 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 22 ES14-1293 3.3 9.3 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 23 ES14-1350 NA 21.7 4.0
2016 SUS NAR16 24 GA08250-15ES14 1.7 9.3 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 25 GA08293-15ES3 16.7 48.7 8.0
2016 SUS NAR16 26 GA09361-15ES38 13.3 36.7 14.0
2016 SUS NAR16 27 GA091252-15ES35 6.7 43.3 10.0
2016 SUS NAR16 28 GA08281-15ES1 6.7 21.7 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 3.3 18.3 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 30 GA09343-15ES33 8.3 48.3 9.0
2016 SUS NAR16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 3.3 53.3 10.0
2016 SUS NAR16 32 KWS053 1.7 15.7 4.0
2016 SUS NAR16 33 KWS060 5.0 8.0 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 34 KWS074 3.3 18.3 9.0
2016 SUS NAR16 35 KWS081 3.3 5.7 3.0
2016 SUS NAR16 36 KWS083 3.3 16.7 8.0
2016 SUS NAR16 37 KWS087 1.7 26.7 4.0
2016 SUS NAR16 38 LA06146E-P4 10.0 51.7 10.0
2016 SUS NAR16 39 LA08090C-9-2 8.3 48.3 14.0
2016 SUS NAR16 40 LA08265C-50 6.7 36.7 8.0
2016 SUS NAR16 41 LA09011UB-2 18.3 61.7 13.0
2016 SUS NAR16 42 LA09225C-33 8.3 40.0 11.0
2016 SUS NAR16 43 NC10435-11 15.0 33.3 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 44 NC12-22225 3.3 10.0 5.0
2016 SUS NAR16 45 NC13-20076 5.0 6.7 3.0
2016 SUS NAR16 46 NC13-22350 3.3 10.0 3.0
2016 SUS NAR16 47 NC13-23449 8.3 31.7 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 48 VA12W-68 6.7 56.7 16.0
2016 SUS NAR16 49 VA13W-38 11.7 18.3 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 11.7 7.7 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 13.3 28.3 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 52 VA13FHB-26 3.3 76.7 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 53 VA14FHB-14 63.3 85.0 6.0
2016 SUS NAR16 54 VA14FHB-13 65.0 80.3 7.0
2016 SUS NAR16 55 VA14FHB-28 25.0 58.3 9.0
2016 SUS IL16 1 ERNIE 53.4 16.7 2.2
2016 SUS IL16 2 COKER9835 80.9 46.7 5.0
2016 SUS IL16 3 BESS 49.3 21.7 0.5




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 SUS IL16 5 AR06024-7-2 47.9 70.0 1.5
2016 SUS IL16 6 ARS10-389 15.8 26.7 1.2
2016 SUS IL16 7 AR07010-7-1 51.1 36.7 1.2
2016 SUS IL16 8 AR07053-13-1 45.5 13.3 2.1
2016 SUS IL16 9 AR07078-7-4 74.5 50.0 2.7
2016 SUS IL16 10 AR07108-6-1 62.3 30.0 1.2
2016 SUS IL16 11 ARLA06146E-20-1 71.0 30.0 1.0
2016 SUS IL16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 NA NA NA
2016 SUS IL16 13 ARS11-2086 30.7 63.3 1.3
2016 SUS IL16 14 ARS12-201 37.6 35.0 1.5
2016 SUS IL16 15 ARS13-159 67.5 20.0 0.8
2016 SUS IL16 16 ARS13-215 NA NA NA
2016 SUS IL16 17 ARS14W0539 15.7 66.7 2.2
2016 SUS IL16 18 ARS14W0623 50.3 6.1 1.5
2016 SUS IL16 19 ARS14W1012 67.4 36.7 3.8
2016 SUS IL16 20 ES14-0057 54.4 26.7 1.1
2016 SUS IL16 21 ES14-0528 20.2 10.0 1.7
2016 SUS IL16 22 ES14-1293 33.2 50.0 0.8
2016 SUS IL16 23 ES14-1350 71.8 60.0 2.0
2016 SUS IL16 24 GA08250-15ES14 49.9 23.3 2.1
2016 SUS IL16 25 GA08293-15ES3 62.7 66.7 6.1
2016 SUS IL16 26 GA09361-15ES38 75.5 18.4 2.1
2016 SUS IL16 27 GA091252-15ES35 70.6 68.6 4.2
2016 SUS IL16 28 GA08281-15ES1 68.6 48.8 2.6
2016 SUS IL16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 47.6 20.6 4.2
2016 SUS IL16 30 GA09343-15ES33 73.3 30.8 5.3
2016 SUS IL16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 44.6 36.7 2.9
2016 SUS IL16 32 KWS053 22.3 33.6 2.2
2016 SUS IL16 33 KWS060 57.5 13.3 2.0
2016 SUS IL16 34 KWS074 33.7 8.3 1.0
2016 SUS IL16 35 KWS081 60.6 30.0 0.7
2016 SUS IL16 36 KWS083 43.6 30.0 1.1
2016 SUS IL16 37 KWS087 55.4 30.0 2.2
2016 SUS IL16 38 LA06146E-P4 NA NA NA
2016 SUS IL16 39 LA08090C-9-2 64.4 70.0 2.6
2016 SUS IL16 40 LA08265C-50 57.8 36.7 3.1
2016 SUS IL16 41 LA09011UB-2 32.9 70.0 6.8
2016 SUS IL16 42 LA09225C-33 69.3 25.8 2.2
2016 SUS IL16 43 NC10435-11 64.2 30.0 3.1
2016 SUS IL16 44 NC12-22225 40.6 26.7 0.9
2016 SUS IL16 45 NC13-20076 36.0 16.7 3.0
2016 SUS IL16 46 NC13-22350 31.0 46.7 1.0
2016 SUS IL16 47 NC13-23449 61.0 50.0 2.1
2016 SUS IL16 48 VA12W-68 37.2 20.8 6.6
2016 SUS IL16 49 VA13W-38 17.2 21.7 1.0
2016 SUS IL16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 48.0 53.3 5.3
2016 SUS IL16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 57.8 76.7 2.0
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2016 SUS IL16 53 VA14FHB-14 42.3 43.3 1.6
2016 SUS IL16 54 VA14FHB-13 24.8 36.7 3.5
2016 SUS IL16 55 VA14FHB-28 62.1 40.0 3.8
2016 SUS KY16 1 ERNIE 30.0 33.0 15.5
2016 SUS KY16 2 COKER9835 62.8 43.0 23.1
2016 SUS KY16 3 BESS 15.3 14.0 4.6
2016 SUS KY16 4 JAMESTOWN 34.4 27.0 10.2
2016 SUS KY16 5 AR06024-7-2 17.6 9.0 2.2
2016 SUS KY16 6 ARS10-389 31.1 16.0 7.8
2016 SUS KY16 7 AR07010-7-1 31.3 27.0 9.8
2016 SUS KY16 8 AR07053-13-1 17.9 29.0 8.1
2016 SUS KY16 9 AR07078-7-4 40.3 42.0 9.1
2016 SUS KY16 10 AR07108-6-1 28.6 31.0 8.6
2016 SUS KY16 11 ARLA06146E-20-1 20.4 28.0 8.9
2016 SUS KY16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 18.8 31.0 5.0
2016 SUS KY16 13 ARS11-2086 32.8 31.0 12.6
2016 SUS KY16 14 ARS12-201 35.0 22.0 9.2
2016 SUS KY16 15 ARS13-159 24.3 15.0 8.2
2016 SUS KY16 16 ARS13-215 42.7 27.0 8.0
2016 SUS KY16 17 ARS14W0539 36.8 11.0 12.6
2016 SUS KY16 18 ARS14W0623 19.0 21.0 8.9
2016 SUS KY16 19 ARS14W1012 44.0 36.0 17.3
2016 SUS KY16 20 ES14-0057 21.3 25.0 7.6
2016 SUS KY16 21 ES14-0528 25.5 24.0 7.4
2016 SUS KY16 22 ES14-1293 16.3 16.0 4.6
2016 SUS KY16 23 ES14-1350 21.1 12.0 8.0
2016 SUS KY16 24 GA08250-15ES14 22.3 23.0 7.2
2016 SUS KY16 25 GA08293-15ES3 40.7 47.0 21.6
2016 SUS KY16 26 GA09361-15ES38 45.9 38.0 11.9
2016 SUS KY16 27 GA091252-15ES35 32.6 31.0 15.5
2016 SUS KY16 28 GA08281-15ES1 30.3 28.0 8.3
2016 SUS KY16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 30.1 17.0 7.6
2016 SUS KY16 30 GA09343-15ES33 45.6 24.0 11.2
2016 SUS KY16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 40.1 32.0 13.2
2016 SUS KY16 32 KWS053 26.9 23.0 10.0
2016 SUS KY16 33 KWS060 27.2 23.0 10.6
2016 SUS KY16 34 KWS074 19.9 47.0 9.2
2016 SUS KY16 35 KWS081 18.4 16.0 6.8
2016 SUS KY16 36 KWS083 23.4 31.0 9.1
2016 SUS KY16 37 KWS087 24.7 18.0 6.8
2016 SUS KY16 38 LA06146E-P4 35.5 27.0 10.7
2016 SUS KY16 39 LA08090C-9-2 31.9 19.0 5.7
2016 SUS KY16 40 LA08265C-50 29.8 22.0 7.6
2016 SUS KY16 41 LA09011UB-2 31.7 31.0 13.2
2016 SUS KY16 42 LA09225C-33 32.8 36.0 12.0
2016 SUS KY16 43 NC10435-11 29.1 23.0 9.4
2016 SUS KY16 44 NC12-22225 25.4 18.0 8.8




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 SUS KY16 46 NC13-22350 21.8 12.0 10.9
2016 SUS KY16 47 NC13-23449 29.9 25.0 9.2
2016 SUS KY16 48 VA12W-68 33.7 40.0 13.3
2016 SUS KY16 49 VA13W-38 35.9 27.0 5.9
2016 SUS KY16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 28.9 31.0 12.7
2016 SUS KY16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 25.6 22.0 10.4
2016 SUS KY16 52 VA13FHB-26 21.6 25.0 10.2
2016 SUS KY16 53 VA14FHB-14 23.2 21.0 7.9
2016 SUS KY16 54 VA14FHB-13 27.1 41.0 10.3
2016 SUS KY16 55 VA14FHB-28 38.3 35.0 11.4
2016 SUS MO16 1 ERNIE 15.0 32.5 9.0
2016 SUS MO16 2 COKER9835 34.0 80.0 16.0
2016 SUS MO16 3 BESS 15.0 25.0 9.0
2016 SUS MO16 4 JAMESTOWN 19.0 27.5 13.0
2016 SUS MO16 5 AR06024-7-2 13.0 17.5 10.0
2016 SUS MO16 6 ARS10-389 19.0 35.0 16.0
2016 SUS MO16 7 AR07010-7-1 17.0 22.5 23.0
2016 SUS MO16 8 AR07053-13-1 24.0 12.5 17.0
2016 SUS MO16 9 AR07078-7-4 23.0 27.5 33.0
2016 SUS MO16 10 AR07108-6-1 17.0 25.0 16.0
2016 SUS MO16 11 ARLA06146E-20-1 17.0 35.0 19.0
2016 SUS MO16 12 ARLA07084C-10-1 12.0 37.5 32.0
2016 SUS MO16 13 ARS11-2086 10.0 80.0 18.0
2016 SUS MO16 14 ARS12-201 15.0 82.5 17.0
2016 SUS MO16 15 ARS13-159 23.0 80.0 9.3
2016 SUS MO16 16 ARS13-215 13.0 25.0 27.8
2016 SUS MO16 17 ARS14W0539 15.0 30.0 32.7
2016 SUS MO16 18 ARS14W0623 19.0 52.5 16.4
2016 SUS MO16 19 ARS14W1012 24.0 35.0 28.1
2016 SUS MO16 20 ES14-0057 8.0 22.5 2.7
2016 SUS MO16 21 ES14-0528 15.0 30.0 13.6
2016 SUS MO16 22 ES14-1293 10.0 10.0 6.5
2016 SUS MO16 23 ES14-1350 25.0 87.5 14.9
2016 SUS MO16 24 GA08250-15ES14 13.0 12.5 14.6
2016 SUS MO16 25 GA08293-15ES3 20.0 30.0 21.3
2016 SUS MO16 26 GA09361-15ES38 29.0 32.5 17.2
2016 SUS MO16 27 GA091252-15ES35 11.0 22.5 18.8
2016 SUS MO16 28 GA08281-15ES1 22.0 35.0 16.3
2016 SUS MO16 29 GANC9337-15ES27 21.0 17.5 19.8
2016 SUS MO16 30 GA09343-15ES33 12.0 30.0 18.6
2016 SUS MO16 31 GANC10014-15ES24 24.0 40.0 15.6
2016 SUS MO16 32 KWS053 9.0 12.5 8.7
2016 SUS MO16 33 KWS060 12.0 28.0 9.0
2016 SUS MO16 34 KWS074 21.0 35.0 19.0
2016 SUS MO16 35 KWS081 10.0 38.0 15.0
2016 SUS MO16 36 KWS083 9.0 18.0 10.0
2016 SUS MO16 37 KWS087 25.0 50.0 14.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2016 SUS MO16 39 LA08090C-9-2 33.0 40.0 28.0
2016 SUS MO16 40 LA08265C-50 40.0 40.0 15.0
2016 SUS MO16 41 LA09011UB-2 54.0 30.0 36.0
2016 SUS MO16 42 LA09225C-33 43.0 40.0 34.0
2016 SUS MO16 43 NC10435-11 41.0 35.0 14.0
2016 SUS MO16 44 NC12-22225 22.0 30.0 8.0
2016 SUS MO16 45 NC13-20076 29.0 45.0 16.0
2016 SUS MO16 46 NC13-22350 14.0 18.0 8.0
2016 SUS MO16 47 NC13-23449 13.0 45.0 13.0
2016 SUS MO16 48 VA12W-68 11.0 13.0 21.0
2016 SUS MO16 49 VA13W-38 21.0 40.0 30.0
2016 SUS MO16 50 VA09MAS6-122-7-1 19.0 23.0 27.0
2016 SUS MO16 51 VA08MAS1-188-6-4-1 17.0 23.0 12.0
2016 SUS MO16 52 VA13FHB-26 28.0 93.0 18.0
2016 SUS MO16 53 VA14FHB-14 24.0 95.0 31.0
2016 SUS MO16 54 VA14FHB-13 18.0 88.0 19.0
2016 SUS MO16 55 VA14FHB-28 32.0 25.0 25.0
2015 SUS NC15 1 ERNIE 7.0 4.2 4.4
2015 SUS NC15 2 COKER9835 53.5 24.9 16.7
2015 SUS NC15 3 BESS 17.5 3.2 5.5
2015 SUS NC15 4 JAMESTOWN 7.0 4.1 2.1
2015 SUS NC15 5 LA07085CW-P4 14.0 5.7 3.0
2015 SUS NC15 6 LANC8170-41-2 17.5 4.0 2.2
2015 SUS NC15 7 NC11-22289 7.0 2.9 1.2
2015 SUS NC15 8 AR06024-7-2 7.0 3.2 2.2
2015 SUS NC15 9 AR06037-17-2 33.0 11.6 7.0
2015 SUS NC15 10 AR06045-2-4 14.0 2.6 3.2
2015 SUS NC15 11 AR06045-16-4 21.0 7.1 3.9
2015 SUS NC15 12 AR06046-10-3 30.5 6.4 9.3
2015 SUS NC15 13 AR06061-11-1 14.0 4.0 2.4
2015 SUS NC15 14 LW08190C-57-3 10.5 4.9 2.5
2015 SUS NC15 15 ARGE08-1398 10.5 1.4 1.0
2015 SUS NC15 16 B12-1792 14.0 4.3 5.0
2015 SUS NC15 17 B12-2180NC 27.0 5.7 6.3
2015 SUS NC15 18 GA071171-14ES8 29.0 5.0 5.3
2015 SUS NC15 19 GA071092-14ES11 21.0 5.7 5.0
2015 SUS NC15 20 GA071092-14ES13 28.5 6.4 6.5
2015 SUS NC15 21 GA081129-14ES16 14.0 3.6 2.5
2015 SUS NC15 22 GA08250-14ES7 14.0 3.9 3.6
2015 SUS NC15 23 GA08250-14ES5 31.0 8.3 5.2
2015 SUS NC15 24 GA071171-14ES19 14.0 7.9 8.9
2015 SUS NC15 25 GA081562-14ES14 17.5 7.3 8.9
2015 SUS NC15 26 KWS054 7.0 4.4 5.4
2015 SUS NC15 27 LA06146E-P4 7.0 6.3 7.1
2015 SUS NC15 28 LA08265C-50 17.5 6.5 8.0
2015 SUS NC15 29 LA09144C-6 17.5 8.2 18.8
2015 SUS NC15 30 LANC8248-1 17.5 8.4 10.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS NC15 32 ES13-3423 10.5 3.8 5.2
2015 SUS NC15 33 ES12-3030 14.0 2.5 3.7
2015 SUS NC15 34 M11-2024 14.0 6.5 8.5
2015 SUS NC15 35 M12-3301 17.5 9.0 4.1
2015 SUS NC15 36 M12-2036 27.5 4.3 6.9
2015 SUS NC15 37 NC11-23084 27.0 8.3 10.0
2015 SUS NC15 38 NC12-23576 33.0 10.3 11.9
2015 SUS NC15 39 NC12-23219 14.0 4.7 2.2
2015 SUS NC15 40 NC12-20662 10.5 4.4 2.3
2015 SUS NC15 41 NC9305-7 27.0 4.4 5.6
2015 SUS NC15 42 VA11W-106 21.0 11.1 17.0
2015 SUS NC15 43 VA11W-313 7.0 4.7 5.0
2015 SUS NC15 44 VA12W-72 16.0 3.6 4.1
2015 SUS NC15 45 VA12W-54 27.0 5.0 4.8
2015 SUS NC15 46 VA12FHB-53 33.0 4.5 4.7
2015 SUS NC15 47 VA12FHB-4 27.0 3.2 4.0
2015 SUS NC15 48 VA13W-177 7.0 1.2 1.2
2015 SUS NC15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 17.5 4.9 6.7
2015 SUS KY15 1 ERNIE 32.3 18.8 11.7
2015 SUS KY15 2 COKER9835 52.3 30.7 10.8
2015 SUS KY15 3 BESS 42.3 16.7 5.5
2015 SUS KY15 4 JAMESTOWN 45.5 26.2 5.8
2015 SUS KY15 5 LA07085CW-P4 28.6 13.9 8.6
2015 SUS KY15 6 LANC8170-41-2 45.6 17.2 5.8
2015 SUS KY15 7 NC11-22289 16.4 4.6 2.6
2015 SUS KY15 8 AR06024-7-2 29.9 5.2 2.9
2015 SUS KY15 9 AR06037-17-2 46.4 20.4 9.5
2015 SUS KY15 10 AR06045-2-4 25.1 12.2 6.7
2015 SUS KY15 11 AR06045-16-4 30.1 12.0 7.1
2015 SUS KY15 12 AR06046-10-3 32.7 15.8 5.4
2015 SUS KY15 13 AR06061-11-1 44.1 14.7 4.0
2015 SUS KY15 14 LW08190C-57-3 33.7 18.5 3.7
2015 SUS KY15 15 ARGE08-1398 17.3 5.7 2.7
2015 SUS KY15 16 B12-1792 53.8 16.0 15.9
2015 SUS KY15 17 B12-2180NC 51.6 21.4 9.8
2015 SUS KY15 18 GA071171-14ES8 46.8 13.7 7.5
2015 SUS KY15 19 GA071092-14ES11 31.3 17.6 8.4
2015 SUS KY15 20 GA071092-14ES13 33.8 16.1 8.8
2015 SUS KY15 21 GA081129-14ES16 16.7 12.5 9.3
2015 SUS KY15 22 GA08250-14ES7 35.3 14.2 8.7
2015 SUS KY15 23 GA08250-14ES5 43.0 20.0 13.3
2015 SUS KY15 24 GA071171-14ES19 27.6 12.2 9.6
2015 SUS KY15 25 GA081562-14ES14 44.8 25.9 16.5
2015 SUS KY15 26 KWS054 22.1 17.0 8.7
2015 SUS KY15 27 LA06146E-P4 43.4 20.3 14.6
2015 SUS KY15 28 LA08265C-50 42.6 17.2 7.5
2015 SUS KY15 29 LA09144C-6 40.5 33.6 20.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS KY15 31 ES13-1591 28.3 15.1 3.2
2015 SUS KY15 32 ES13-3423 38.1 12.6 4.5
2015 SUS KY15 33 ES12-3030 35.8 12.5 6.0
2015 SUS KY15 34 M11-2024 53.4 13.7 6.7
2015 SUS KY15 35 M12-3301 36.0 15.9 5.8
2015 SUS KY15 36 M12-2036 36.5 13.7 7.6
2015 SUS KY15 37 NC11-23084 43.9 19.2 7.2
2015 SUS KY15 38 NC12-23576 39.3 23.1 13.7
2015 SUS KY15 39 NC12-23219 29.8 14.8 4.9
2015 SUS KY15 40 NC12-20662 18.6 7.8 6.3
2015 SUS KY15 41 NC9305-7 27.5 13.6 4.2
2015 SUS KY15 42 VA11W-106 44.9 18.6 9.1
2015 SUS KY15 43 VA11W-313 33.7 17.6 7.6
2015 SUS KY15 44 VA12W-72 39.5 15.0 9.0
2015 SUS KY15 45 VA12W-54 57.4 20.9 16.1
2015 SUS KY15 46 VA12FHB-53 49.2 18.1 4.2
2015 SUS KY15 47 VA12FHB-4 30.6 11.2 5.5
2015 SUS KY15 48 VA13W-177 16.9 6.5 4.1
2015 SUS KY15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 33.2 18.2 7.4
2015 SUS MO15 1 ERNIE 17.0 35.0 6.2
2015 SUS MO15 2 COKER9835 51.5 80.0 7.1
2015 SUS MO15 3 BESS 3.1 17.5 4.3
2015 SUS MO15 4 JAMESTOWN 18.1 40.0 5.6
2015 SUS MO15 5 LA07085CW-P4 7.7 62.5 6.6
2015 SUS MO15 6 LANC8170-41-2 30.7 87.5 4.3
2015 SUS MO15 7 NC11-22289 13.3 20.0 2.3
2015 SUS MO15 8 AR06024-7-2 14.4 17.5 2.9
2015 SUS MO15 9 AR06037-17-2 35.9 85.0 10.9
2015 SUS MO15 10 AR06045-2-4 4.9 37.5 3.3
2015 SUS MO15 11 AR06045-16-4 11.0 35.0 4.3
2015 SUS MO15 12 AR06046-10-3 29.5 72.5 9.3
2015 SUS MO15 13 AR06061-11-1 23.7 42.5 8.9
2015 SUS MO15 14 LW08190C-57-3 13.5 62.5 5.0
2015 SUS MO15 15 ARGE08-1398 5.9 45.0 0.8
2015 SUS MO15 16 B12-1792 33.1 55.0 7.8
2015 SUS MO15 17 B12-2180NC 10.1 37.5 6.3
2015 SUS MO15 18 GA071171-14ES8 33.3 50.0 5.3
2015 SUS MO15 19 GA071092-14ES11 14.6 67.5 4.9
2015 SUS MO15 20 GA071092-14ES13 26.9 55.0 4.1
2015 SUS MO15 21 GA081129-14ES16 22.7 65.0 5.5
2015 SUS MO15 22 GA08250-14ES7 33.2 62.5 8.3
2015 SUS MO15 23 GA08250-14ES5 8.9 40.0 5.0
2015 SUS MO15 24 GA071171-14ES19 26.5 55.0 8.4
2015 SUS MO15 25 GA081562-14ES14 38.2 60.0 10.6
2015 SUS MO15 26 KWS054 25.5 57.5 8.6
2015 SUS MO15 27 LA06146E-P4 9.3 80.0 7.2
2015 SUS MO15 28 LA08265C-50 13.2 60.0 5.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS MO15 30 LANC8248-1 13.1 50.0 6.7
2015 SUS MO15 31 ES13-1591 16.5 57.5 5.4
2015 SUS MO15 32 ES13-3423 14.3 77.5 9.8
2015 SUS MO15 33 ES12-3030 14.3 57.5 7.6
2015 SUS MO15 34 M11-2024 23.3 25.0 7.4
2015 SUS MO15 35 M12-3301 23.3 50.0 3.6
2015 SUS MO15 36 M12-2036 7.9 87.5 17.2
2015 SUS MO15 37 NC11-23084 9.8 32.5 2.9
2015 SUS MO15 38 NC12-23576 20.4 85.0 7.2
2015 SUS MO15 39 NC12-23219 24.2 60.0 11.6
2015 SUS MO15 40 NC12-20662 8.0 32.5 4.8
2015 SUS MO15 41 NC9305-7 27.4 17.5 6.5
2015 SUS MO15 42 VA11W-106 10.1 72.5 6.6
2015 SUS MO15 43 VA11W-313 24.3 90.0 12.1
2015 SUS MO15 44 VA12W-72 16.4 75.0 13.2
2015 SUS MO15 45 VA12W-54 26.1 87.5 16.0
2015 SUS MO15 46 VA12FHB-53 18.5 67.5 3.7
2015 SUS MO15 47 VA12FHB-4 13.4 37.5 5.3
2015 SUS MO15 48 VA13W-177 11.3 35.0 6.0
2015 SUS MO15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 21.7 60.0 6.9
2015 SUS VA15 1 ERNIE 7.0 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 2 COKER9835 30.5 NA 1.0
2015 SUS VA15 3 BESS 13.0 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 4 JAMESTOWN 7.0 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 5 LA07085CW-P4 24.3 NA 0.5
2015 SUS VA15 6 LANC8170-41-2 19.8 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 7 NC11-22289 9.3 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 8 AR06024-7-2 13.6 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 9 AR06037-17-2 19.1 NA 0.8
2015 SUS VA15 10 AR06045-2-4 29.6 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 11 AR06045-16-4 21.6 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 12 AR06046-10-3 15.2 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 13 AR06061-11-1 8.6 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 14 LW08190C-57-3 15.1 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 15 ARGE08-1398 9.8 NA NA
2015 SUS VA15 16 B12-1792 12.6 NA 0.6
2015 SUS VA15 17 B12-2180NC 19.9 NA 0.9
2015 SUS VA15 18 GA071171-14ES8 18.1 NA 0.7
2015 SUS VA15 19 GA071092-14ES11 17.7 NA 0.3
2015 SUS VA15 20 GA071092-14ES13 11.3 NA 0.3
2015 SUS VA15 21 GA081129-14ES16 NA NA NA
2015 SUS VA15 22 GA08250-14ES7 12.1 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 23 GA08250-14ES5 11.8 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 24 GA071171-14ES19 23.6 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 25 GA081562-14ES14 21.1 NA 0.8
2015 SUS VA15 26 KWS054 10.3 NA 0.6
2015 SUS VA15 27 LA06146E-P4 22.7 NA 1.0




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS VA15 29 LA09144C-6 31.5 NA 1.3
2015 SUS VA15 30 LANC8248-1 25.1 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 31 ES13-1591 10.5 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 32 ES13-3423 11.1 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 33 ES12-3030 13.3 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 34 M11-2024 14.9 NA 0.5
2015 SUS VA15 35 M12-3301 13.0 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 36 M12-2036 15.8 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 37 NC11-23084 37.7 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 38 NC12-23576 35.0 NA 0.6
2015 SUS VA15 39 NC12-23219 8.2 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 40 NC12-20662 26.6 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 41 NC9305-7 16.0 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 42 VA11W-106 14.3 NA 0.5
2015 SUS VA15 43 VA11W-313 16.4 NA 0.6
2015 SUS VA15 44 VA12W-72 16.9 NA 0.6
2015 SUS VA15 45 VA12W-54 25.3 NA 0.4
2015 SUS VA15 46 VA12FHB-53 10.9 NA 0.2
2015 SUS VA15 47 VA12FHB-4 31.3 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 48 VA13W-177 9.3 NA 0.1
2015 SUS VA15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 37.3 NA 0.2
2015 SUS IL15 1 ERNIE 69.3 30.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 2 COKER9835 74.8 55.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 3 BESS 47.5 15.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 4 JAMESTOWN 46.2 23.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 5 LA07085CW-P4 55.0 50.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 6 LANC8170-41-2 65.9 40.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 7 NC11-22289 21.6 25.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 8 AR06024-7-2 22.2 28.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 9 AR06037-17-2 43.2 31.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 10 AR06045-2-4 25.0 13.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 11 AR06045-16-4 32.6 26.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 12 AR06046-10-3 66.6 23.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 13 AR06061-11-1 34.0 10.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 14 LW08190C-57-3 27.1 51.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 15 ARGE08-1398 13.9 24.6 NA
2015 SUS IL15 16 B12-1792 76.8 20.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 17 B12-2180NC 53.3 26.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 18 GA071171-14ES8 66.7 33.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 19 GA071092-14ES11 30.4 38.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 20 GA071092-14ES13 26.1 41.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 21 GA081129-14ES16 60.1 51.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 22 GA08250-14ES7 42.3 23.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 23 GA08250-14ES5 43.9 50.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 24 GA071171-14ES19 44.6 28.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 25 GA081562-14ES14 14.0 73.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 26 KWS054 47.3 53.3 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS IL15 28 LA08265C-50 89.0 46.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 29 LA09144C-6 67.7 33.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 30 LANC8248-1 75.6 19.6 NA
2015 SUS IL15 31 ES13-1591 30.7 21.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 32 ES13-3423 33.4 41.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 33 ES12-3030 77.5 26.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 34 M11-2024 72.6 20.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 35 M12-3301 36.9 15.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 36 M12-2036 37.5 15.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 37 NC11-23084 46.3 33.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 38 NC12-23576 64.0 38.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 39 NC12-23219 62.8 28.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 40 NC12-20662 17.7 33.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 41 NC9305-7 58.7 17.1 NA
2015 SUS IL15 42 VA11W-106 64.5 40.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 43 VA11W-313 78.9 56.7 NA
2015 SUS IL15 44 VA12W-72 46.4 70.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 45 VA12W-54 53.7 43.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 46 VA12FHB-53 32.6 47.1 NA
2015 SUS IL15 47 VA12FHB-4 20.2 13.3 NA
2015 SUS IL15 48 VA13W-177 33.4 20.0 NA
2015 SUS IL15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 44.1 33.3 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 1 ERNIE 30.0 25.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 2 COKER9835 65.0 60.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 3 BESS 25.0 60.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 4 JAMESTOWN 40.0 10.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 5 LA07085CW-P4 55.0 60.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 6 LANC8170-41-2 45.0 20.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 7 NC11-22289 35.0 50.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 8 AR06024-7-2 45.0 12.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 9 AR06037-17-2 25.0 20.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 10 AR06045-2-4 10.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 11 AR06045-16-4 20.0 6.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 12 AR06046-10-3 15.0 20.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 13 AR06061-11-1 10.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 14 LW08190C-57-3 40.0 10.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 15 ARGE08-1398 15.0 4.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 16 B12-1792 70.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 17 B12-2180NC 35.0 12.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 18 GA071171-14ES8 65.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 19 GA071092-14ES11 35.0 30.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 20 GA071092-14ES13 40.0 30.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 21 GA081129-14ES16 55.0 55.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 22 GA08250-14ES7 20.0 47.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 23 GA08250-14ES5 40.0 15.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 24 GA071171-14ES19 35.0 50.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 25 GA081562-14ES14 55.0 42.5 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS HIL15 27 LA06146E-P4 55.0 75.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 28 LA08265C-50 55.0 45.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 29 LA09144C-6 45.0 57.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 30 LANC8248-1 65.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 31 ES13-1591 40.0 47.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 32 ES13-3423 35.0 40.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 33 ES12-3030 40.0 45.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 34 M11-2024 45.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 35 M12-3301 20.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 36 M12-2036 50.0 70.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 37 NC11-23084 15.0 7.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 38 NC12-23576 30.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 39 NC12-23219 55.0 15.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 40 NC12-20662 40.0 30.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 41 NC9305-7 20.0 11.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 42 VA11W-106 25.0 35.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 43 VA11W-313 75.0 31.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 44 VA12W-72 60.0 75.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 45 VA12W-54 70.0 57.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 46 VA12FHB-53 35.0 22.5 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 47 VA12FHB-4 35.0 3.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 48 VA13W-177 30.0 35.0 NA
2015 SUS HIL15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 75.0 57.5 NA
2015 SUS GA15 1 ERNIE 25.0 NA 2.8
2015 SUS GA15 2 COKER9835 80.0 NA 7.0
2015 SUS GA15 3 BESS 26.0 NA 1.7
2015 SUS GA15 4 JAMESTOWN 22.0 NA 0.6
2015 SUS GA15 5 LA07085CW-P4 33.0 NA 6.5
2015 SUS GA15 6 LANC8170-41-2 28.0 NA 1.0
2015 SUS GA15 7 NC11-22289 18.0 NA 0.6
2015 SUS GA15 8 AR06024-7-2 13.0 NA 0.5
2015 SUS GA15 9 AR06037-17-2 40.0 NA 3.8
2015 SUS GA15 10 AR06045-2-4 22.0 NA 2.1
2015 SUS GA15 11 AR06045-16-4 30.0 NA 3.0
2015 SUS GA15 12 AR06046-10-3 35.0 NA 5.2
2015 SUS GA15 13 AR06061-11-1 25.0 NA 4.6
2015 SUS GA15 14 LW08190C-57-3 30.0 NA 4.5
2015 SUS GA15 15 ARGE08-1398 22.0 NA 0.1
2015 SUS GA15 16 B12-1792 35.0 NA 2.7
2015 SUS GA15 17 B12-2180NC 33.0 NA 3.5
2015 SUS GA15 18 GA071171-14ES8 35.0 NA 3.6
2015 SUS GA15 19 GA071092-14ES11 40.0 NA 7.7
2015 SUS GA15 20 GA071092-14ES13 45.0 NA 4.1
2015 SUS GA15 21 GA081129-14ES16 35.0 NA 2.3
2015 SUS GA15 22 GA08250-14ES7 33.0 NA 5.7
2015 SUS GA15 23 GA08250-14ES5 40.0 NA 4.2
2015 SUS GA15 24 GA071171-14ES19 40.0 NA 6.7




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS GA15 26 KWS054 30.0 NA 3.7
2015 SUS GA15 27 LA06146E-P4 28.0 NA 2.2
2015 SUS GA15 28 LA08265C-50 35.0 NA 2.2
2015 SUS GA15 29 LA09144C-6 40.0 NA 5.0
2015 SUS GA15 30 LANC8248-1 33.0 NA 5.8
2015 SUS GA15 31 ES13-1591 35.0 NA 2.7
2015 SUS GA15 32 ES13-3423 50.0 NA 3.4
2015 SUS GA15 33 ES12-3030 40.0 NA 3.1
2015 SUS GA15 34 M11-2024 45.0 NA 2.5
2015 SUS GA15 35 M12-3301 40.0 NA 3.3
2015 SUS GA15 36 M12-2036 35.0 NA 2.9
2015 SUS GA15 37 NC11-23084 55.0 NA 9.8
2015 SUS GA15 38 NC12-23576 45.0 NA 3.0
2015 SUS GA15 39 NC12-23219 25.0 NA 0.9
2015 SUS GA15 40 NC12-20662 40.0 NA 2.4
2015 SUS GA15 41 NC9305-7 30.0 NA 3.6
2015 SUS GA15 42 VA11W-106 40.0 NA 10.2
2015 SUS GA15 43 VA11W-313 25.0 NA 2.5
2015 SUS GA15 44 VA12W-72 22.0 NA 8.3
2015 SUS GA15 45 VA12W-54 33.0 NA 5.4
2015 SUS GA15 46 VA12FHB-53 35.0 NA 1.8
2015 SUS GA15 47 VA12FHB-4 45.0 NA 3.4
2015 SUS GA15 48 VA13W-177 22.0 NA 1.0
2015 SUS GA15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 40.0 NA 3.4
2015 SUS FAR15 1 ERNIE 95.0 90.0 17.0
2015 SUS FAR15 2 COKER9835 100.0 95.0 13.6
2015 SUS FAR15 3 BESS 35.0 46.7 9.7
2015 SUS FAR15 4 JAMESTOWN 33.3 45.0 11.1
2015 SUS FAR15 5 LA07085CW-P4 41.7 71.7 17.1
2015 SUS FAR15 6 LANC8170-41-2 38.3 53.3 7.3
2015 SUS FAR15 7 NC11-22289 33.3 56.7 11.5
2015 SUS FAR15 8 AR06024-7-2 25.0 45.0 8.3
2015 SUS FAR15 9 AR06037-17-2 50.0 73.3 12.9
2015 SUS FAR15 10 AR06045-2-4 41.7 75.0 14.0
2015 SUS FAR15 11 AR06045-16-4 41.7 61.7 12.6
2015 SUS FAR15 12 AR06046-10-3 43.3 75.0 14.4
2015 SUS FAR15 13 AR06061-11-1 38.3 48.3 10.6
2015 SUS FAR15 14 LW08190C-57-3 35.0 76.7 7.7
2015 SUS FAR15 15 ARGE08-1398 13.3 26.7 2.1
2015 SUS FAR15 16 B12-1792 53.3 81.7 22.1
2015 SUS FAR15 17 B12-2180NC 45.0 48.3 8.8
2015 SUS FAR15 18 GA071171-14ES8 41.7 55.0 12.2
2015 SUS FAR15 19 GA071092-14ES11 51.7 63.3 12.5
2015 SUS FAR15 20 GA071092-14ES13 53.3 66.7 12.3
2015 SUS FAR15 21 GA081129-14ES16 36.7 48.3 13.6
2015 SUS FAR15 22 GA08250-14ES7 35.0 51.7 15.5
2015 SUS FAR15 23 GA08250-14ES5 46.7 68.3 11.2




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS FAR15 25 GA081562-14ES14 38.3 65.0 18.5
2015 SUS FAR15 26 KWS054 40.0 76.7 14.2
2015 SUS FAR15 27 LA06146E-P4 31.7 56.7 15.9
2015 SUS FAR15 28 LA08265C-50 28.3 48.3 7.1
2015 SUS FAR15 29 LA09144C-6 78.3 75.0 21.7
2015 SUS FAR15 30 LANC8248-1 45.0 46.7 12.2
2015 SUS FAR15 31 ES13-1591 43.3 81.7 10.1
2015 SUS FAR15 32 ES13-3423 100.0 95.0 13.4
2015 SUS FAR15 33 ES12-3030 55.0 68.3 12.6
2015 SUS FAR15 34 M11-2024 26.7 53.3 14.3
2015 SUS FAR15 35 M12-3301 90.0 88.3 10.7
2015 SUS FAR15 36 M12-2036 25.0 56.7 17.6
2015 SUS FAR15 37 NC11-23084 91.7 93.3 14.1
2015 SUS FAR15 38 NC12-23576 50.0 83.3 22.6
2015 SUS FAR15 39 NC12-23219 26.7 58.3 13.8
2015 SUS FAR15 40 NC12-20662 96.7 81.7 12.7
2015 SUS FAR15 41 NC9305-7 35.0 53.3 11.7
2015 SUS FAR15 42 VA11W-106 55.0 83.3 17.1
2015 SUS FAR15 43 VA11W-313 56.7 91.7 15.9
2015 SUS FAR15 44 VA12W-72 40.0 91.7 26.3
2015 SUS FAR15 45 VA12W-54 55.0 80.0 12.7
2015 SUS FAR15 46 VA12FHB-53 43.3 90.0 16.4
2015 SUS FAR15 47 VA12FHB-4 90.0 88.3 12.3
2015 SUS FAR15 48 VA13W-177 18.3 38.3 9.6
2015 SUS FAR15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 88.3 88.3 9.1
2015 SUS NAR15 1 ERNIE 63.3 38.3 13.0
2015 SUS NAR15 2 COKER9835 90.0 75.0 21.9
2015 SUS NAR15 3 BESS 23.3 20.0 9.4
2015 SUS NAR15 4 JAMESTOWN 60.0 31.7 12.2
2015 SUS NAR15 5 LA07085CW-P4 75.0 55.0 16.1
2015 SUS NAR15 6 LANC8170-41-2 66.7 46.7 10.9
2015 SUS NAR15 7 NC11-22289 31.7 18.3 6.7
2015 SUS NAR15 8 AR06024-7-2 21.7 15.0 6.8
2015 SUS NAR15 9 AR06037-17-2 28.3 30.0 19.4
2015 SUS NAR15 10 AR06045-2-4 21.7 25.0 16.2
2015 SUS NAR15 11 AR06045-16-4 23.3 28.3 17.3
2015 SUS NAR15 12 AR06046-10-3 28.3 50.0 28.2
2015 SUS NAR15 13 AR06061-11-1 25.0 18.3 10.4
2015 SUS NAR15 14 LW08190C-57-3 46.7 38.3 8.9
2015 SUS NAR15 15 ARGE08-1398 6.7 4.0 3.5
2015 SUS NAR15 16 B12-1792 55.0 48.3 26.3
2015 SUS NAR15 17 B12-2180NC 33.3 33.3 19.8
2015 SUS NAR15 18 GA071171-14ES8 50.0 48.3 19.7
2015 SUS NAR15 19 GA071092-14ES11 66.7 48.3 24.9
2015 SUS NAR15 20 GA071092-14ES13 68.3 50.0 24.6
2015 SUS NAR15 21 GA081129-14ES16 70.0 45.0 17.9
2015 SUS NAR15 22 GA08250-14ES7 43.3 50.0 18.1




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2015 SUS NAR15 24 GA071171-14ES19 53.3 40.0 22.0
2015 SUS NAR15 25 GA081562-14ES14 31.7 38.3 27.2
2015 SUS NAR15 26 KWS054 33.3 53.3 18.8
2015 SUS NAR15 27 LA06146E-P4 45.0 43.3 20.2
2015 SUS NAR15 28 LA08265C-50 38.3 33.3 11.0
2015 SUS NAR15 29 LA09144C-6 73.3 50.0 22.6
2015 SUS NAR15 30 LANC8248-1 73.3 23.3 10.0
2015 SUS NAR15 31 ES13-1591 46.7 38.3 11.1
2015 SUS NAR15 32 ES13-3423 73.3 46.7 16.8
2015 SUS NAR15 33 ES12-3030 50.0 41.7 12.2
2015 SUS NAR15 34 M11-2024 36.7 28.3 15.8
2015 SUS NAR15 35 M12-3301 56.7 48.3 16.0
2015 SUS NAR15 36 M12-2036 15.0 36.7 16.8
2015 SUS NAR15 37 NC11-23084 71.7 50.0 14.7
2015 SUS NAR15 38 NC12-23576 63.3 46.7 20.1
2015 SUS NAR15 39 NC12-23219 41.7 21.7 11.4
2015 SUS NAR15 40 NC12-20662 80.0 35.0 14.7
2015 SUS NAR15 41 NC9305-7 31.7 21.7 11.8
2015 SUS NAR15 42 VA11W-106 28.3 46.7 28.4
2015 SUS NAR15 43 VA11W-313 68.3 78.3 16.5
2015 SUS NAR15 44 VA12W-72 55.0 75.0 31.4
2015 SUS NAR15 45 VA12W-54 75.0 60.0 18.0
2015 SUS NAR15 46 VA12FHB-53 26.7 46.7 17.1
2015 SUS NAR15 47 VA12FHB-4 33.3 33.3 10.7
2015 SUS NAR15 48 VA13W-177 25.0 26.7 10.9
2015 SUS NAR15 49 VA08MAS5-39-6-4 80.0 33.3 15.3
2014 SUS NC14 1 ERNIE 11.0 4.3 4.4
2014 SUS NC14 2 COKER9835 78.0 24.5 35.6
2014 SUS NC14 3 BESS 27.0 8.1 8.3
2014 SUS NC14 4 JAMESTOWN 13.0 2.9 2.5
2014 SUS NC14 5 M10-1615 16.5 8.2 9.5
2014 SUS NC14 6 AR00179-2-2 19.5 3.9 6.6
2014 SUS NC14 7 AR00334-5-2 13.5 5.6 5.4
2014 SUS NC14 8 AR01136-3-2 32.5 7.5 7.9
2014 SUS NC14 9 AR04001-3 23.0 3.6 2.5
2014 SUS NC14 10 AR04084-1-3 15.0 5.7 10.2
2014 SUS NC14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 19.0 2.0 2.8
2014 SUS NC14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 17.0 2.0 3.2
2014 SUS NC14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 17.5 5.9 6.7
2014 SUS NC14 14 ARS09-228 34.0 3.3 4.9
2014 SUS NC14 15 ARS10-028 17.5 12.6 22.3
2014 SUS NC14 16 ARS10-038 73.0 30.8 89.1
2014 SUS NC14 17 ARS10-043 80.0 21.2 54.9
2014 SUS NC14 18 ARS10-172 60.0 23.8 30.6
2014 SUS NC14 19 ARS10-389 10.0 2.6 3.4
2014 SUS NC14 20 B09-0002 10.5 1.3 3.1
2014 SUS NC14 21 B09-900256 63.0 17.7 17.6




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS NC14 23 GA04494-13ES1 65.0 11.4 19.4
2014 SUS NC14 24 GA051477-13ES2 65.0 10.4 13.0
2014 SUS NC14 25 GA051477-13ES4 35.5 6.0 5.1
2014 SUS NC14 26 GA051207-13ES11 27.5 9.4 13.6
2014 SUS NC14 27 GA061050-13ES18 30.0 14.8 20.8
2014 SUS NC14 28 GA06586-13ES21 56.5 23.2 31.5
2014 SUS NC14 29 GA06390-13ES24 30.5 14.3 17.3
2014 SUS NC14 30 GA061050-13ES17 45.0 10.7 22.4
2014 SUS NC14 31 KWS013 45.0 11.5 8.5
2014 SUS NC14 32 KWS026 19.0 6.9 7.3
2014 SUS NC14 33 KWS027 47.5 17.6 25.0
2014 SUS NC14 34 LA06149C-P7 26.5 9.7 12.3
2014 SUS NC14 35 LA08201C-57 18.5 7.4 11.0
2014 SUS NC14 36 LANC8170-41-1 34.0 7.8 6.9
2014 SUS NC14 37 LA07085CW-P4 19.0 3.2 1.9
2014 SUS NC14 38 LANC8170-41-2 19.0 4.7 4.5
2014 SUS NC14 39 LCS08577-4 51.5 15.2 23.3
2014 SUS NC14 40 LCS229 50.0 10.6 21.9
2014 SUS NC14 41 M09-9547 24.5 5.5 17.9
2014 SUS NC14 42 M11-1027 32.0 11.0 15.0
2014 SUS NC14 43 M11-2298 15.5 4.3 6.0
2014 SUS NC14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 30.0 1.5 3.5
2014 SUS NC14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 10.5 1.5 3.3
2014 SUS NC14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 12.0 4.8 6.9
2014 SUS NC14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 27.5 6.5 8.3
2014 SUS NC14 48 NC11-21401 7.0 0.9 3.2
2014 SUS NC14 49 NC11-22289 20.0 2.0 2.4
2014 SUS NC14 50 NC11-22291 8.5 1.2 1.2
2014 SUS NC14 51 NC8170-45-17 22.0 9.9 5.5
2014 SUS NC14 52 NC8170-86-2 18.0 5.6 9.3
2014 SUS NC14 53 NC9305-7 18.5 7.6 8.5
2014 SUS NC14 54 NC09-21916 35.0 3.2 5.4
2014 SUS NC14 55 VA10W-96 26.5 8.6 18.0
2014 SUS NC14 56 VA11W-108 27.0 6.5 11.2
2014 SUS NC14 57 VA11W-230 22.5 5.0 6.5
2014 SUS NC14 58 VA11W-278 20.0 7.7 6.5
2014 SUS NC14 59 VA12W-102 61.0 11.8 19.1
2014 SUS NC14 60 VA12W-150 22.5 8.5 6.1
2014 SUS NC14 61 VA12FHB-37 37.5 11.8 27.1
2014 SUS NC14 62 VA12FHB-85 26.5 6.6 13.5
2014 SUS KY14 1 ERNIE 38.6 23.6 12.3
2014 SUS KY14 2 COKER9835 60.8 32.5 10.4
2014 SUS KY14 3 BESS 32.8 14.1 10.0
2014 SUS KY14 4 JAMESTOWN 31.6 26.3 17.2
2014 SUS KY14 5 M10-1615 19.9 18.2 9.4
2014 SUS KY14 6 AR00179-2-2 32.8 18.7 11.9
2014 SUS KY14 7 AR00334-5-2 21.8 21.4 11.4




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS KY14 9 AR04001-3 31.2 19.0 12.8
2014 SUS KY14 10 AR04084-1-3 43.8 24.8 22.0
2014 SUS KY14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 18.4 15.4 10.4
2014 SUS KY14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 31.6 20.9 13.6
2014 SUS KY14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 30.4 21.5 16.4
2014 SUS KY14 14 ARS09-228 46.1 35.7 8.9
2014 SUS KY14 15 ARS10-028 36.0 26.3 22.9
2014 SUS KY14 16 ARS10-038 58.3 40.0 14.1
2014 SUS KY14 17 ARS10-043 31.6 23.9 14.3
2014 SUS KY14 18 ARS10-172 43.8 37.7 11.9
2014 SUS KY14 19 ARS10-389 15.3 17.7 6.1
2014 SUS KY14 20 B09-0002 29.9 19.7 12.3
2014 SUS KY14 21 B09-900256 47.0 30.9 12.9
2014 SUS KY14 22 B08-91993 47.3 22.9 12.7
2014 SUS KY14 23 GA04494-13ES1 65.5 40.1 24.1
2014 SUS KY14 24 GA051477-13ES2 43.2 28.8 15.8
2014 SUS KY14 25 GA051477-13ES4 40.6 35.6 15.5
2014 SUS KY14 26 GA051207-13ES11 31.9 23.4 15.8
2014 SUS KY14 27 GA061050-13ES18 46.2 36.9 19.9
2014 SUS KY14 28 GA06586-13ES21 55.4 37.9 26.1
2014 SUS KY14 29 GA06390-13ES24 36.6 28.6 24.4
2014 SUS KY14 30 GA061050-13ES17 51.8 34.7 18.1
2014 SUS KY14 31 KWS013 47.0 36.8 14.6
2014 SUS KY14 32 KWS026 22.1 12.0 7.0
2014 SUS KY14 33 KWS027 35.4 21.0 15.1
2014 SUS KY14 34 LA06149C-P7 42.8 31.7 23.8
2014 SUS KY14 35 LA08201C-57 39.4 22.4 19.2
2014 SUS KY14 36 LANC8170-41-1 43.5 25.7 11.9
2014 SUS KY14 37 LA07085CW-P4 40.7 23.9 12.9
2014 SUS KY14 38 LANC8170-41-2 37.1 25.2 9.3
2014 SUS KY14 39 LCS08577-4 45.4 36.8 10.3
2014 SUS KY14 40 LCS229 29.0 27.9 11.2
2014 SUS KY14 41 M09-9547 35.5 23.8 17.2
2014 SUS KY14 42 M11-1027 36.4 24.8 8.1
2014 SUS KY14 43 M11-2298 28.3 20.5 12.2
2014 SUS KY14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 19.2 4.3 5.3
2014 SUS KY14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 33.1 19.1 12.9
2014 SUS KY14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 34.8 23.9 12.5
2014 SUS KY14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 32.1 20.3 9.2
2014 SUS KY14 48 NC11-21401 23.2 22.7 13.7
2014 SUS KY14 49 NC11-22289 21.9 14.2 9.0
2014 SUS KY14 50 NC11-22291 22.4 17.5 9.3
2014 SUS KY14 51 NC8170-45-17 25.5 16.6 11.6
2014 SUS KY14 52 NC8170-86-2 47.7 23.7 10.8
2014 SUS KY14 53 NC9305-7 34.2 24.1 15.3
2014 SUS KY14 54 NC09-21916 33.6 17.1 9.2
2014 SUS KY14 55 VA10W-96 31.2 19.4 11.3




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS KY14 57 VA11W-230 39.7 27.3 7.0
2014 SUS KY14 58 VA11W-278 55.3 33.4 14.7
2014 SUS KY14 59 VA12W-102 39.0 25.6 6.6
2014 SUS KY14 60 VA12W-150 42.5 23.6 10.3
2014 SUS KY14 61 VA12FHB-37 33.9 29.9 17.1
2014 SUS KY14 62 VA12FHB-85 22.5 19.6 13.9
2014 SUS VA14 1 ERNIE 13.4 14.8 2.0
2014 SUS VA14 2 COKER9835 85.9 35.9 7.3
2014 SUS VA14 3 BESS 16.2 22.3 5.2
2014 SUS VA14 4 JAMESTOWN 12.3 6.9 0.6
2014 SUS VA14 5 M10-1615 11.6 5.7 1.4
2014 SUS VA14 6 AR00179-2-2 15.4 8.4 6.9
2014 SUS VA14 7 AR00334-5-2 14.0 5.5 0.8
2014 SUS VA14 8 AR01136-3-2 12.1 19.7 2.0
2014 SUS VA14 9 AR04001-3 10.3 11.0 0.6
2014 SUS VA14 10 AR04084-1-3 19.2 11.5 2.0
2014 SUS VA14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 11.1 27.6 12.6
2014 SUS VA14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 12.8 23.7 3.5
2014 SUS VA14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 19.0 8.0 1.0
2014 SUS VA14 14 ARS09-228 8.8 12.4 0.5
2014 SUS VA14 15 ARS10-028 22.9 14.6 2.4
2014 SUS VA14 16 ARS10-038 72.7 26.9 12.2
2014 SUS VA14 17 ARS10-043 17.8 13.8 2.3
2014 SUS VA14 18 ARS10-172 57.9 23.4 5.4
2014 SUS VA14 19 ARS10-389 8.2 13.0 0.1
2014 SUS VA14 20 B09-0002 10.4 8.8 0.1
2014 SUS VA14 21 B09-900256 27.6 29.2 6.6
2014 SUS VA14 22 B08-91993 22.9 4.7 0.5
2014 SUS VA14 23 GA04494-13ES1 26.5 23.5 2.6
2014 SUS VA14 24 GA051477-13ES2 22.6 19.7 0.9
2014 SUS VA14 25 GA051477-13ES4 16.1 8.2 1.1
2014 SUS VA14 26 GA051207-13ES11 44.6 14.9 1.2
2014 SUS VA14 27 GA061050-13ES18 21.0 18.1 4.4
2014 SUS VA14 28 GA06586-13ES21 47.1 12.6 3.8
2014 SUS VA14 29 GA06390-13ES24 19.1 32.8 2.0
2014 SUS VA14 30 GA061050-13ES17 19.6 18.9 1.8
2014 SUS VA14 31 KWS013 8.8 10.6 0.9
2014 SUS VA14 32 KWS026 20.3 14.0 0.8
2014 SUS VA14 33 KWS027 16.4 12.4 1.6
2014 SUS VA14 34 LA06149C-P7 17.8 18.5 0.8
2014 SUS VA14 35 LA08201C-57 34.7 12.3 0.9
2014 SUS VA14 36 LANC8170-41-1 54.3 10.9 2.1
2014 SUS VA14 37 LA07085CW-P4 21.0 20.8 1.1
2014 SUS VA14 38 LANC8170-41-2 9.0 14.2 0.9
2014 SUS VA14 39 LCS08577-4 37.0 21.3 2.2
2014 SUS VA14 40 LCS229 26.4 14.0 1.3
2014 SUS VA14 41 M09-9547 19.5 17.2 2.2
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2014 SUS VA14 43 M11-2298 13.6 16.0 1.8
2014 SUS VA14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 17.4 11.5 2.2
2014 SUS VA14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 7.9 6.3 0.1
2014 SUS VA14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 22.7 16.4 1.6
2014 SUS VA14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 10.9 19.7 1.0
2014 SUS VA14 48 NC11-21401 9.9 20.0 1.5
2014 SUS VA14 49 NC11-22289 7.5 18.6 2.6
2014 SUS VA14 50 NC11-22291 18.3 10.3 NA
2014 SUS VA14 51 NC8170-45-17 11.3 18.2 2.6
2014 SUS VA14 52 NC8170-86-2 14.7 10.4 0.4
2014 SUS VA14 53 NC9305-7 26.2 14.2 1.2
2014 SUS VA14 54 NC09-21916 13.9 11.1 0.3
2014 SUS VA14 55 VA10W-96 22.5 14.4 0.4
2014 SUS VA14 56 VA11W-108 39.6 25.6 4.6
2014 SUS VA14 57 VA11W-230 12.1 9.1 0.8
2014 SUS VA14 58 VA11W-278 44.3 17.9 2.8
2014 SUS VA14 59 VA12W-102 16.7 21.0 3.7
2014 SUS VA14 60 VA12W-150 46.2 13.6 4.3
2014 SUS VA14 61 VA12FHB-37 23.5 29.1 2.1
2014 SUS VA14 62 VA12FHB-85 25.8 27.5 2.1
2014 SUS FAR14 1 ERNIE 7.5 14.0 9.0
2014 SUS FAR14 2 COKER9835 50.0 45.0 11.9
2014 SUS FAR14 3 BESS 5.0 12.0 6.9
2014 SUS FAR14 4 JAMESTOWN 5.0 26.5 3.0
2014 SUS FAR14 5 M10-1615 12.5 29.0 5.9
2014 SUS FAR14 6 AR00179-2-2 7.5 8.0 1.8
2014 SUS FAR14 7 AR00334-5-2 7.5 25.0 6.9
2014 SUS FAR14 8 AR01136-3-2 10.0 57.5 3.2
2014 SUS FAR14 9 AR04001-3 15.0 30.0 6.5
2014 SUS FAR14 10 AR04084-1-3 22.5 24.0 7.2
2014 SUS FAR14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 5.0 23.5 4.8
2014 SUS FAR14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 5.0 15.0 4.2
2014 SUS FAR14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 10.0 15.0 6.4
2014 SUS FAR14 14 ARS09-228 20.0 32.5 7.1
2014 SUS FAR14 15 ARS10-028 10.0 27.5 6.4
2014 SUS FAR14 16 ARS10-038 32.5 90.0 18.3
2014 SUS FAR14 17 ARS10-043 30.0 60.0 8.6
2014 SUS FAR14 18 ARS10-172 35.0 55.0 9.1
2014 SUS FAR14 19 ARS10-389 7.5 19.0 4.4
2014 SUS FAR14 20 B09-0002 7.5 6.0 2.4
2014 SUS FAR14 21 B09-900256 30.0 75.0 10.8
2014 SUS FAR14 22 B08-91993 30.0 47.5 11.4
2014 SUS FAR14 23 GA04494-13ES1 40.0 67.5 13.2
2014 SUS FAR14 24 GA051477-13ES2 32.5 32.5 7.7
2014 SUS FAR14 25 GA051477-13ES4 30.0 40.0 6.3
2014 SUS FAR14 26 GA051207-13ES11 25.0 50.0 7.1
2014 SUS FAR14 27 GA061050-13ES18 70.0 52.5 14.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS FAR14 29 GA06390-13ES24 25.0 67.5 9.5
2014 SUS FAR14 30 GA061050-13ES17 37.5 30.0 12.0
2014 SUS FAR14 31 KWS013 NA 45.0 7.1
2014 SUS FAR14 32 KWS026 22.5 12.5 2.6
2014 SUS FAR14 33 KWS027 25.0 70.0 17.6
2014 SUS FAR14 34 LA06149C-P7 10.0 35.0 4.3
2014 SUS FAR14 35 LA08201C-57 22.5 31.0 8.4
2014 SUS FAR14 36 LANC8170-41-1 37.5 37.5 5.2
2014 SUS FAR14 37 LA07085CW-P4 12.5 37.5 6.2
2014 SUS FAR14 38 LANC8170-41-2 30.0 17.5 3.0
2014 SUS FAR14 39 LCS08577-4 65.0 34.0 7.6
2014 SUS FAR14 40 LCS229 32.5 36.0 8.6
2014 SUS FAR14 41 M09-9547 22.5 35.0 7.6
2014 SUS FAR14 42 M11-1027 20.0 31.5 6.6
2014 SUS FAR14 43 M11-2298 45.0 30.0 7.4
2014 SUS FAR14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 2.5 13.5 1.5
2014 SUS FAR14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 7.5 31.5 5.3
2014 SUS FAR14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 17.5 35.0 4.2
2014 SUS FAR14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 22.5 50.0 7.2
2014 SUS FAR14 48 NC11-21401 25.0 52.5 3.1
2014 SUS FAR14 49 NC11-22289 15.0 32.5 2.9
2014 SUS FAR14 50 NC11-22291 12.5 30.0 3.5
2014 SUS FAR14 51 NC8170-45-17 5.0 25.0 3.3
2014 SUS FAR14 52 NC8170-86-2 17.5 65.0 5.5
2014 SUS FAR14 53 NC9305-7 5.0 27.5 6.9
2014 SUS FAR14 54 NC09-21916 20.0 27.5 3.2
2014 SUS FAR14 55 VA10W-96 20.0 50.0 5.1
2014 SUS FAR14 56 VA11W-108 7.5 62.5 6.8
2014 SUS FAR14 57 VA11W-230 10.0 57.5 4.5
2014 SUS FAR14 58 VA11W-278 32.5 60.0 7.9
2014 SUS FAR14 59 VA12W-102 27.5 45.0 7.6
2014 SUS FAR14 60 VA12W-150 32.5 47.5 8.3
2014 SUS FAR14 61 VA12FHB-37 20.0 77.5 8.6
2014 SUS FAR14 62 VA12FHB-85 30.0 70.0 10.8
2014 SUS FUN14 1 ERNIE 33.2 48.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 2 COKER9835 43.5 83.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 3 BESS 27.2 31.4 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 4 JAMESTOWN 19.6 23.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 5 M10-1615 15.7 17.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 6 AR00179-2-2 18.5 18.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 7 AR00334-5-2 24.0 27.1 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 8 AR01136-3-2 19.2 21.8 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 9 AR04001-3 35.2 64.6 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 10 AR04084-1-3 27.4 55.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 16.3 13.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 22.3 29.1 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 34.5 42.1 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS FUN14 15 ARS10-028 11.3 19.4 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 16 ARS10-038 64.4 43.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 17 ARS10-043 25.2 31.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 18 ARS10-172 42.6 50.1 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 19 ARS10-389 25.9 48.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 20 B09-0002 17.9 30.6 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 21 B09-900256 22.6 42.6 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 22 B08-91993 39.7 55.1 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 23 GA04494-13ES1 55.7 74.6 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 24 GA051477-13ES2 23.6 50.9 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 25 GA051477-13ES4 26.0 51.3 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 26 GA051207-13ES11 46.8 54.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 27 GA061050-13ES18 35.7 58.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 28 GA06586-13ES21 60.6 59.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 29 GA06390-13ES24 26.6 56.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 30 GA061050-13ES17 25.8 40.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 31 KWS013 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 32 KWS026 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 33 KWS027 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 34 LA06149C-P7 45.1 40.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 35 LA08201C-57 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 36 LANC8170-41-1 53.4 62.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 37 LA07085CW-P4 18.2 49.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 38 LANC8170-41-2 50.0 43.0 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 39 LCS08577-4 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 40 LCS229 NA NA NA
2014 SUS FUN14 41 M09-9547 35.5 41.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 42 M11-1027 23.2 37.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 43 M11-2298 22.7 38.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 13.4 27.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 14.2 20.3 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 13.1 24.3 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 20.2 36.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 48 NC11-21401 11.6 34.5 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 49 NC11-22289 17.0 28.4 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 50 NC11-22291 16.2 22.3 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 51 NC8170-45-17 16.0 40.9 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 52 NC8170-86-2 29.0 36.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 53 NC9305-7 42.9 58.8 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 54 NC09-21916 41.0 63.7 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 55 VA10W-96 27.7 45.1 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 56 VA11W-108 27.4 28.4 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 57 VA11W-230 32.0 49.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 58 VA11W-278 37.8 62.4 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 59 VA12W-102 26.3 39.8 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 60 VA12W-150 35.3 38.2 NA
2014 SUS FUN14 61 VA12FHB-37 14.2 24.2 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS LA14 1 ERNIE 20.0 12.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 2 COKER9835 50.0 47.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 3 BESS 20.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 4 JAMESTOWN 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 5 M10-1615 30.0 42.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 6 AR00179-2-2 25.0 22.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 7 AR00334-5-2 40.0 30.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 8 AR01136-3-2 30.0 20.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 9 AR04001-3 25.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 10 AR04084-1-3 30.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 20.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 20.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 14 ARS09-228 25.0 15.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 15 ARS10-028 25.0 25.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 16 ARS10-038 55.0 60.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 17 ARS10-043 50.0 55.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 18 ARS10-172 45.0 30.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 19 ARS10-389 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 20 B09-0002 10.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 21 B09-900256 45.0 42.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 22 B08-91993 30.0 40.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 23 GA04494-13ES1 25.0 30.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 24 GA051477-13ES2 25.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 25 GA051477-13ES4 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 26 GA051207-13ES11 30.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 27 GA061050-13ES18 20.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 28 GA06586-13ES21 45.0 55.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 29 GA06390-13ES24 30.0 20.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 30 GA061050-13ES17 20.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 31 KWS013 40.0 32.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 32 KWS026 35.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 33 KWS027 35.0 32.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 34 LA06149C-P7 35.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 35 LA08201C-57 30.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 36 LANC8170-41-1 35.0 22.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 37 LA07085CW-P4 20.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 38 LANC8170-41-2 20.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 39 LCS08577-4 50.0 55.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 40 LCS229 50.0 37.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 41 M09-9547 30.0 47.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 42 M11-1027 30.0 12.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 43 M11-2298 10.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 25.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 35.0 20.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 25.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 25.0 10.0 NA




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS LA14 49 NC11-22289 12.5 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 50 NC11-22291 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 51 NC8170-45-17 15.0 5.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 52 NC8170-86-2 15.0 7.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 53 NC9305-7 25.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 54 NC09-21916 35.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 55 VA10W-96 40.0 37.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 56 VA11W-108 45.0 42.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 57 VA11W-230 30.0 10.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 58 VA11W-278 45.0 25.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 59 VA12W-102 40.0 37.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 60 VA12W-150 45.0 15.0 NA
2014 SUS LA14 61 VA12FHB-37 40.0 32.5 NA
2014 SUS LA14 62 VA12FHB-85 35.0 17.5 NA
2014 SUS NAR14 1 ERNIE 33.3 35.0 12.0
2014 SUS NAR14 2 COKER9835 80.0 91.0 36.9
2014 SUS NAR14 3 BESS 21.7 28.3 16.8
2014 SUS NAR14 4 JAMESTOWN 41.7 32.7 16.2
2014 SUS NAR14 5 M10-1615 25.0 30.0 19.1
2014 SUS NAR14 6 AR00179-2-2 31.7 32.7 17.0
2014 SUS NAR14 7 AR00334-5-2 30.0 37.3 18.6
2014 SUS NAR14 8 AR01136-3-2 36.7 54.0 14.1
2014 SUS NAR14 9 AR04001-3 43.3 45.0 13.6
2014 SUS NAR14 10 AR04084-1-3 61.7 60.0 19.4
2014 SUS NAR14 11 ARGE07-1347-6-7-9 25.0 43.3 10.5
2014 SUS NAR14 12 ARGE07-1354-2-6-1 38.3 48.3 20.2
2014 SUS NAR14 13 ARGE07-1355-16-6-6 31.7 29.3 15.9
2014 SUS NAR14 14 ARS09-228 61.7 76.7 29.6
2014 SUS NAR14 15 ARS10-028 56.7 85.0 36.0
2014 SUS NAR14 16 ARS10-038 85.0 96.7 32.2
2014 SUS NAR14 17 ARS10-043 68.3 68.3 25.5
2014 SUS NAR14 18 ARS10-172 71.7 81.7 26.8
2014 SUS NAR14 19 ARS10-389 33.3 33.3 11.2
2014 SUS NAR14 20 B09-0002 23.3 23.3 11.3
2014 SUS NAR14 21 B09-900256 66.7 83.3 24.2
2014 SUS NAR14 22 B08-91993 45.0 50.0 17.0
2014 SUS NAR14 23 GA04494-13ES1 76.7 88.3 23.5
2014 SUS NAR14 24 GA051477-13ES2 75.0 58.3 21.7
2014 SUS NAR14 25 GA051477-13ES4 68.3 51.7 21.2
2014 SUS NAR14 26 GA051207-13ES11 46.7 60.0 22.4
2014 SUS NAR14 27 GA061050-13ES18 61.7 68.3 30.4
2014 SUS NAR14 28 GA06586-13ES21 70.0 76.7 34.3
2014 SUS NAR14 29 GA06390-13ES24 68.3 81.7 29.8
2014 SUS NAR14 30 GA061050-13ES17 70.0 81.7 33.0
2014 SUS NAR14 31 KWS013 56.7 56.7 14.9
2014 SUS NAR14 32 KWS026 38.3 23.3 9.9
2014 SUS NAR14 33 KWS027 48.3 80.0 37.9




Supplementary Table 3.1 (continued) 
2014 SUS NAR14 35 LA08201C-57 58.3 46.7 9.8
2014 SUS NAR14 36 LANC8170-41-1 65.0 58.3 8.2
2014 SUS NAR14 37 LA07085CW-P4 53.3 66.7 13.4
2014 SUS NAR14 38 LANC8170-41-2 55.0 48.3 6.1
2014 SUS NAR14 39 LCS08577-4 66.7 61.7 13.8
2014 SUS NAR14 40 LCS229 60.0 61.7 20.6
2014 SUS NAR14 41 M09-9547 58.3 53.3 24.0
2014 SUS NAR14 42 M11-1027 46.7 53.3 19.3
2014 SUS NAR14 43 M11-2298 38.3 40.0 15.6
2014 SUS NAR14 44 MD08-22-22-13-4 33.3 30.0 6.6
2014 SUS NAR14 45 MD26-H2-23-13-1 26.7 38.3 12.8
2014 SUS NAR14 46 MD09W272-8-4-13-3 48.3 71.7 16.5
2014 SUS NAR14 47 MDC07026-F2-19-13-4 43.3 66.7 10.3
2014 SUS NAR14 48 NC11-21401 38.3 38.3 9.5
2014 SUS NAR14 49 NC11-22289 33.3 30.0 9.8
2014 SUS NAR14 50 NC11-22291 28.3 26.0 9.7
2014 SUS NAR14 51 NC8170-45-17 40.0 40.0 9.1
2014 SUS NAR14 52 NC8170-86-2 55.0 45.0 12.5
2014 SUS NAR14 53 NC9305-7 36.7 45.0 15.5
2014 SUS NAR14 54 NC09-21916 46.7 56.7 18.5
2014 SUS NAR14 55 VA10W-96 70.0 43.3 13.7
2014 SUS NAR14 56 VA11W-108 58.3 70.0 17.5
2014 SUS NAR14 57 VA11W-230 60.0 60.0 17.0
2014 SUS NAR14 58 VA11W-278 63.3 71.7 15.8
2014 SUS NAR14 59 VA12W-102 46.7 58.3 21.2
2014 SUS NAR14 60 VA12W-150 56.7 58.3 26.3
2014 SUS NAR14 61 VA12FHB-37 56.7 78.3 36.6
2014 SUS NAR14 62 VA12FHB-85 48.3 65.0 26.9
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Genomic selection (GS) has shown successful results as a tool to increase Fusarium Head 
Blight (FHB) resistance in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). In this study we performed a 
genome-wide association study (GWAS) on regional FHB nurseries to select significant 
SNPs for deoxynivalenol (DON) and DSK, an index of DON, FHB rating and Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK).  The objective was to determine whether a reduced number of 
markers could improve predictions of FHB traits compared to the full set of markers for 
three populations of 306, 281 and 198 lines that were evaluated in 2017, 2018, 2019 
respectively at Lexington, Kentucky. Under a forward GS scheme, using regional nurseries 
as training populations (TP) of sizes 100 and 400, there was a substantial positive increase 
in prediction accuracy (PA) of 21% for DON (0.28 vs 0.22) and 12% for DSK (0.32 vs 
0.28) using a reduced marker set at the smallest TP size. With cross validation, moderate 
PA was obtained consistently among populations and marker sets for both traits. While the 
full marker set showed the best performance, PA with reduced marker sets was only 
slightly lower, (0.55 vs 0.54) for DON and (0.60 vs 0.57) for DSK. Our results confirm 
first, that GWAS offers an excellent tool to select significant markers for traits like DON 
and DSK, which reduces the number of markers considerably. Secondly, under a forward 
GS scheme, using only SNPs significant at P<0.1 was the most effective strategy in that 
PA was highest. With these results we move a step forward in selecting lines with good 
resistance to DON accumulation and other FHB traits before evaluating them in the field, 
reducing the costs of phenotyping and genotyping. 
  
Keywords: wheat; genomic selection; genome-wide association studies; fusarium head 






Fusarium head blight (FHB) is one of the most devastating diseases of bread wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.) worldwide, which leads to significant losses in grain yield and 
quality. FHB is particularly aggressive in regions with cropping systems in rotation with 
maize and high humidity and moisture through heading and maturity. The disease is 
primarily caused by Fusarium graminearum Schwabe, which infects spikes of wheat 
leading to the discoloration and deterioration of grain, and the contamination with 
mycotoxins, mainly deoxynivalenol (DON) (Parry et al., 1995; Dexter, 1996; Bai and 
Shaner, 2004). 
Control of FHB is difficult because of the complexity of the disease, and the need 
to use different management strategies has been proven (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Breeding 
resistant cultivars should be a major part of an integrated approach to reduce the damage 
from FHB. In this sense, FHB adds complexity to the objective, because resistance is 
quantitatively inherited with many QTLs involved (Liu et al., 2005). Breeding for 
resistance to a quantitatively inherited disease is a difficult task that requires multiple 
cycles of breeding, leading to a gradual improvement of resistance over time (Poland and 
Rutkoski, 2016). The use of an optical sorter based selection has shown promising results, 
increasing the percentage of individuals with higher levels of FHB resistance (Carmack et 
al., 2019; Carmack et al., 2020). Together with marker-assisted selection (MAS), which 
has been used for improving FHB resistance (Miedaner et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2007; 
Agostinelli et al., 2012; Miedaner and Korzun, 2012; Balut et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; 
Lemes da Silva et al., 2019), these approaches have become useful strategies in this fight 




associated markers is not completely successful because of the difficulty of finding the 
same QTL across multiple environments (due to QTL x environment interactions) or 
variable effectiveness in different genetic backgrounds (Heffner et al., 2009; Crossa et al., 
2017). Moreover, the existence of multiple minor QTLs responsible for FHB resistance in 
different backgrounds has been addressed (Kollers et al., 2013; Cai et al., 2016). Genome 
wide association studies (GWAS), through the use of high-density SNPs maps, have been 
successful at detecting a high number of significant marker-trait associations for FHB traits 
(Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Arruda et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Tessmann 
et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2020).   
Genomic selection (GS) is a form of MAS that simultaneously estimates all locus, 
haplotype or marker effects across the entire genome to calculate genomic estimated 
breeding values (GEBVs) (Meuwissen et al., 2001). Since its inception, there have been 
many studies that demonstrate the utility of GS in breeding for disease resistance in crops 
(Heffner et al., 2009; Lorenz et al., 2012; Rutkoski et al., 2014; Arruda et al., 2016; Poland 
and Rutkoski, 2016). In wheat, FHB resistance is a challenging breeding target due to the 
combination of quantitatively inherited resistance and a challenging phenotype that is not 
easy to reproduce artificially. Thus, GS provides a great opportunity to breed FHB-resistant 
wheat cultivars. Research evaluating the performance of GS on the prediction of FHB traits 
in wheat and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) has produced some promising results. Some 
studies have predicted GEBVs under a cross validation scheme (Rutkoski et al., 2012; 
Arruda et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Mirdita et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2018), while others 




and Smith, 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Schulthess et al., 2018; Tiede and Smith, 2018; Herter 
et al., 2019; Verges et al., 2020). 
In a recently published study, Verges et al. (2020) found prediction accuracies (PA) 
of 0.5 when predicting scab traits for populations of the University of Kentucky (UK) 
wheat breeding program in a forward GS scheme, with regional scab nurseries serving as 
the TP. In this study, three different optimization methods and four TP sizes were tested, 
at a constant number of markers; a high density SNP set with 20,929 SNPs. Some research 
has been done regarding the effect of marker number, with an agreement that a plateau in 
PA is reached with low- to medium size marker sets (Lorenz et al., 2012; Hickey et al., 
2014; Arruda et al., 2015). All of these studies were done under a cross validation scheme. 
We are not aware of studies that evaluate the effect of marker number when training 
population (TP) and validation population (VP) are independent samples when predicting 
scab traits. 
One way to evaluate different marker sets that vary in size is to define them based 
on their on the magnitude of their effect as indicated by P value. This would mean a strategy 
that begins with a GWAS to find marker-trait significant associations, followed by genomic 
prediction to calculate the GEBVs. Some studies have taken this approach and evaluated it 
in rice (Zhang et al., 2014; Spindel et al., 2016), maize (Bian and Holland, 2017) and wheat 
(Hoffstetter et al., 2016; Lozada et al., 2019; Larkin et al., 2020), with mixed results in 
terms of success. Positive results were achieved by Hoffstetter et al. (2016), where they 
predicted FHB resistance and other traits with reduced marker sets with different levels of 




found a reduction in PA compared to a GS model when GWAS-derived significant markers 
were added as fixed effects to the GS model to predict FHB traits. 
For this study, we tried to go one step further in investigating the application of GS 
to predict FHB traits. Our first objective was to investigate the effectiveness of using 
GWAS to establish marker-trait relationships that could provide statistically significant 
SNPs associated with each individual trait under evaluation (DON and DSK, an index of 
DON, FHB rating and Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK)) for different UK populations and 
the regional scab nurseries. Secondly, we proposed to evaluate the impact of these reduced 
marker sets in predicting both traits under a cross validation scheme for all populations and 
under a forward GS scheme, where the regional scab nurseries become the TP. Finally, we 
investigated the impact of predicting FDK and FHB rating, using marker subsets defined 
for DON and DSK. 
 
4.3 Materials and Methods 
The plant material in this study comprised lines from the University of Kentucky 
(UK) soft red winter wheat breeding program, and the 2014-2018 Uniform Northern and 
Uniform Southern soft red winter wheat scab nurseries (NUS and SUS respectively; 
Supplementary Table 4.1). 
Lines belonging to the UK wheat breeding program derived from multiple F4:5 and 
F4:6 families and were evaluated in yield trials as part of the testing program. They come 
from crosses made by the breeding program pursuing the program’s goals, one of which is 
increased FHB resistance. The breeding lines may have in their pedigree a parent that was 




study. Three populations of 306, 281 and 198 lines were evaluated in 2017, 2018, 2019 
respectively at Lexington, Kentucky. In the three growing seasons the genotypes were 
planted in 1.2 m rows long, spaced 30 cm apart in the UK mist-irrigated, inoculated FHB 
nursery. The soil type at the site is a Maury silt loam (fine, mixed, semiactive, mesic typic 
Paleudalfs). The experiment was planted in a randomized complete block design with two 
replications. Two checks, a resistant line (KY02C-3005-25) and a susceptible cultivar 
(Pioneer Brand 2555) were planted across the experiment. 
In all seasons, the FHB Nursery had an overhead mist irrigation system on an 
automatic timer that started three weeks before heading. The irrigation schedule was as 
follows: 5 min periods every 15 min from 2000 to 2045 h, 2100 to 2145 h, 0200 to 0245 h, 
0500 to 0530 h, and 0830 h  (Balut et al., 2013). The experiment was inoculated with 
Fusarium graminearum –infected corn (Zea mays L.). Inoculum comprised 27 isolates 
taken from scabby wheat seeds collected over the years 2007-2010 from multiple locations 
across Kentucky (Bec et al., 2015). The inoculum was prepared by allowing corn to imbibe 
water for approximately 16 h before autoclaving. After autoclaving, a solution of 0.2 g 
streptomycin in 150 ml sterile water was mixed in the corn to avoid the growth of other 
microorganisms. The corn was inoculated with potato dextrose agar (PDA) plugs 
containing Fusarium graminearum, covered and incubated for 2 weeks until fully 
colonized by the fungus. After that, the corn was spread on the floor until dry, and put in 
storage bags in a freezer until use. Approximately 3 weeks prior to heading, the scabby 
corn was spread in the rows at a rate of 11.86 gm-2 (Balut et al., 2013). 
For the NUS and SUS each nursery cooperator submits his or her breeding materials 




protocols developed by the U.S. Wheat and Barley Scab Initiative (https://scabusa.org/) 
whose aim is to develop control measures against FHB. Two hundred twenty-nine lines 
belonging to the NUS that represented elite germplasm from public and private breeding 
programs were evaluated in field environments from 2014 to 2018. The NUS was evaluated 
at one or two locations in up to nine states per year from 2014 to 2018: Indiana, Illinois, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Virginia. The data set was balanced for 
individual years where the same set of genotypes was evaluated across different locations 
and unbalanced between years. Another set of 223 lines was evaluated in field 
environments from 2014 to 2018; these experiments were part of the SUS and represented 
elite germplasm from public and private breeding programs. The SUS was evaluated at one 
or two locations in up to 10 states per year from 2014 to 2018: South Carolina, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Arkansas, North Carolina, Virginia, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri and Indiana. 
The data was balanced for individual years where the same set of genotypes was evaluated 
across different locations and unbalanced between years. A list of location/year 
combinations for each regional nursery is shown in Supplementary Table 4.1. 
4.3.1 Phenotypic evaluation  
At 24 days after heading, FHB rating was recorded using a 0-9 scale. FHB rating is 
a visual estimate of the incidence and severity of the disease ranging from 0 (absence of 
FHB symptoms) to 9 (≥ 90% of FHB blighted spikelets). Heading date (HD) was recorded 
when 50% of the spikes in a row had emerged from the flag leaf sheath (in Julian dates; 
data not shown). Plant height (cm) was measured from the soil surface to the top of the 
spike, excluding awns (data not shown). Lines were manually harvested using a sickle, 




from each row was further cleaned by hand and evaluated for Fusarium damaged kernels 
(FDK). The percentage of FDK was estimated by visually comparing samples with known 
levels of FDK ranging from 5 to 90%. The same sample (15g) was subsequently sent to 
the University of Minnesota DON testing laboratory for DON analysis. DON concentration 
was determined by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry ( Mirocha et al., 1998; 
Dong et al., 2006;). An index was created (Verges et al., 2020) combining FHB rating, 
FDK percentage and DON content with the formula:   
DSK index = FHB*0.2 + FDK*0.3 + DON*0.5                                                        (1) 
DSK index was created to emphasize the importance of kernels traits (FDK, DON) in 
breeding for FHB resistance.  
The regional nurseries data were obtained for every genotype, location, year combination. 
Lines were planted in a 1.2 m row spaced 30 cm with two blocks. A common check cultivar 
(Ernie) was planted in the NUS and SUS across years and locations. Historical data 
consisted of entry mean data for FHB rating, FDK and DON concentration for each 
combination of genotype/location/year.  
 
4.3.2 Data analysis 
The following linear mixed model was utilized for the analysis of the FHB traits 
for which individual row-level data were available: 
Ylk = μ + Bk + Gl + εkl                                                                          (2) 
where μ was the mean, Ylk was phenotypic observation of the lth genotype at the kth block, 




term. The overall mean and the genotypic effects were considered fixed, and the block term 
was treated as a random effect. Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUEs) were derived 
from the model above.  
For the historical data of the NUS and SUS nurseries, a single value of each line-
environment combination was available for the different traits (FHB, FDK, DON). 
Therefore, the following linear mixed model was used for this data:  
Yijl = μ + Yi + Lj + YLij + Gl + YGil + LGjl + εijl                                                   (3) 
where μ was the mean, Yijl was phenotypic observation of the lth genotype at the ith year 
in the jth location, Yi was the effect of the year, Lj was the effect of the location, Gl was 
the effect of the genotype and YGil and LGjl were the interaction terms year by genotype 
and location by genotype respectively, while εijl represented the residual term. The overall 
mean and the genotypic effects were considered fixed and all the remaining terms random. 
The model above is the one from which BLUEs were derived.  
4.3.3 Genotyping  
For the 785 breeding lines from the University of Kentucky wheat breeding 
program, DNA was extracted using the Sbeadex plant kit from BioSearch Technologies; 
using leaf samples from the F4:5 or F4:6 lines that were collected by sampling a minimum of 
eight 7–10 day old seedlings. Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) using the protocol 
described by (Poland et al., 2012) was conducted for the 785 lines that were phenotyped. 
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling on raw sequence data for UK breeding lines 
and regional scab nurseries was done with Tassel-5GBSv2 pipeline version 5.2.35. SNPs 




marker locus were retained and imputation performed using Beagle v4.0. The final number 
of SNPs defined was 20,929.  
4.3.4 Design of the Training Populations and Validating populations  
For this study we used the same training populations (TPs) with 100 and 400 
individuals selected by Verges et al. (2020). In this study, four TP sizes were created (100, 
200, 300, 400) based on three different optimization methods to select lines for the TP: at 
random, based on the two tails distribution of lines for a specific trait and based on PEV 
(Prediction Error Variance) algorithm. As a summary, the NUS and SUS were combined 
together and we randomly selected 100 and 400 lines to constitute two different TP sizes 
to estimate GEBVs for the UK breeding lines in the three consecutive years. The validating 
populations (VP) were created by selecting 50 genotypes randomly from the total breeding 
lines for each year independently, creating a total of 20 validation sets for 2017, 2018 and 
2019. The validating populations created for 2017 and 2018 sets were used previously in 
the study mentioned above and the VP created for the 2019 set were created for this study.  
4.3.5 Genome wide association study (GWAS)  
Marker-trait associations were tested in the Genome Association and Prediction 
Integrated Tool (GAPIT) (Lipka et al., 2012) using a mixed linear model (MLM) for the 
regional scab nurseries (NUS + SUS). A mixed linear model (MLM) includes both fixed 
and random effects. Individuals are included as random effects and these gives a MLM the 
ability to incorporate information about relationships among individuals. This information 
about relationships is conveyed through the kinship (K) matrix, which is used in an MLM 




produces a series of output files, including Manhattan plots, Q-Q plots and an association 
table with GWAS results for all SNPs analyzed, including P-values. First, GWAS was 
performed for each one of the 10 sets of lines becoming the TPs for cross validation, 
separately. This was done to prevent “inside trading” effect, described by Arruda et al. 
(2016); SNPs significantly associated with all traits were identified and specifically for 
DON content and DSK index, significant SNPs were selected to create three marker sets 
at different P value levels (0.01, 0,05 and 0.1). Secondly, GWAS was performed to the 
complete set of regional nursery lines (442 lines) to identify and select SNPs significantly 
associated with DON and DSK and create markers sets at different P value levels (0.01, 
0.05 and 0.1) which were used on the forwards GS approach to predict UK breeding lines 
in the three consecutive years (2017, 2018, 2019).   
4.3.6 Genomic Prediction  
GEBVs for FHB rating, FDK, DON, and DSK were estimated using ridge 
regression best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP) (Meuwissen et al., 2001) with the 
model 
y = Xβ + Zu + e                                                             (4)  
where y is a vector of BLUEs for one trait for each wheat genotype, β is a vector of fixed 
effects which includes the overall mean and fixed covariates (major QTL and association 
mapping markers), u is a vector of random marker effects, X and Z are the design matrices 
for fixed and random effects, respectively, and e is a vector representing residual terms. 
The variance–covariance structure associated with the random term was u~N (0, Iσu2) and 




mixed.solve function using the package RR-BLUP in R (Endelman and Jannink, 2012). 
Prediction accuracy was defined as the Pearson correlation between the phenotypic values 
(BLUEs) and the GEBVs (predicted) values. 
4.3.7 Cross Validation  
For cross validation, a total of 10 different TP (N=351 lines) and VP (N=91 lines) 
sets were created with the set of lines from the regional nurseries. We investigated the 
predictive ability of the genomic selection model for each of the two traits and calculated 
the prediction accuracy (Pearson correlation between phenotypic values and GEBVs) 
across 10 iterations of cross validation. A random sampling cross validation was 
conducted, training the model with 10 different TPs and VPs that were created to avoid the 
possible overestimated PA produced when the GS model is trained with markers selected 
by GWAS on the same lines that will become the VP ‘inside trading effect”. Each TP was 
created randomly, had 351 lines, an 80% of the total regional nurseries lines and the other 
20% become the VP.   
4.3.8 Forward Validation study  
The forward prediction study included the use of two different training population 
sizes (100,400) comprising the combination of NUS and SUS to estimate GEBVs of 20 
prediction sets with 50 breeding lines each, for each of the three years (2017, 2018, 2019).  
Regional nurseries were defined as TPs and GWAS was used to define marker set 
scenarios for GS (Table 4.2). Scenario 1 (GS-full set) used all the SNPs that passed the 
filtering and imputation process (20,929). Scenario 2 (GWM-0.01) used only a set of 




only a set of significant (P<0.05) SNPs for DON content and DSK index. Scenario 4 
(GWM-0.1) used only a set of significant (P<0.1) SNPs for DON and DSK index. 
Therefore, the study included five (4) different marker sets, two (2) TP sizes (100, 400), 




4.4.1 Genome Wide Association Study  
Manhattan and QQ plots from GWAS for DON content and DSK for the regional 
FHB nurseries. are shown in Supplementary Figure 4.1. In general, the Q-Q plot for each 
analysis showed that the observed - log10 (P value) was close to expected – log10 (P value), 
but in the tail of the distribution deviations from observed values in most cases indicated 
that significant marker effects were found. GWAS provided the significant markers at 
levels 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 for the different populations and scenarios in this study. 
4.4.2 Phenotypic summary  
The training populations used in this study consisted of a set or lines entered in the 
US regional scab nurseries: Uniform Northern (NUS) and Uniform Southern Scab Nursery 
(SUS), and three set of breeding lines from the University of Kentucky wheat breeding 
program. This historical TP data comprised five years that were evaluated and curated 
(https://scabusa.org/publications#pubs_uniform-reports; verified January 13 2021). It is 
important to note that the regional nursery entries have been selected by breeders on the 




agronomic performance and had not yet been screened for scab resistance. The phenotypic 
information (Table 4.3) for the nurseries, and the populations evaluated in Lexington, KY 
in 2017, 2018 and 2019, showed that good levels of infection were achieved, so that we 
were able to score genotypes and differentiate resistant and susceptible reactions for the 
different traits. The means for FHB rating, ranged from 3.30 in the regional nurseries to 
5.35 in the 2018 population, with a minimum rating of 1-1.25 and a maximum rating scores 
of 8.5 in the four sets. The mean FDK percentage ranged from 12.56 % for the 2019 
population and 48.62 % for the 2017 population. The mean FDK for the 2017 population 
is higher than the one obtained for the regional nurseries (29.84%). FDK ranged from 
minimum values between 3.5 and 12% to higher values between 40-90%. The highest FDK 
was achieved with the 2017 population, and the lowest with 2019 population, both planted 
in Lexington KY. Regarding DON levels, the mean DON content ranged from 1.74 ppm 
for 2019 population to 24.92 ppm for 2017 population. Regional nurseries and 2018 
population had mean values intermediate between these two contrasting values for DON 
content. The DON values ranged from 0.16 to 5.12 ppm for 2019 population, 3.3 to 36.55 
ppm for 2018 population, 11.1 to 51.4 ppm for 2017 population and 2.27 to 24.46 for the 
regional nurseries. DON levels in Lexington, KY in 2017 were higher than generally 
occurs. Despite these high values, we still could observe phenotypic variance among the 
evaluated lines. There was a range of 40 ppm between the lowest and highest values for 
the 2017 population and a very low range (5 ppm) between DON content values for the 
2019 population, indicating that data from 2019 the lowest DON content accumulation. 
DSK index was calculated based on these traits. 




We evaluated the effect of the different marker set scenarios shown in Table 4.1 to 
predict DON and DSK for the regional nurseries with cross validation. Table 4.4 showed 
for DON a moderate PA with all scenarios. The highest PA was obtained with scenario 1, 
the full set of markers, and a slight reduction is observed with the three scenarios of marker 
subsets. Using scenario 3 (GWM-0.05) PA was 0.54, a 2% reduction compared to the full 
marker set (PA=0.55). With scenario 4 (GWM-0.1) PA was 0.53, a 4% reduction compared 
to scenario 1. The lowest PA was obtained with scenario 2 (GWM-0.01), the smaller 
marker set. We observed the same trend for DSK index, with scenario 1 obtaining the 
highest PA, 0.6 and scenario 3 and 4 (GWM-0.05; GWM-0.1) having a slight reduction of 
a 5-8% in PA compared to scenario 1.  
 
4.4.4 Effect of the different marker set scenarios and TP size on predicting DON content 
and DSK index in a forward selection scheme.  
Table 4.5 shows the prediction accuracies obtained for the two traits under all 
marker scenarios (Table 4.2) and for the three different set of lines evaluated, with a TP 
size of 100. As a general conclusion, at TP=100 the highest PA obtained for DON (0.38) 
and for DSK (0.44) was achieved, predicting the 2017 population under scenarios 2 
(GWM-0.01) for DON and Scenario 3 (GWM-0.05) for DSK. If we look at the PA obtained 
by year, for the 2017 population, the highest prediction accuracy (PA=0.38) for DON 
content was achieved with Scenario 2 (GWM-GWM-0.01), and the lowest PA (0.24) was 
obtained with Scenario 1, (GS-full set). For DSK, also for 2017 population, the highest PA 




Scenario 2 (GWM-0.01). For the 2018 population, the highest PA for DON content was 
obtained with scenario 4 (GWM-0.1) (PA= 0.25) and the lowest PA was obtained with 
Scenario 3, showing for this trait/year combination similar PA ranging from 0.22-0.25 with 
all scenarios. For DSK, also for 2018 population, the highest PA (0.29) was achieved with 
scenario 2 (GWM-0.01) and the lowest PA (0.14) was achieved with Scenario 3 (P<0.05). 
For the 2019 population, the highest PA (0.23) for DON content was obtained with 
Scenario 4 (GWM-0.1), while the lowest PA (0.17) achieved with Scenario 2 (GWM-0.01). 
For DSK, also for the 2019 population, the highest PA (0.34) was obtained with scenarios 
4 (GWM-0.1) and the lowest PA (0.21) was obtained with scenario 1 (GS-full set). 
At TP size of 400 individuals, as a general conclusion, the highest PA obtained for 
DON (0.43) and for DSK (0.49) was achieved predicting the 2017 population under 
scenario 1 (GS). With this TP size, PA for DON in 2017 varied from 0.34 to 0.43; the 
highest PA was obtained with Scenario 1 (GS) and the lowest PA with Scenario 3 (GWM-
0.05). For DSK, the PA ranged from 0.36 to 0.49, with the highest PA obtained with 
Scenario 1 (GS) and the lowest with Scenario 2 (GWM-0.01). With 2018 population set, 
PA for DON varied from 0.24 to 0.34, being the highest PA obtained with scenario 1 (GS-
full set) and the lowest with scenario 2 (GWM-0.01). For DSK, the PA ranged from 0.13 
to 0.25, with the highest PA obtained with scenario 1 (GS) and the lowest with scenario 3 
(GWM-0.05). With respect to DON, PA in the 2019 population varied from 0.15 to 0.16. 
For DSK, the PA ranged from 0.24 to 0.30 with the highest PA obtained with scenario 4 
and the lowest PA obtained with scenario 1 (GS-full set). 
Figures 4.1a and 4.1b showed PA for both traits and four marker scenarios, where 




under scenario 4 (GWM-0.1) we observed the highest PA for both traits at TP size=100 
and under scenario 1 (GS) at TP size=400. At TP=100 (figure 4.1a), scenario 4 (GWM-
0.1) increased PA for DON (0.28) by 21% compared to scenario 1 (GS full set) where we 
obtained the lowest PA (0.22). Similarly, for DSK (figure 4.1b), scenario 4 (GWM-0.1) 
increased the PA by 12% compared to scenario 1, that obtained the lowest PA. At TP=400 
(figure 4.1a), for DON, scenario 1 (GS) reached an average PA of 0.21, 10% higher than 
PA obtained with scenario 4 (GWM-0.1) the second highest value. For DSK, scenario 1 
reached an average PA of 0.33 that is a 3% higher than PA obtained with scenario 4 (GWM-
0.1), the second highest value. We observed for DON, that the difference between the size 
of the TP did not have an impact on the average PA under the marker subsets, but it did 
have an impact with the full set of markers where PA at TP=400 outperformed by a 21% 
PA at TP size=100. We observed a similar trend for DSK with scenarios 3 and 4, but we 
observed and impact of TP size with scenarios 1 and 2. When looking at scenarios 2-4, 
where SNPs were selected based on GWAS P values on the regional nurseries only, 
scenario 4 (GWM-0.1), showed the highest PA compared to scenario 2 and 3, for both 
DON and DSK and at both TP sizes.  
 
4.4.5 Effect of the different marker set scenarios on prediction of FHB rating and FDK.  
We also investigated the effect of genomic selection under these marker scenarios 
when predicting other scab traits like FHB rating and FDK (Table 4.6). These traits are 
known to be correlated with DON, and along with DON, they constitute the DSK index. 
These traits were predicted based on the markers selected with GWAS for DON and DSK; 




from GWAS for DON or DSK, and under two TP sizes. The results showed that PA for 
FHB rating was, on average, lower (0.2) than PA obtained for DON (0.28) or DSK (0.31) 
and PA for FDK was of a similar magnitude (0.31) when compared to DON (0.28) and 
DSK (0.31). 
For FHB rating, predictions based on GWAS for DON or DSK gave similar 
accuracies (0.18 and 0.19; Table 4.6). The highest prediction accuracy for this trait was 
found with Scenario 2 (GWM-0.01) at TP =400, PA= 0.22. AT TP= 400, PA for FHB 
rating under all reduced marker sets, was 6 to 32 % higher than scenario 1 (GS-full set). At 
TP=100 the results were similar; highest PA was obtained with scenario 3 and 4 (0.2), the 
PA obtained under these scenarios was 12-25% higher than scenario 1, and the lowest PA 
obtained under scenario 1 (GS-full set). For FDK, Table 4.6 shows that predictions based 
on GWAS for DON and DSK had similar accuracies (0.31-0.32) and the scenario that 
showed the best results was scenario 4 (GWM-0.1), PA=0.33 as an average between two 
TP sizes. Scenario 4 outperformed scenario 1 (GS-full set) by a 3% and scenarios 2 and 3 
by a 3 to 18%. The highest prediction accuracy for this trait was found with scenario 4 
(GWM-0.1) at TP=400, PA=0.36. The lowest PA was obtained with scenario 2 (GWM-
0.01), at both TP sizes and with markers selected based on GWAS for DON and DSK. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
Genomic selection has become a primary technology for plant breeders looking to 
accelerate the breeding process. Some of the benefits of GS include increasing genetic gain 
per unit time, reducing phenotyping costs, reducing field testing and more accurate 




marker subsets based on level of significance obtained with GWAS in the regional 
nurseries, and afterwards evaluated them with both cross validation and forward GS, 
predicting independent sets of UK breeding lines.  
Overall, results from our study showed positive and promising results regarding the 
use of a subset of markers based on GWAS. We established trait specific genomic 
relationship matrices, and defined different marker sets that include specific SNPs that 
were significant for DON or DSK. It is, to our knowledge, the first study reporting positive 
results with GWAS-GS for DON and DSK under a forward GS scheme, where a set of 
regional lines with known DON values becomes the TP to calculate GEBVs for UK 
breeding lines that don’t have FHB phenotyping evaluation yet. It is known that FHB is a 
very complex disease and the traits evaluated to quantify disease resistance are explained 
by many genes with small effects. Therefore, GWAS can be used to identify trait-marker 
associations in order to improve and validate GS; in addition, this step reduces the number 
of markers used for the analysis significantly, with the cost reduction than implies. 
Alternatively, it may be possible to reduce costs using a targeted genotyping approach such 
as amplicon sequencing (Bernardo et al., 2020)   
Under a forward selection approach, our results using regional nurseries as TPs 
(Fig. 4.1a, 4.1b) over three years, showed a substantial positive increase in PA of 21% for 
DON (0.28 vs 0.22) and 12% for DSK (0.32 vs 0.28) under scenario 4 compared to scenario 
1 at the smallest TP size. On the other hand, with the largest TP, the highest accuracies 
were obtained with the full marker set for both traits, being a 10% and a 3% higher for 
DON and DSK respectively than scenario 4, the second best scenario. Based on these 




allows one to reduce the marker set with minimal effect on PA but with a great impact on 
the marker number; our results showed an average 93.6% reduction in marker’s number 
(20,932 vs 1900) and only an average 6% reduction in PA for both traits (TP=400). We 
validated in a forward GS scheme that significant SNPs for regional nurseries were also 
significant SNPs for the UK material, showing association with QTLs that are mainly 
responsible for the resistance or susceptibility of lines. Rutkoski et al. (2012) suggested 
that fewer loci were involved in DON resistance compared to other FHB traits like 
Severity, Incidence and FDK; our results agree with this concept as we observed that a 
reduced number (~1800) of SNPs were enough to estimate GEBVs in an accurate and 
consistent way for DON accumulation and DSK index.  
In studies applying a forward GS scheme with independent samples of related 
material (Lorenz et al., 2012; Tiede and Smith, 2018), investigators found prediction 
accuracies for DON in barley ranging from 0.14 to 0.67 and for FHB ranging from 0.58 to 
0.77. In wheat, using an independent sample for TP and VP, Jiang et al. (2017) found 
prediction accuracies of 0.58 for FHB rating using a TP and VP evaluated in different years, 
for sets of European wheat populations. In another study, Schulthess et al. (2018) found 
prediction accuracies ranging from 0.4 (lower relatedness between TP and VP) to 0.8 
(higher relatedness between TP and VP) when predicting severity in hybrid wheat. In our 
study, the highest PA obtained, with scenario 4, for DON (0.39) and DSK (0.45) was found 
when predicting the 2017 population. Lower prediction accuracies were observed with the 
2018 and 2019 populations.   
Year to year variability is a normal phenomenon in a breeding program: every year 




results, GxE interaction was manifest in the differences among 2017 (high PA), 2018 and 
2019 (moderate-low PA). In a forward GS scheme, prediction accuracies are affected by 
degrees of relatedness between TP and VP, and the year effect, when TP and VP are 
evaluated in different years. Therefore, we see our results as promising in that we are using 
regional nurseries composed of lines from different breeding programs to predict UK 
breeding lines; nursery entries may not be closely related to the UK material, adding more 
complexity to GS. Something else to consider is the phenotypic expression showed in the 
three different sets of validating populations for DON. The expression of DON content 
varied greatly among UK populations (Table 4.3). In 2017 and 2018, a range was observed 
of 40.3 and 33.25 ppm between the minimum and the maximum values, respectively, 
whereas in 2019 we observed little variability with 4.96 ppm between the lowest and 
highest values. This year to year difference in phenotypic expression for the different lines 
affected the PA.  
In order to place the PAs obtained with forward GS in context, we can look at 
previous studies from our group (Verges and Van Sanford, 2020; Verges et al., 2020). 
Verges et al. (2020) found that with a 0.40-0.43 PA for DON, using a 30-40% selection 
intensity – common in early generation selection – 50 to 60% of the lines were correctly 
selected for low DON based on GEBVs. We also found that with a 0.49 PA for DSK, up 
to 68% of lines were correctly selected for low DON, using the same selection intensity. 
Therefore, we think that a prediction accuracy of 0.4 would be acceptable to most breeders 
when selecting for DON resistance in lines not yet tested in a scab nursery.  
Under cross validation (Table 4.4), our results agreed with the values found in the 




model trained with the full marker sets showed the highest PA for DON (0.55). In scenario 
3 with a reduced markers set, using SNPs significant at P<0.05, we observed the highest 
PA for DON (0.54) compared to the 0.55 observed with the full set marker set. Different 
authors investigated this trait in wheat (Rutkoski et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2015; Dong et 
al., 2018; Verges et al., 2020) and barley (Lorenz et al. 2012), reporting moderate PA for 
DON with cross validation, less than or equal to 0.6 on average. Therefore, our results 
provide strong evidence about the model’s predictive ability with a 95% reduction of 
marker number used for this trait through building trait-specific genomic relationship 
matrices that exploit GWAS via rrBLUP (Zhang et al., 2014).  
The DSK index was proposed by Verges et al., (2020) with the objective of 
weighting the values of FDK and DON, traits that affect grain quality, food safety and 
economic return to the farmer. Under cross validation (Table 4.4), this trait showed a 
moderate PA ranging from 0.49-0.57 for scenarios 2-4. The highest PA with the marker 
subsets was obtained under scenario 4 (PA=0.57), SNPs selected with GWAS for DSK 
with a P <0.1 level of significance This value represents a slight reduction in accuracy of 
5% compared to scenario 1 (PA=0.6). DSK is a novel index and therefore difficult to 
compare with other indices from the literature, but in another study Arruda et al. (2015) 
evaluated two different indices (FHB index and ISK), finding prediction accuracies with 
cross validation of around 0.5 for FHB index and 0.7 for ISK. Rutkoski et al. (2012) found 
prediction accuracies ranging from 0.44 to 0.54 for the same index.  
We also investigated whether SNPs selected based on significant marker-trait 
associations for DON and DSK would be effective in estimating accurate GEBVs for FDK 




Our results (Table 4.6) showed for FDK, a similar average PA (0.3) to DON or DSK, based 
on all scenarios and the three different populations to which a forward GS scheme was 
applied. The prediction accuracies ranged from 0.25 to 0.35. As an average of two TP sizes, 
scenario 4 showed the highest PA for FDK (PA=0.33) 5% higher than scenario 1. These 
results show consistency in PA and confirm the usefulness of GWAS identifying 
significant SNPs to target different scab traits when breeding to increase FHB resistance. 
Arruda et al. (2016) found a PA of 0.8 for FDK; Rutkoski et al. (2012) found prediction 
accuracies ranging from 0.35 to 0.46 and Larkin et al. (2020) found PA of 0.53 all under a 
cross validation scheme. Even though the PA we obtained is lower, we should underscore 
that our results are based on a forward GS scheme, where prediction accuracy is generally 
lower than is found with cross validation. Two aspects are important to address here: 1) the 
similar PA obtained for FDK is an average based on the three UK populations and all 
scenarios; 2) Scenario 4, with 1756-1780 SNPs outperformed scenario 1, which strongly 
supports the use of GWAS-GS approach in a forward GS strategy.  
TP size has been extensively discussed in the literature, and there is agreement that 
highest PAs are achieved with 300-400 individuals and that at larger TPs, a plateau is 
achieved (Lorenz et al., 2012; Lehermeier et al., 2014; Isidro et al., 2015; Michel et al., 
2017; Sarinelli et al., 2019). Our results, under a forward GS scheme, showed small 
differences between PA obtained with TP size 100 vs 400 using reduced marker numbers 
(scenarios 2-4). PA for DON, as an average of all scenarios, was 0.27 at TP size of 100 and 
400. PA for DSK reached 0.31 at TP size of 100, and 0.29 at TP size of 400. With the full 
marker set, the results differed in that both traits had higher PA at TP=400 compared to 




populations, 300-500 SNPs are enough to get prediction accuracies of 0.6, with training 
populations ranging from 400-800 individuals. Numerous investigators have evaluated the 
effect of marker number on the PA for FHB traits and they observed a similar trend, where 
increases in marker number increase PA until a plateau is reached, in some studies sooner, 
with 250 to 380 markers (Heffner et al., 2011; Lorenz et al., 2012; Sallam et al., 2015) or 
later, at around 3000 SNPs (Arruda et al., 2015). Our results, under a forward GS approach, 
indicate that with 1700-1800 SNPs selected via GWAS, it is possible to obtain PA of 0.4, 
when TP and VP are independent sets of lines.   
With this study we tried to improve our understanding of how GS and GWAS could 
improve breeding for a challenging disease like FHB, and very challenging and costly traits 
like DON accumulation. In a recent article, we stated that selections based on GEBVs could 
be done effectively in material that was not yet evaluated for FHB in the field (Verges et 
al., 2020). Lines in earlier generations could be selected for resistance based on GEBVs, 
eliminating very susceptible material before testing it in the field. The results of this study 
reinforce this idea, given the usefulness of the regional nurseries to predict FHB traits, 
coupled with the use of GWAS for identifying a smaller number marker significantly 
associated with traits of interest. Reduced marker number decreases genotyping costs 
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Table 4.1 Number of SNPs for DON and DSK that constituted the marker sets for Cross 
Validation. Scenario 1 (GS) included the full set of SNPs. Scenarios 2-4 comprised SNPs 
with a significant effect for DON/DSK obtained after GWAS for the regional nurseries. 
  Scenarios Marker Sets Number of SNPs  
      AV Min Max 
DON Scenario 1 GS (Full Set)  20,939 20,929 20,929 
 Scenario 2 GWAS (0.01) 218 205 238 
 Scenario 3 GWAS (0.05) 941 877 1078 
  Scenario 4 GWAS (0.1) 1878 1756 1990 
DSK Scenario 1 GS (Full Set)  20,939 20,929 20,929 
 Scenario 2 GWAS (0.01) 171 143 201 
 Scenario 3 GWAS (0.05) 875 829 914 


























Table 4.2 Different marker scenarios applied for forward genomic selection. Significant 
SNPs obtained after GWAS for the two traits are shown in this order: DON/DSK. 
Scenarios Marker Sets Number of SNPs  
Scenario 1 GS (Full Set)  20,929 
Scenario 2 GWM (0.01) 234/176  
Scenario 3 GWM (0.05) 899/831  




























Table 4.3: Summary of the phenotypic information for FHB rating, FDK (Fusarium 
damaged kernels) and DON (Deoxynivalenol content) for the regional scab nurseries and 















Reg Nur* (2014-2018)     Breeding lines (2017)     
Mean 3.30 29.84 9.01 Mean 4.10 48.62 24.92 
Min 1.25 9.70 2.27 Min 1.0 12.00 11.10 
Max 7.50 61.47 24.46 Max 8.50 90.00 51.40 
Breeding lines (2018)     Breeding lines (2019)   
Mean 5.35 32.70 11.97 Mean 4.16 12.56 1.74 
Min 2.50 5.00 3.30 Min 2.0 3.50 0.16 



















Table 4.4: Mean prediction accuracy and standard deviation for DON and DSK index with 
Cross Validation. 
   GS GWM (0.01) GWM (0.05) GWM (0.1) 
DON 0.55 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.06 




















Table 4.5: Accuracy for DON and DSK index under different marker sets and two TP sizes 
(100 and 400). GS whole genotype marker data (~20,929 SNPs), GWM (0.01) marker 
subset based on significance level P<0.01 (234 and 176 SNPs), GWM (0.05) marker subset 
based on significance level P<0.05 (899 and 831 SNPs), GWM (0.1) marker subset based 
on significance level P<0.1 (1780 and 1756 SNPs).  
Marker set Year       DON      DSK 
    100 400 100 400 
GS 2017 0.24 0.43 0.42 0.49 
GS 2018 0.23 0.34 0.20 0.25 
GS 2019 0.19 0.16 0.21 0.24 
GWM (0.01) 2017 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.36 
GWM (0.01) 2018 0.23 0.24 0.29 0.20 
GWM (0.01) 2019 0.17 0.16 0.30 0.26 
GWM (0.05) 2017 0.32 0.34 0.44 0.45 
GWM (0.05) 2018 0.22 0.28 0.14 0.13 
GWM (0.05) 2019 0.22 0.15 0.29 0.28 
GWM (0.1) 2017 0.37 0.39 0.42 0.45 
GWM (0.1) 2018 0.25 0.30 0.20 0.21 






Table 4.6: Average prediction accuracy for FHB rating and FDK under different marker 
set scenarios, 2017-19. GS whole genotype marker data (~20,929 SNPs), GWM (0.01) 
marker subset based on significance level P<0.01 (234 and 176 SNPs), GWM (0.05) 
marker subset based on significance level P<0.05 (899 and 831 SNPs), GWM (0.1) marker 
subset based on significance level P<0.1 (1780 and 1756 SNPs) and GWM (corr) marker 
subset based on correlation. Training population sizes = 100, 400. 
                  
  FHB Rating  FDK 
Trait N 100 400 AV   100 400 AV 
DON         
GS 20929 0.15 0.15 0.15  0.29 0.35 0.32 
GWM (0.01) 234 0.18 0.22 0.20  0.29 0.25 0.27 
GWM (0.05) 899 0.17 0.19 0.18  0.30 0.33 0.32 
GWM (0.1) 1780 0.15 0.18 0.16  0.30 0.36 0.33 
DSK         
GS 20929 0.15 0.15 0.15  0.29 0.35 0.32 
GWM (0.01) 176 0.17 0.16 0.17  0.34 0.26 0.30 
GWM (0.05) 831 0.20 0.20 0.20  0.30 0.29 0.30 






Figure 4.1: Prediction Accuracy (PA) for DON (A) and DSK index (B) under different 
marker sets for genomic selection. Average between 2017-18-19. GS: full marker set 
(~20,929 SNPs), GWM (0.01), GWM (0.05) and GWM (0.01), marker subsets based on 









Supplementary Table 4.1:  Uniform Northern and Uniform Southern Scab Nursery (NUS-
SUS) for 2014-2018. (Same as Supplementary Table 3.1, page 88). Each environment is a 
combination of year/location. Severity, FDK and DON data is the average between two 
replications for each genotype.  
                                                                                                                                                 NA: Data not 
recorded 
YEAR TEST ENV ENTRY GENOTYPE SEVERITY FDK DON 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 1 TRUMAN 13.7 2.7 1.2 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 2 ERNIE 20.5 4.5 0.5 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 3 FREEDOM 28.1 15.0 4.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 4 PIONEER2545 57.9 18.3 6.3 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 5 NY01016-AN 50.0 12.1 2.7 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 6 NY01066-278 46.0 16.5 7.5 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 7 NY99059-249 42.5 6.3 1.3 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 8 NY99069-249 31.2 7.5 3.1 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 9 NY99069-352 51.2 12.9 4.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 10 KWS023 14.0 5.0 0.4 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 11 KWS024 39.7 25.5 4.0 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 12 KWS025 74.5 6.4 3.0 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 13 KWS028 55.2 7.6 1.8 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 14 L29230 18.5 7.5 0.4 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 15 LCS321 41.0 6.7 3.5 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 16 E6012 48.7 2.7 1.9 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 17 F0036R 65.2 18.4 7.1 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 18 F0039 70.5 25.6 7.1 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 19 F1014 20.1 21.0 3.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 20 OH07-263-3 22.2 13.7 1.3 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 21 OH08-206-69 64.5 4.5 1.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 22 OH08-269-58 41.5 21.2 2.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 23 0570A1-2-32-5-1-4 26.9 14.8 1.5 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 24 0762A1-2-8 19.6 5.6 0.7 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 25 08334A1-31 22.0 6.0 0.7 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 26 10641B1-9-11-7 21.8 3.5 0.4 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 27 B08-91993 20.3 1.0 0.8 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 28 B09-900256 45.1 11.5 3.7 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 29 M09L-9547 44.8 7.5 2.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 30 M10-1100 29.9 17.0 4.8 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 31 M11-1027 39.1 19.5 3.0 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 32 M11-2298 28.6 8.5 2.1 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 33 GL133 18.5 3.8 3.0 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 34 GL164 24.8 15.0 3.4 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 35 UGRCC2-78 50.1 13.0 4.9 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 36 UGRCC5-116 42.2 19.0 0.6 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 37 IL09-24328 21.4 2.9 0.2 
2014 NUS 2014_VA_BLA 38 IL09-3264 12.6 5.0 0.1 





Supplementary Figure 4.1: Manhattan and QQ plots from GWAS for DON content and 





a) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing a GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the regional 









b) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing a GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the regional 














c) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2017 KY 









d) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2017 KY 



















e) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2018 KY 







f) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2018 KY 
















g) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2019 KY 








h) Manhattan plots (a) and QQ plots (b) performing GWAS analysis with GAPIT on the 2019 










Genomic selection (GS) is an exceptional tool to predict traits that are targeted in 
breeding programs and which allows selection of breeding lines based on their GEBVs, 
before being evaluated in the field or phenotyped for a specific trait.  Because of its 
complexity to be routinely implemented in breeding program, this dissertation examined 
through three studies strategies to have an effective and efficient design and application of 
GS in a wheat breeding program.  First, the use of genomic selection at preliminary yield 
trial through the training population design to predict untested lines was investigated. 
Second, training population design using as source of lines the regional Fusarium head 
blight nurseries to predict FHB resistance of independent breeding lines was investigated. 
Third, the use of Genome-Wide Association Studies to identify and select significant SNPs 
and the posteriori association with genomic selection as a tool to predict FHB traits 
reducing the marker number in the GS model was investigated.   
The first study included a total of 816 breeding lines belonging to advanced or 
preliminary yield trials. Different training populations (TP) were designed to predict lines 
in the preliminary yield trials (PYT) consisting of: i) advanced lines of the breeding 
program; ii) 50% of the preliminary lines set belonging to many families; (iii) only full 
sibs, consisting of 50% of lines of each family. Results showed that the strategy of splitting 
the preliminary set in half, phenotyping only half of the lines to serve as the TP showed the 
most consistent results for the different traits. Prediction accuracies ranging from 0.49-0.65 
for grain yield, 0.59-0.61 for test weight, 0.70-0.72 for heading date, and 0.49 for height 
were obtained for a subset of lines, being inconsistent across preliminary sets and 




0.65 meant, at 20% selection intensity, that 75% of the best yielding lines based on 
phenotypic information were correctly selected by the GS model. This study demonstrated 
that, despite the small family size that often occurs at breeding programs, an approach that 
includes lines from the same family in both the TP and VP, together with half sibs and 
more distant lines, could be a useful and efficient design for establishing a GS scheme to 
predict lines entering first year yield trials. 
The second study, evaluated the use of the Uniform Northern (NUS) and Uniform 
Southern (SUS) soft red winter wheat scab nurseries (a total of 452 lines) as possible 
training populations to predict Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) traits in breeding lines 
belonging to the UK wheat breeding program. Four TP sizes (100, 200, 300, 400) and three 
optimization methods (Random, Two-tails and Prediction Error Variance) were used to 
design the training populations. 
DON content was best predicted by the SUS; FDK, FHB rating and two indices, 
DSK and DK were best predicted by the NUS. Highest prediction accuracies were achieved 
when the NUS and SUS were combined, reaching up to 0.5 for almost all traits except FHB 
rating. These are impressive levels of PA, indicating the success of the model used and the 
strategy to use scab nurseries as TP in a forward GS scheme. Highest PA were obtained 
with bigger TP sizes (300-400) and there were not significant effect effects of TP 
optimization methods for all traits. DON tolerance is a primary breeding target for 
breeding, and the obtained results showed that at selection intensities (SI) of 30-40%, 
selecting based on DSK GEBVs had a 4-6% increase of correctly selected lines compared 




identify lines with low content and an overall improved FHB resistance based on GEBVs, 
reducing the sets of lines for further field testing.  
The third study takes a step forward in applying GS to predict FHB traits, 
investigating the effect of reducing the marker number on prediction accuracy, combining 
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to select SNPs together with GS to obtain the 
GEBVs. A GWAS on the regional FHB nurseries was performed and significant SNPs 
associated with DON and DSK index identified and selected. Three marker sets with 
different marker number were created selecting SNPs at three P-value levels: 0.1, 0.05, 
0.01. A four marker set size was the full marker set used in the second study, with 20.929 
SNPs. Under a forward GS scheme, using the regional nurseries as training populations 
(TP) of sizes 100 and 400, there was a substantial positive increase in PA of 21% for DON 
(0.28 vs 0.22) and 12% for DSK (0.32 vs 0.28) using a reduced marker set (P<0.1) at the 
smallest TP size (100).  When looking at the effect of the target set of breeding lines being 
predicted, differences by year were found with higher PA obtained with the 2017 
population. Under cross validation, the full set of markers showed the best performance, 
with a slightly reduction found with the reduced marker sets. The results of this study 
showed that GWAS offers and excellent tool to select significant markers for traits like 
DON and DSK index, and moreover with that SNPs it is possible to estimate GEBVs for 
independent sets of breeding lines. 
In conclusion, this dissertation evaluated different strategies to predict key trait 
target in wheat breeding, reaching these conclusions: 
1) In a forward GS scheme, designing a training population with sibs and half sibs 




showing prediction accuracies of 0.5-0.7 for complex traits like grain yield, and 
showed with this PA level that up to a 75% lines were correctly selected based 
on GEBVs compare to which would be selected based on phenotypic values. 
2) The use of the regional FHB nurseries as source of lines for a training population, 
showed potential as a strategy to predict FHB traits for breeding lines in local 
breeding programs. We obtained up to 0.5 of prediction accuracy for key traits 
like DON and FDK. A new Index was created (DSK) addressing the effect that 
FHB has on grain quality for commercialization, and this index has the potential 
to become an excellent tool to select for low DON content, and an overall 
improved FHB resistance. 
3) A reduced marker number could be a potential strategy to predict FHB traits, 
reducing the costs of genotyping. Similar or slightly lower PA compared to the 
full marker set were obtained reducing a 90% the number of markers. The 
marker sets were obtained through a GWAS analysis on the training population 
set, on this study the regional nurseries. Relationship between lines in the 
training population becomes a key aspect to succeed in establishing useful 
marker sets to predict other sets of lines, and relationship among TP and VP lines 
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